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Series Editors’ preface

Kate Myers and John MacBeath

Series introduction

There is a concerted move to raise standards in the public education
system. The aim is laudable. Few people would disagree with it. However,
there is no clear agreement about what we mean by ‘standards’. Do we
mean attainment or achievement more broadly defined, for example,
and how we are to raise whatever it is we agree needs raising? 

At the same time, there appears to be an increasing trend towards
approaching changes in education through a controlling, rational and
technical framework. This framework tends to concentrate on educa-
tional content and delivery and ignores the human resource perspective
and the complexity of how human beings live, work and interact with
one another. It overemphasizes linearity and pays insufficient attention
to how people respond to change and either support or subvert it.

Recent government initiatives, including the National Curriculum,
OfSTED school and LEA inspections, assessment procedures, league
tables, target-setting, literacy and numeracy hours, and performance
management have endorsed this framework. On occasions this has been
less to do with the content of ‘reforms’ than the process of implemen-
tation – that is, doing it ‘to’ rather than ‘with’ the teaching profession.
Teachers are frequently treated as the problem rather than part of the
solution, with the consequence that many feel disillusioned, demor-
alised and disempowered. Critics of this top-down approach are often
seen as lacking rigour, complacent about standards, and uninterested in
raising achievement.

We wanted to edit this series because we believe that you can be pas-
sionate about public education, about raising achievement, about



ensuring that all pupils are entitled to the best possible education that
society is able to provide – whatever their race, sex or class. We also
believe that achieving this is not a simple matter of common sense or of
the appliance of science – it is more complex than that. Most of all, we
see the teaching profession as an important part of the solution to find-
ing ways through these complexities.

What’s in it for schools? is a series that will make educational policy
issues relevant to practitioners. Each book in the series focuses on a
major educational issue and raises key questions, such as:

• can inspection be beneficial to schools?
• how can assessment procedures help pupils learn?
• how can school self-evaluation improve teaching and learning?
• what impact does leadership in the school have in the classroom?
• how can school improvement become classroom improvement?

The books are grounded in sound theory, recent research evidence and
best practice, and aim to:

• help you to make meaning personally and professionally from
knowledge in a given field;

• help you to seek out practical applications of an area of knowledge
for classrooms and schools;

• help those of you who want to research the field in greater depth,
by providing key sources with accessible summaries and recom-
mendations.

In addition, each chapter ends with a series of questions for reflection or
further discussion, enabling schools to use the books as a resource for
whole-school staff development.

We hope that the books in this series will show you that there are ways
of raising achievement that can take account of how schools grow and
develop and how teachers work and interact with one another. What’s in

it for schools? – a great deal, we think!

viii Series Editors’ preface



Preface

Leadership, what’s in it for schools? This is a simple question without
easy answers. One response is to sing the praises of leadership.
Leadership counts. Rare is the effective school that does not have an
effective head. Adding teacher leadership to the equation ensures that
school improvement becomes a way of life in the school. These praises
are well deserved. Still, we do not have a very good picture of what it is
that makes school leadership successful.

But, you might be thinking, the literature is filled with lists of things
that one is supposed to do to be an effective leader. Indeed, we have lots
of lists. The problem is, as Barth (1990) explains, the same things
applied to different contexts and to different situations typically produce
different results. Further, many of the things we believe are important to
successful leadership may not be as important as we think. And, there
are some things that successful leaders do that are missed or are not
appreciated.

Perhaps most perplexing is the understanding of leadership that
emerges from the belief that every problem has a solution. This is a
belief prominent in the cultures of many Western societies. The US and
UK are good examples. Leadership is identified with solving problems
and the purpose of leadership is finding solutions. A better under-
standing, I argue in this book, is that leadership is about helping people
to understand the problems they face, with helping people to get a
handle on how to manage these problems, and even with learning how
to live with problems. Leadership is, after all, a struggle – a quest to do
the right thing. We can appreciate this struggle when we realize that
leaders are ordinary people who are required to make uncommon



commitments to try to fulfill their obligations. They do this by serving
purposes and by seeking to help others to be successful. They do this by
helping people to reach an acceptable accommodation with an imper-
fect world. They do this by inviting and receiving the help of those for
whom they are responsible. To appreciate leadership in this context is to
appreciate just how important are both humility and hope – a theme
highlighted throughout this book.

Suggesting that leadership in today’s world of schooling requires an
uncommon commitment can be scary. Thankfully successful heads don’t
view themselves as being the center of the universe. An uncommon com-
mitment requires that leadership be everywhere and that leaders master
the new basics of leadership: managing complexity, leading with ideas,
and developing what social scientists call social capital. For leadership to be
everywhere it must be embedded deeply both throughout the school and
in the school community. In successful schools leadership density rules.

Overview of the book

This book is short and to the point. Today’s leadership theories are too
rational and too scripted to fit the messy world in which schooling actu-
ally takes place. These theories sound great, but do not work well in the
real world of practice. Dealing with the complexities of this world
requires that teachers and administrators practice a leadership based less
and less on their personalities, less and less on their positions, less and
less on mandates, and more and more on ideas. Leadership that counts
is far more cognitive in orientation than it is personality based or rules
based. Cognitive leadership has more to do with purposes, values, and
frameworks that obligate us morally than it does with needs that touch
us psychologically or with bureaucratic things that push us
organizationally.

To be successful in responding to the complexities of the real world,
new leadership roles and new leadership competencies must be devel-
oped and mastered. Key will be helping schools become communities of
responsibility. Studies of successful learning communities reveal that a
school’s “organizational character” may well be the most important
ingredient in any school success formula. Building character within the
school while meeting expectations from the state and other external
sources requires a broad-based commitment to the development of
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layered standards and layered accountability systems. A complement to
cultivating and using organizational character to improve schools is
enhancing a school’s ability to link leadership with learning. When the
two are brought together as one and when organizational character
becomes the foundation for a school’s practice, we have the makings of
a practical theory of leadership that fits the realities of the schoolhouse.

Chapter 1 examines the context for leadership that teachers and
heads actually face. Despite the complexities and demands of leader-
ship, some leaders are more effective than others. The reason, I argue,
is that successful leaders pay attention to seven principles that help them
navigate through the inner structure of schools where real change takes
place. I show how successful leaders think and behave when tending to
each of the principles.

Chapter 2 examines the sources of authority that leaders may use as
the basis for their leadership practice. I argue that it is idea-based lead-
ership that has the greatest potential for helping us realize our goals. Key
is purposing and the building of idea structures that bring people
together in a common cause and as part of a moral web of mutual
responsibilities. Ideas, I show, are at the heart of a school’s culture and
the foundation for building a learning community.

Chapter 3 examines the relationship between leadership and change,
arguing that too much emphasis is given to the change process itself and
not enough to the substance of change. Leaders will have to master
seven basic competencies in order to lead effectively in the future: the
management of attention, the management of meaning, the manage-
ment of trust, the management of self, as well as the management of
paradox, the management of effectiveness, and the management of
commitment. Chapter 3 concludes with some tips for implementing
the competencies in practice.

Chapter 4 explores schools as communities of responsibility and
examines how such schools are led. Once established, communities of
responsibility become powerful substitutes for bureaucratic and person-
ality-based leadership. Building community in schools is important, I
argue, for practical reasons. Community satisfies the needs that teachers
and students have to be connected to each other and to the school,
helps everyone focus on the common good, provides students with a safe
harbor in a stormy sea, builds relationships, enhances responsibility,
and supports learning.
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Chapter 5 examines the concept of school character, how it works,
and how it is related to school effectiveness. Schools with character, I
note, know who they are, have developed a common understanding of
their purposes, and have faith in their ability to celebrate this uniqueness
as a powerful way to achieve their goals.

In Chapter 6, I argue that a new theory of leadership rooted in learn-
ing and rooted in moral commitments needs to be developed if we are
to be responsive to today’s complex world of schooling. This theory
would be oriented more to controlling probabilities than controlling
events, would rely on mutual adaptation among people engaged in the
actual work of schooling, would seek to expand both opportunity and
capacity for everyone to learn, and would rely on the development of
organizational intelligence as a means to help schools become smarter
and more effective at what they do. I then outline some principles for
organizing in this learning environment and summarize with a discus-
sion of leadership and its challenges as we look ahead.

Chapter 7, “Leadership in the real world,” is a postscript to the book
written by Dr. Richard Middleton. Dr. Middleton is superintendent of
schools for the Northeast Independent School District in the greater San
Antonio, Texas, area. He is responsible for 63 schools with an enrollment
of approximately 50,000 students. A former school head, Dr. Middleton
is also a clinical professor of educational administration at Trinity
University. Middleton draws on his experiences as a school administrator
in commenting on the nature and practice of school leadership.

Looking ahead

In describing two successful heads, Sophia Sa of the Panasonic Foundation
notes:

Looking at their schools, one is struck by many things, but in par-
ticular by the extent to which so many others in the schools are
empowered to take responsibility for so much of importance. . . .
[The heads] haven’t abdicated leadership. Rather, what they clearly
understand is that leadership, like so many other things of value, is
not a zero-sum commodity to be hoarded by one or a few, but one
that grows through sharing.

(2000: 1)
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Leadership, it appears, is still another form of capital. And, like social
capital, it increases in value as it is shared in the school. This book
believes in leadership, but not leadership, invested only in individuals or
only in hierarchies. Leadership that will win for all of our children is
based on ideas and is expressed as a function for which all are responsi-
ble. Every leadership act leads to more leadership helping the school to
become a community of leaders.

I am grateful for Dr. Middleton’s help with this project. Together we
want to thank our students at Trinity University, our colleagues in the
Center for Educational Leadership, and the many school leaders with
whom we work to improve schools for all of our students.

Thomas J. Sergiovanni
January 2001

San Antonio, Texas
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1 The real context for
leadership

“The patch should fit the hole” noted Thomas Jefferson. The hole rep-
resents the problems leaders face as they seek to improve schools and the
patch represents the theories and practices leaders use to solve these
problems. Do we have the right patch? And if we don’t, what kind of
patch do we need? I believe that the leadership theories and practices
now used are too rational and too scripted for the messy world in which
school leaders must work. In this chapter I describe the problem and
propose some alternatives by talking frankly with heads and teachers
about the real-world dilemmas that they face as they attempt to lead.

School leadership, to paraphrase Hugo Sonnenschein the former
president of the University of Chicago, is not for people who want to
work on real-world problems that have simple solutions. If this is what
a person wants, she or he should try astrology (cited in Schlosberg 1993:
37). But the job can be fun if one is at ease with complexity, likes chal-
lenges, and is willing to work hard. Still, we have to be realistic.
Providing leadership for continuous school improvement is hard enough
when that is the only task to worry about. But leaders also have to keep
schools working well day by day. This combination of moving forward
while maintaining stability can make the job at times seem daunting.

Part of the problem is that the world of schooling is just too complex,
disconnected, and even chaotic for direct leadership to work. Too often
what leaders do is not tightly connected to anything important. Further,
in this age of top-down school reform, the number of constraints that
administrators and teachers and their schools face from distant author-
ities is increasing. Constraints can rob leaders and schools of discretion.
And without discretion it becomes difficult and often impossible to lead.



Leadership becomes more and more like trying to run in soft sand. Yet,
things need to be done in schools. Problems need to be solved and
improvements need to be invented and implemented. Some leaders just
can’t cope with this kind of complexity and are not succeeding.
Thankfully, however, most school leaders have figured out ways to
succeed.

It is not by chance that some leaders are more effective than others,
even when all are faced with similar demands and constraints. Effective
leaders have a better understanding of how the worlds of schooling
and of school leadership work. They have figured out alternatives to
direct leadership that are able to get people connected to each other, to
their work, and to their responsibilities. They are less likely to base their
practice on the assumption that predetermined solutions exist for most
of the problems they face. They accept with ease Roland Barth’s admo-
nition that the issues and problems of education are remarkably similar
across the educational landscape, but that “it is the solutions, if there are
solutions, that tend to be idiosyncratic and particularistic, and much less
generalizable from context to context” (Barth 1980: xv). Thus, they
have resigned themselves to the difficult task of having to create their
practice in use as they make decisions. The decisions may not warrant
a write-up in a textbook on administration, but they are honest ones
that, however imperfect, fit the context and situations they face and
serve the school and its local community well. Yielding to practicality,
these effective leaders realize the most important problems are beyond
the reach of the easy answers often embedded in the technical and
rational solutions offered by distant central authorities or embedded in
the rhetoric of simplistically conceived school reform.

How do you satisfy pressures to comply with distant requirements
when you know that rarely is there a one-best way? Donald Schön
frames the situation this way: “The practitioner must choose. Shall he
remain on the high ground where he can solve relatively unimportant
problems according to prevailing standards of rigor, or shall he descend
to the swamp of important problems and nonrigorous inquiry?” (Schön
1987: 3). Successful leaders are not afraid to choose the latter alternative
and have learned how to get away with it. Throughout the educational
system the standard prescription for making decisions has looked like
this:
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LEADERSHIP – THE STANDARD PRESCRIPTION

• Know clearly what your problem is and know specifically
what your goals are.

• Explore every possible solution to the problem or every pos-
sible route to achieve the goals.

• Evaluate the costs and benefits of each alternative.
• Systematically compare the alternatives.
• Choose the single most effective course of action.
• Apply this course of action throughout the system as a one-

best way.

Once a decision is made and a course of action is selected, leaders are
expected to pursue it relentlessly using all available resources to get the
job done. Consistency is thought to be a virtue. Leaders, responding to
pressures to be “strong,” are expected to stay on target at all costs and to
not give up. But in the real world of school practice leaders cannot be
either this rational or this aggressive. As Etzioni points out:

The executives of today and tomorrow face continuing information
overloads but little growth in the amount of knowledge usable for
most complex managerial decisions. Decision makers in the 1990s
will continue to travel on unmarked, unlit roads in rain and fog
rather than on the broad, familiar, sunlit streets of their own home-
towns.

(1989: 123)

In commenting on complexity in the business world John Byrne points
out: “In the 20th century, succeeding was like climbing the Rocky
Mountains. It wasn’t easy, but the path was obvious. Success was a
matter of executing a well-established business plan: Every step up
brought you closer to the top” (1999: 90). But now, he argues, it turns
out that the Rocky Mountains are constantly shifting. One moment you
are on top and the next moment you are in a valley. It is pretty hard to
figure out beforehand where you will wind up.
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Some intellectual qualities

Navigating the Rocky Mountains calls for dipping deep into one’s intel-
lectual reservoir to find the right qualities for thinking anew about our
work. Three qualities stand out: the capacity to synthesize, to innovate,
and to be perceptive (United News-Journal 1991: 2). Leaders who have
mastered the capacity to synthesize are able to sort through and make
sense of large amounts of information, identifying what is important
and putting this knowledge together to reach powerful, often new, con-
clusions. Leaders who have mastered the capacity to innovate are able to
combine the elements that are now known in new ways to solve prob-
lems. Leaders who have mastered the capacity to be perceptive have an
intuitive knack for identifying what is really important, for understand-
ing what makes a situation run or work in a certain way, and for figuring
out what to do about it. These intellectual qualities can lead to new
understandings of how the world of schooling works and how to func-
tion successfully as a leader in that world. You will need these qualities
to engage in the ideas proposed below. They describe an amoeba theory
of leadership and life that can help you figure out how to lead your
school to higher levels of performance and satisfaction without com-
promising the sense and meaning that can only come from empowered
local sources.

One lesson learned by successful leaders is that the best approach to
school improvement is to be conservative. This does not mean aban-
doning efforts to improve the quality of life offered by schools to
teachers and students, the curriculum, or existing patterns of planning,
teaching, and evaluating. It does mean, however, that emphasizing dras-
tic restructuring of present organizational patterns as the means to
bring about significant improvements is usually neither practical nor
necessary.

Managing organizational patterns and structures for schooling is
important, as we shall discuss in Chapter 6. But managing and restruc-
turing are not the same. More important than the structure of the
school itself is the underlying theory of management and life, and the
values, beliefs, and norms that constitute this theory. How a school looks
represents its outer structure. The values and beliefs that constitute a
school’s governing theory constitute its inner structure. Changes in the
former but not the latter reinforce the well-known adage: “The more
things change, the more they stay the same.” Although ideally inner and
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outer structure should change together, inner structure changes do not
depend entirely on outer structure changes.

Getting at the inner structure of schools requires paying attention to
seven basic principles:1

SEVEN BASIC PRINCIPLES

1 Invert the rule.
2 Know the difference between causes and consequences.
3 Think amoeba.
4 Emphasize sense and meaning.
5 Build with canvas.
6 Be humble in decision-making.
7 Remember moral aspects of leadership.

1. Invert the rule

Standard theories of management, leadership, and change assume that
schools and other enterprises are managerially tight and culturally loose.
They portray the operation of schools as resembling the mechanical
workings of a clock composed of cogs and gears, wheels, drives, and
pins, all tightly connected in an orderly and predictable manner. It fol-
lows from this tidy and orderly clockworks view that the task of
leadership is to gain control and regulate the master wheel and master
pin.

Sometimes the master wheel and pin take the form of a new cur-
riculum, mandated standards linked to a sophisticated testing program,
a design for monitoring what teachers do and for evaluating their teach-
ing behaviors, a program that trains teachers to implement a specific
teaching model, or a new grouping pattern that requires teachers to
teach differently. It is assumed that if one gains control of the master
wheel and pin, all the other wheels and pins will move responsively and
the leader’s intents will be accomplished. Teachers, for example, will
teach the way they are supposed to and students will be taught what they
are supposed to learn. Unfortunately, as the classic Hawthorne studies
(see, for example, Roethlisberger and Dickson 1939) and dozens of
others since have clearly demonstrated, this rarely happens – at least not
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on a sustained and continuous basis, and not without excessive moni-
toring and regressive enforcement efforts.

Successful improvements in schools require that we invert this rule.
Schools are not managerially tight and culturally loose, but rather are
culturally tight and managerially loose. The reality is that teachers and
other school workers respond much more to their values and beliefs,
how they are socialized, and the norms of the work group than they do
to management controls.

It is not likely that organizational designs and structures proposed for
the school that ignore the inverted rule will be accepted with enthusi-
asm. And it is not likely that designs and structures now in place or
forced into place that ignore the inverted rule will be implemented as
intended. If changes do not affect the teaching and learning that takes
place when no one is watching, they can hardly be considered changes.
Inverting the rule places emphasis on the school’s culture. Cultural
“cement” in the form of shared purposes, values, and commitments and
the norms they create is needed to tie things together so that all the parts
will work in harmony.

2. Causes and consequences

Schools all over the world are under pressure to restructure organiza-
tionally as a way to improve. Much of what is proposed promises to
serve students and teachers well, but much doesn’t. Here is a litmus test
for deciding when a restructuring proposal should be considered and
when a restructuring proposal should be rejected. Is the restructuring
proposal first a cause or a consequence? If changes are proposed in how
we organize people, schedules, and space, in how we structure things,
and in how we make decisions as a means to restructure, cast them
away. These changes are not likely to affect anything important for very
long and if they do, the effects are likely to be negative. If, however, we
make these restructuring decisions as a natural consequence of our
efforts to create better learning environments for teachers and students,
then we increase the odds of being successful.

Restructuring needs to be a natural consequence of our actual efforts
to improve teaching and learning. Breaking schools up into academies,
houses, teams, families, or other smaller units is a case in point. Too
often reformers push this idea as an end in itself rather than as a
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solution to problems. If we want to know students well, then we should
consider ways to get small. If we want students more involved in schools,
then we should consider ways to get small. If we want to increase the
level of civility in schools, then we should consider ways to get small. If
we want to build strong academic norms in the school, then we should
consider ways to get small. Getting small should be a natural conse-
quence of our wanting to know students well, increase their involvement
in the life of the school, raise levels of civility, and build strong academic
norms. If getting small is not feasible for political, physical, or other rea-
sons, we can still keep our eye on the prize by considering other ways to
achieve our goals.

3. Think amoeba

The first requirement for a rational theory of administrative practice is
that it be practical and realistic by fitting the way the world of schooling
works. If a theory sounds logical and makes excellent copy for books and
articles but doesn’t fit, then it is not rational but rationalistic.

Cast in this light, thinking amoeba is a rational approach to under-
standing the nature of administrative work. Running a school is like
trying to get a giant amoeba to move from one side of the street to
another. As the “glob” slips off the curb onto the street and begins its
meandering journey, the job of the leader is to figure out how to keep it
together, while trying to move it in the general direction of the other
side. This involves pulling here, pushing there, patching holes, support-
ing thin parts, and breaking up logjams.

The pace is fast and furious as the leader moves first here, then there.
Throughout, she or he is never quite sure where the glob will wind up,
but never loses sight of the overall goal of getting it to the other side.
Mind, heart, and hand become one as the leader “plays” the glob, rely-
ing on her or his nose for globbiness, and ability to discern and
anticipate patterns of movement that emerge.

How different is this view from the one offered in the literature and
the one assumed by policy makers – a view that would have us attempt
the crossing of the street by first specifying our destination as a highly
specific outcome and then implementing an explicit, linear, and man-
agerial chain of planning, organizing, directing, controlling, and
evaluating as if contexts were fixed and people were inanimate. This
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simplistic pattern might be rational for running a railroad but is ration-
alistic when applied to running a school. Solid management thinking
works only when we place the work of school leaders within a cultural
context. It is norms that drive the system and solid management reflects
this reality. Whatever our aspirations and plans for school improvement,
they must be responsive to the amoeba-like characteristics of schools.
“Think amoeba” might not be tidy advice, but it is practical advice.

4. Emphasize sense and meaning

One might reasonably ask, “But are not ideas like ‘think amoeba’ and
‘managerially loose, culturally tight’ nonleadership views of school
improvement?” They are indeed nonorganizational views of school
improvement, but they are not nonleadership views. If what matters
most to teachers and students, parents and other locals are values and
beliefs, patterns of socialization, and norms that emerge in the school,
then these are the characteristics that must be considered as key to
school improvement efforts. These characteristics fall within the domain
of leadership. As leadership is practiced in an amoeba-like and struc-
turally loose world, some things matter more than others.

For example, whether leaders are warm or cold in personality, more
likely to use Style A than B, tall or short, skilled at dressing for success or
not, count much less than what leaders stand for, and their ability to com-
municate ideas and meanings in a manner that inspires, is compelling,
and makes the work lives of others more significant. Such concepts as
purposing and working to build a shared covenant that bonds people
together in pursuit of common values become important. Symbolic lead-
ership and cultural leadership are considered key leadership forces.

In motivation theory the conventional wisdom is that “what gets
rewarded gets done.” Thus incentives must be part of any managerial
strategy or school change initiative. Without incentives, it is believed,
people will not be willing to change or otherwise participate as required.
In practice, this convention takes the form of leadership bartering, as
leaders trade with potential participants something they have for some-
thing they want and it works. But leadership by bartering has its limits,
too. It results in calculated involvement from people. One complies as
long as the exchange continues. When you are no longer getting what
you want, you no longer give in return.
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On the other hand, when leaders emphasize purposing and
covenants, practice takes the form of leadership by bonding. Here, the
task of the leader is to create a moral order that bonds both leader and
followers to a set of shared values and beliefs. A new wisdom about work
motivation and increasing performance emerges: “What is rewarding
gets done,” and it gets done even when the leader isn’t watching, moni-
toring, or otherwise checking.

The power of calculated involvement pales when compared with the
power of moral involvement. Symbols and culture become important
concepts in bonding leadership as values are communicated and agree-
ments are struck. People become believers in the school. They view
themselves as members of a strong culture that provides them with a
sense of personal importance, significance, and work meaningfulness.
The result is increased intrinsic satisfaction and greater motivation.

5. Build with canvas

A recent innovation in military technology is a line of folding tanks
constructed of canvas, designed to serve as decoys, and designed to
create an illusion of strength. Building with canvas is not a bad idea
when tinkering with the structure of schooling. For example, one well-
established principle in the organization literature is that “form should
follow function.” Otherwise, the ominous corollary, “if form does not
follow function, then function will be modified and shaped to fit the
form” will become a reality. “Form should follow function” is good
advice and the danger of the corollary (bureaucratizing standards, cur-
riculum, assessment, teaching, and supervision to fit mandated
structures or goals) is well known and widespread. We seem not to make
much headway in avoiding the corollary. Perhaps this is because we try
too hard to follow the principle. But since, on the surface, the principle
is not realistic, the corollary wins by default. The way out of this
dilemma is to build with canvas.

Take tracking as an example. Some schools adopt tracking policies
(function) and then arrange structures (form) to implement them.
Change often brings strong and immutable resistance from parents.
When this is the case, building in canvas may be the answer. Building in
canvas might, for example, leave the tracking structures in place but seek
to increase access to honors courses and to use honors’ course
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curriculum and teaching formats in as many regular courses as possible.
True, building in canvas in this way may not be as effective as the real
thing but if the real thing is beyond our reach at the moment, building
in canvas is a doable option. Further, opening up access to the present
system of tracking can be an important step in its ultimate demise. At
any given time, the prudent leader will choose to keep momentum going
toward a goal rather than to engage in a risky win-all or lose-all fight
when the odds of losing are so strong.

Thankfully schools have multiple and often conflicting purposes that
make exact alignment of structure and purpose difficult if not impossi-
ble. This flexibility allows leaders to seek a balance among competing
requirements when thinking about how best to organize and structure.
Three competing requirements that need balancing are legitimacy, effi-
ciency, and effectiveness.

When organizing for legitimacy, schools are responding to the
demands and pressures they face from external audiences such as the
state, the school board, the corporate sector, citizens groups of various
kinds, and accrediting agencies. These audiences require that schools
look the way they are “supposed to.” To complicate matters, often
there are differences among the expectations of various audiences. To
obtain legitimacy, the school must be able to communicate a feeling of
competence to each of its audiences. In return, it receives needed state-
ments of confidence. More confidence means more support and
discretion, and less confidence means less support and more hassles. In
general this means that schools must be viewed as well managed,
orderly, and safe; adults must be perceived as being in control; events
must run smoothly. The flow of schooling must be viewed as familiar to
audiences, and this often means not being perceived as too innovative
or otherwise too out of pattern. Further, government requirements
and legal mandates must be met. However one chooses to operate with
respect to the inner structure of schooling, these outer structure
requirements will need attention.

Organizing for efficiency recognizes that schools are characterized by
limited time, money, and human resources. Limited resources must be
distributed in a fashion that serves the common good. Tutorials, for
example, may be effective ways to organize for teaching, but on a large
scale may not be efficient, given our unfortunate commitment to mass
education and to staffing patterns of 20–30 students per teacher.
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By instilling the value of collegiality among teachers and encouraging
flexibility for informal shared teaching, the tutorial concept can be used
without the risk of creating and institutionalizing a new organizational
structure. Efficiency is an important consideration as school organiza-
tional structures are determined. Whatever pattern of organization is
chosen, if it does not look efficient, it will not be accepted. Introducing
service and internship requirements for students as an answer to a
school’s quest to make the curriculum more relevant, to give students
practical experiences, to teach character, and to achieve other goals
frees up teacher time as a bonus. This time can be used by teachers to
plan together, to exchange teaching ideas, to try out lessons on one
another without adding additional costs or other organizational ineffi-
ciencies.

Organizing for effectiveness reflects a concern for doing the job of
teaching and learning according to agreed-upon specifications and in a
manner that reflects competence. Schools are expected, for example, to
have a specific curriculum in place, to have definite goals and objectives,
and to organize themselves for effective evaluation. Further, certain cri-
teria for schooling considered important by government education
departments, accrediting agencies, and educational experts dictate fairly
specific organizational and structural requirements.

Because of their relative remoteness, however, external audiences are
attracted to the general features of school organizational structure
rather than to the details of how these features are to be interpreted and
articulated in the day-by-day processes of schooling. Thus, schools are
able to exercise a surprising amount of freedom as they interpret poli-
cies and rules and implement organizational designs in ways that
support sensible teaching and learning.

Schools are in the policy business too. Policies that are handed down
from distant sources have to be implemented. In a clockwork world
where railroad theories work, there would be a one-to-one correspond-
ence between policies made and policies implemented. But in our world,
no close correspondence exists. Implementation decisions lead to the
creation of policies in use. Good implementing decisions are able to
respond to local contexts and needs by resembling the handed down
mandates while being different. When schools build in canvas, they are
able to provide the right public face. This gives them the freedom to
interpret, decide, and function in ways that make sense. The more
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effective they are in communicating the right flow of images to external
audiences, the freer they are to interpret structures and designs mean-
ingfully for teachers and students, and for learning. The policies that
count for students in the end are the policies that are created in use as
administrators and teachers practice.

In sum, administrative work resembles an amoeba crossing, and the
world of schooling is culturally tight and managerially loose. Practice
must reflect these realities if it is going to work. But to have the legiti-
macy and freedom to practice, we often have to create the illusion that
the school is being run like a railroad. For this reason, we sometimes
need to build with canvas.

6. Be humble in decision-making

Humble decision-making requires a healthy dose of reflection on one’s
practice that comes from slow, low-keyed, incremental approaches. In
our complex and unpredictable world, these approaches may be more
effective than Rambo approaches that combine decisiveness with direct
leadership. In humble decision-making leaders are not afraid of trial
and error, providing it is focused rather than random (see, for example,
Etzioni 1989). They know when to start searching for an effective solu-
tion. They check the feedback they are getting at regular intervals and
adjust or modify their courses of action, realizing that early decisions
made at time one change all the relevant conditions so that subsequent
decisions based on the same assumptions may no longer apply. They
avoid committing to a course of action too early, preferring instead to
commit to revising once underway. Needless to say, they are skeptical of
strategic planning frameworks that are too grand in scope and too spe-
cific in content.

Etzioni (1989) points out that this humble approach is the logic of
decision-making in medicine. Physicians rarely have a personal stake in
their treatment decisions. They do, however, have a personal stake in
seeking solutions. Thus they are committed to changing treatments as
conditions and new evidence warrant. There is nothing Rambo about it
and being consistent for the sake of consistency would be considered a
serious lapse in judgment.

Etzioni proposes two other features of humble decision-making that
can serve leaders well – reasoned procrastination and careful decision
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staggering. Both challenge the image of the strong decisive leader who
stays the course, valuing consistency above all. Both support the folk
wisdom implicit in the truism “never make a decision on Friday.”
Procrastination allows the collection of better information as new
options emerge. And procrastination also allows problems to take care of
themselves. Decision staggering, by making decisions in small incre-
ments rather than going all out like gangbusters, allows for monitoring
progress and making adjustments as the process of decision-making
moves along. Since these strategies depend on heavy doses of reflection,
they benefit from widening the circle of decision-making by including
others. A wider circle allows for more ideas to come to bear and for
building commitment as decisions are made rather than struggling to get
people committed afterwards. Both procrastination and decision stag-
gering increase the quality of what is being decided and the likelihood
that decisions will be enthusiastically implemented.

7. Remember moral aspects of leadership

Creating illusions, building with canvas, and practicing humble decision-
making raise obvious moral questions in the minds of those not versed
in the nature of amoeba crossings. Such ideas are deceptive, one might
argue, and have no place in the theory and practice of leadership. Moral
questions, however, are not raised by being sensitive to such human
realities as loose connectedness, competing preferences and interests,
socially constructed reality, and the importance of norms and values.
They are raised when we ignore these realities by continuing to push an
ill-fitting, rationalistic management theory on school leaders. The con-
sequence of this latter strategy is the constant attempt to shape human
nature to fit theory. A more moral and rational strategy for school
improvement would be to use a theory that fits human nature better in
the first place. It makes more sense to fit the patch to the hole than to
move the hole.

Moral questions loom large,
nevertheless, as we seek to bring
about school changes. Whenever
there is an unequal distribution
of power between two people,
the relationship becomes a
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moral one. Leadership involves an offer to control. The follower accepts
this offer on the assumption that control will not be exploited. In this
sense, leadership is not a right, but a responsibility. Its purpose is not to
enhance the leader, but rather the enterprise. Leaders administer to the
needs of their school by being of service and providing help. The tests
of moral leadership are whether the competence, well-being, and inde-
pendence of the follower are enhanced as a result of accepting control;
and, whether the enterprise benefits.

Leadership combines management know-how with values and ethics.
Leadership practice, as a result, is always concerned with both what is
effective and what is good; what works and what makes sense; doing
things right and doing right things. As school improvement projects are
considered and as new organizational designs are implemented, ques-
tions of what is good, what makes sense, and what is worth doing
deserve equal billing with questions of effectiveness and efficiency.
When the two sides of the ledger are in conflict, leaders will be known
by the side they emphasize.

Assumptions underlying the amoeba theory

Theories of management and leadership are based on different images
of human rationality. Three images are briefly discussed below
(Shulman 1989). All three are true to a certain extent, but some are
thought to be “more true” than others.

1 Humans are rational; they think and act in a manner consistent
with their goals, their self-interest, and what they have been
rewarded for. If you wish them to behave in a given way, make the
desired behavior clear to them and make it worth their while to
engage in it.

2 Humans are limited in their rationality; they can make sense of
only a small piece of the world at a time, and they strive to act rea-
sonably with respect to their limited grasp of facts and alternatives.
They must, therefore, construct conceptions or definitions of situ-
ations rather than passively accept what is presented to them. If you
wish them to change, engage them in active problem solving and
judgment. Don’t just tell them what to do.

3 Humans are rational only when acting together; since individual
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reason is so limited, men and women find opportunities to work
jointly on important problems, achieving through joint effort what
individual reason and capacity could never accomplish. If you want
them to change, develop ways in which they can engage in the
change process jointly with peers.

The first image – that humans are rational – fits the railroad theory of
management very well. Within this theory tracks are laid and stops,
timetables, and other predetermined parts of a travel script are pro-
vided. We will examine this theory further in Chapter 2. The second
and third images, by contrast, are better accommodated by the amoeba
theory. Instead of an engineer who drives the train on a scheduled and
fixed path to an explicit destination, the leader serves as the nucleus of
a cell seeking to bring order, definition, and direction to a mass of pro-
toplasm whose path would otherwise be willy-nilly.

Rationality is achieved by helping people to make sense of their
world. As sense builds, limits on rationality are overcome. Sense builds
when people are able to construct their own definitions of situations and
are involved with the leader in active problem solving. The limits, how-
ever, are too great for anyone to go it alone. Thus, one key strategy for
sense building is the pooling of human resources in an effort that
expands individual reason and capacity to function.

When running the school as a railroad, it is important to emphasize
(in order) ends, ways, and means. First, establish your objectives. Then,
given your objectives, develop a plan that includes the proper man-
agement protocols for obtaining the objectives. Next, marshal your
human resources. Prepare them carefully by providing the necessary
expectations and direction, appropriate training and development,
and the psychological support that will allow teachers and adminis-
trators to undertake assigned responsibilities with motivation and
commitment.

Ends, ways, and means assume a certain predictability, stability, and
rationality that do not always exist in the real world of schooling.
Further, this view of planning places too much of the burden for school
success on the leader. It becomes the leader’s job to set the system up,
command compliance, and provide the necessary controls to ensure
compliance. Should things not work out as intended, the leader must be
held accountable, not teachers, parents, or students.
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Unfortunately, because of the rational management biases that exist
in our society, the ends, ways, and means system must be in place in the
school. But it behoves the leader to build this system with canvas rather
than stone. As suggested earlier, a canvas system does not serve as a
model for action, but as a source of legitimacy from others who expect
the school to look a certain way.

When moving the school as amoeba, one needs to plan in reverse.
Without losing sight of the overall vision for the school, the leader first
emphasizes means, then moves to ways, and finally to ends. As Hayes
points out: “An organization that takes a means-ways-ends approach to
strategic planning assumes everybody is responsible for its prosperity. Its
success rests on its ability to exploit opportunities as they arise, on its
ingenuity, on its capacity to learn, on its determination and persistence”
(1985: 118). The emphasis in means-ways-ends is on the development of
people, on building their talents and commitments, on linking them to
colleagues so that together they are able to accomplish more than alone,
on encouraging their minds and hearts and helping their hands.

Once human resources are built up in both skill and heart, the school
is better able to acquire and develop new and better ways to function, to
create opportunities, and to exploit circumstances in a manner that
results in more effective school performance. Because of the unpre-
dictability of the world and the limits of human rationality, it makes
sense to emphasize building capabilities of people first, and then encour-
aging them to develop the ways and means for using their capabilities.
This approach is preferred over one that develops plans first and then
seeks the know-how and commitment to implement the plans.

Testing the amoeba theory

Let’s put the amoeba theory and the other principles of nonorganiza-
tion described in this chapter to a test.

You have worked with many leaders during the course of your career.
Begin by thinking about them. Let them pass through your mind as if
you were flipping through the pages of your leadership experiences cat-
alog. Some of the experiences will bring to mind leaders you remember
as having been very successful, others as having been unsuccessful, and
still other leaders who seemed to have had an indifferent effect.
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1 Select the most successful leader you have ever personally
encountered. This leader may have:
• Inspired your spirit and interest.
• Motivated you to work harder and perform better.
• Increased your commitment and belief.

(a) How would you describe this person’s leadership
style?

(b) How would you describe this person’s “theory” or
“philosophy” of management and leadership?

(c) Give one concrete example that illustrates this
person’s approach to leadership. (For example, what
was the issue? What did the leader do? What were
the consequences?)

2 Select the least successful leader you have every personally
encountered. This leader may have:
• Deflated your spirit and interest.
• Caused you to work less and your performance suffered.
• Increased your alienation and disbelief.

(a) How would you describe this person’s leadership
style?

(b) How would you describe this person’s “theory” or
“philosophy” of management and leadership?

(c) Give one concrete example that illustrates this
person’s approach to leadership. (For example, what
was the issue? What did the leader do? What were
the consequences?)

3 Select a leader you personally encountered who would be a
prime example of a “nonsuccessful” leader (neither success-
ful nor unsuccessful). This leader may have:
• Bred indifference with respect to your spirit and interest.
• Had a nonmotivational effect in the sense that you did

what was expected but nothing else.
• Bred indifference with respect to your commitment and

belief.
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(a) How would you describe this person’s leadership
style?

(b) How would you describe this person’s “theory” or
“philosophy” of management and leadership?

(c) Give one concrete example that illustrates this
person’s approach to leadership. (For example, what
was the issue? What did the leader do? What were
the consequences?)

If the theory of leadership and organization I describe in this chapter
fits the successful leader better than it does the unsuccessful or nonsuc-
cessful leader, we may have discovered the patch that actually fits the
hole that school leaders have to deal with.

Spirit counts too

What are the sources of authority for leadership? On what does a leader
base her or his practice? Why should others follow? We usually answer
these questions by giving emphasis to a person’s expertise, credentials,
position in the organization, and interpersonal style. These are, of
course, important sources of authority. Leaders cannot do without at
least some of them. But rarely are they enough to carry the day in
bringing about school improvement. One problem is that these sources
are secular. They seek a response from the human mind and hand. But
the unique human response is one of spirit, and our spirit responds to
values, meaningful ideas, beliefs, moral dimensions, and standards. The
character of leadership builds as spirit is tapped. How credible is the
leader? Is the leader honest, forthright, and sincere? Does the leader
model beliefs, live purposes, exemplify standards? In essence, what does
the leader represent, and does this representation symbolize something
of value to followers? When this symbolic leadership is emphasized,
then the sources of authority for what leaders ask others to do take on
moral characteristics – a theme we will pursue further in Chapter 2.
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QUESTIONS FOR FURTHER EXPLORATION

1 This chapter is written from the perspective of an American
academic.
To what extent do his ideas have resonance in your own
country? – in England? Scotland? Canada? Australia? Hong
Kong?, for example.

2 Review the seven principles and rate them on a strongly agree
to strongly strongly disagree scale. You might like to use this
as a development activity in a leadership workshop or school
in-service day.

3 Consider the following matrix. In which quadrant would you
place your school?

managerially tight

culturally culturally
tight loose

managerially loose

This may provide a useful activity for a school-based work-
shop. Simply getting to grips with definitions might prove
instructive in itself.
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2 Leading with ideas

The leadership literature is so vast that superintendents, heads, princi-
pals, and teachers are often overwhelmed. Books and journals are filled
with theories that tell leaders what to do and how to do it. Most of
these theories tell leaders to empower others by delegating, to be con-
siderate of others, to be cheerful, to develop a pleasant climate in the
school, to be consistent, persistent, and insistent, and to project a
demeanor of calm and support. This emphasis on leadership behaviors
and interpersonal qualities can be helpful to leaders. But there are no
guarantees that a particular leader will be effective by adopting a rec-
ommended approach! Leaders are too different in preferences and
personality, and leadership contexts are too different in their scope and
contours for leadership to be so neatly packaged. Even if leaders do the
same things, the things don’t always turn out to have the same effects.
No single strategy, style, list, or formula fits all situations the same way.
That is why in practice, leadership should be tolerant of many different
theories. Lots of differences mean lots of exceptions to any rule that pre-
scribes a one-best way.

Consider, for example, Ogilvey’s description of the head chef who
ruled the kitchen with an iron hand (cited in McCall and Lombardo
1978). The chef did not tolerate mistakes, inspected every dish, and
seldom praised anyone. Most leadership theories would predict the
result would be a high level of dissatisfaction in this kitchen and that this
dissatisfaction would be accompanied by declines in effectiveness. But,
instead, the kitchen was characterized by high levels of esprit de corps that
“would have done credit to the Marines” (McCall and Lombardo 1978:
159). Two factors seem to cause this turn of events. Both suggest the



importance of substance over style in leadership. The chef was the best
cook in the brigade and everyone knew it. And, the chef modeled high
standards of quality and performance that were infectious. It was not so
much what leadership style the chef chose to use, but the chef ’s recog-
nized competence and the chef ’s willingness to model the highest
standards of performance for the entire kitchen that mattered.

The grammar of leadership

Leadership style and substance, however, need not be separated or anti-
thetical. Style counts when it communicates messages of importance to
people and style doesn’t count when important messages are not com-
municated. It sounds like heresy to suggest that sometimes leadership
doesn’t count in a culture where it is deified, but leadership doesn’t
count when it is devoid of substance no matter how clever the leader
and no matter what style is used. There is, in other words, a grammar to
leadership comprised of its phonetics and semantics. Its phonetics is
what the leader does and the style used to do it. Its semantics is what this
behavior and flair of the leader, and the events that result from their use,
mean to others (Pondy 1978). If we focus only on the phonetics of lead-
ership, then an effective leader is one who gets subordinates to do
something (usually something that the leader wants done and, if she or
he is really clever, in a way that subordinates enjoy doing it). But if we
dig deeper and focus on the semantics of leadership then,

the effectiveness of a leader lies in his ability to make activity mean-
ingful for those in his role set – not to change behavior but to give
others a sense of understanding what they are doing, and especially
to articulate it so they can communicate about the meaning of
their behavior.

(ibid.: 94)

Not deliberately focusing on changing behavior, it appears, is the way to
change behavior. Behavior changes once meaning is known and
enhanced.

John Gardner (1986a) believes that effective leaders are not only good
at dealing with the everyday responsibilities needed to keep a school run-
ning, but are also good at dealing with the world of needs, hopes, ideals,
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and symbols. They serve as models, they enhance the group’s identity, and
they tell stories that chronicle the group’s shared meanings. In his words:

Any social group, if it is more than a crowd of unrelated strangers,
has shared needs, beliefs, aspirations, values, hopes and fears. The
group creates norms that tend to control the behavior of its mem-
bers, and these norms constitute the social order. It is in this context
that leaders arise; and it is this context that determines what kinds of
leaders will emerge and what will be expected of them. A loyal con-
stituency is won when people, consciously or unconsciously, judge
the leader to be capable of solving their problems and meeting their
needs, when the leader is seen as symbolizing their norms, and when
their image of the leader (whether or not it corresponds to reality) is
congruent with their inner environment of myth and legend.

(ibid.: 11)

Admittedly this is an unconventional way to view leadership and many
will resist. Some of this resistance comes from having invested too much
in current leadership theories. Why, for example, are large schools still
being built in North America in the face of overwhelming evidence that
portrays the small school as being more effective? The large high school
is the product of a theory of leadership and the large high school rein-
forces this theory. Large schools are staffed by heads and their coterie of
assistants and other nonteaching specialists in a fragmented hierarchical
arrangement with teachers at the bottom. Teachers advance in rank,
money, and influence as they leave the classroom to join this coterie. But
in small schools, assistants and non-teaching specialists are rare.

Small schools are more generalist in their stance and more equally
staffed. Power is more easily distributed to everyone and exercised by
everyone, not just the elites. A change from large to small means a
change in the coterie system of school management and that can raise
eyebrows (albeit tacit ones) among some who are now in advantaged
positions. Abandoning the coterie system, however, doesn’t mean less
leadership, only different leadership.

Those who have invested too much in our present way of doing
things might heed John Steinbeck who wrote, “when a hypothesis is
deeply accepted it becomes a growth which only a kind of surgery can
amputate” (1962: 180). In this untidy world the choice we have is to live
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with leadership as a fantasy that looks good, sounds good, but doesn’t
work, or as an admittedly complex and messy idea that once properly
understood can energize both leaders and those they serve. Key to this
understanding are the symbolic aspects of leadership.

Emphasizing symbols and meaning

Most leadership theories encourage leaders to practice “situational”
leadership. This leadership presumes to carefully calculate behaviors
and strategies in a manner that reflects the characteristics of the situ-
ations being faced and the psychological needs of the people being led.
Calculations are the basis for matching leadership styles to situations and
needs. There is some value in thinking about leadership as being situ-
ational and it should be practiced as such whenever possible, which
isn’t often. Given what we get back in return, we give too much attention
to the instrumental and behavioral aspects of school leadership and
life, and not enough to the symbolic and cultural aspects. This is unfor-
tunate because the symbolic and cultural aspects are more powerful
than the instrumental and behavioral aspects in influencing things, in
bringing about change, in contributing to effectiveness. And the messier
is the context for leadership, the more this is true.

The philosopher Susanne K. Langer reminds us “symbol and meaning
make man’s world, far more than sensation” (1957: 28). It is in and
through symbols that we engage in this world, live our lives, and find
meaning. By our very nature we thrive on the construction of meaning.
We are suspended in webs of significance that we have spun for our-
selves – webs that provide the values, norms, and ways of knowing that
make us part of a particular culture (Geertz 1973). Our attempt to under-
stand this culture is an attempt to understand ourselves – a search for
meaning. Hanging in the balance is our very existence. In Geertz’s words:

Undirected by culture patterns – organized systems of significant
symbols – man’s behavior would be virtually ungovernable, a mere
chaos of pointless acts and exploding emotions, his experience
virtually shapeless. Culture, the accumulated totality of such pat-
terns, is not just an ornament of human existence but – the
principal basis of its specificity – an essential condition for it.

(ibid.: 46)
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Leadership that counts in a school provides symbols that count and
these, in turn, help parents, students, teachers, and others to make sense
of their world. Without this sense we invite disorder, disaffection, and
disconnection that denies people the hooks they need to latch on to the
school, to belong, and to take responsibility for the school’s success.
Under these conditions, for example, academic engagement of students
is difficult if not impossible. The growth and influence of student sub-
cultures that are at odds with the school multiply.

Not only are sense and meaning the key to personal satisfaction, they
are the key to motivation as well. Teachers and students alike enjoy
doing things that are meaningful to them and this circumstance makes
a qualitative difference in their lives as learners and teachers.
Meaningful learning for students and meaningful work for teachers may
be out of fashion in today’s world of mandated standards presumed to
apply to everyone and of their accompaniments. But savvy leaders know
that sense and meaning are necessary to unlock the capacity for people
to stretch themselves and for authentic learning to take place. As James
Quinn points out: “the role of the leader . . . is one of orchestrator and
labeler: taking what can be gotten in the way of action and shaping it –
generally after the fact – into lasting commitment to a new strategic
direction. In short, he makes meaning” (1981: 59). Thomas B.
Greenfield (1984) believed that the purpose of leadership is to create a
moral order that binds together leaders and those around them. When
leaders seek to add value to their practice they emphasize symbols and
meaning.

• How meaningful for you is the work of your school? For your
students? How do you come to that judgement?

• What are the symbols that count? What other symbols might
be introduced?

The importance of purposing

In the last chapter, we suggested that schools are notoriously loosely
connected and that all of the management schemes in the world seem
powerless to tighten things up. Karl Weick notes that in schools:
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Administrators must be attentive to the “glue” that holds loosely
coupled systems together because such forms are just barely
systems. In fact, this borderline condition is their strength, in the
sense that it allows local adjustment and storage of novel remedies.
It is also their point of vulnerability, because such systems can
quickly dissolve into anarchy . . . . The effective administrator . . .
makes full use of symbol management to tie the system together.
People need to be part of sensible projects. Their action becomes
richer, more confident, and more satisfying when it is linked with
important underlying themes, values, and movements.

(1982: 675)

Emphasizing purposing and cultivating shared values provide the glue
that connects people together in meaningful ways. Once purpose and
shared values are in place they become compass points and milestones for
guiding what is to be done and how. Leaders are then able to help teach-
ers, students, and others to design what to do throughout the school down
from these values. Specific goals and purposes remain the responsibility of
teachers and others to decide as long as they embody the values.

The providing of purposing to the school is a major aspect of sym-
bolic leadership. Peter Vaill defines purposing as “that continuous
stream of actions by an organization’s formal leadership which have the
effect of inducing clarity, consensus, and commitment regarding the
organization’s basic purposes” (1984: 91). Key to symbolic leadership is
focusing the attention of others on matters of importance to the school.
This is done by emphasizing selective attention or the modeling of
important goals and behaviors, and by signaling to others what is
important and valuable in the school. Touring the school; visiting class-
rooms; seeking out students and spending time with them; placing
educational concerns above management concerns; presiding over ritu-
als, ceremonies, and other important occasions; and providing a unified
vision of the school through proper use of words and actions are exam-
ples of ways in which symbolic leadership can be practiced.

When leaders are expressing symbolic aspects of leadership, they are
working beneath the surface of events seeking to tap deeper meanings and
deeper values. Symbolic leadership may be expressed phonetically but it
is felt semantically. As Robert J. Starratt (1973) suggests, symbolic leaders
identify the roots of meaning and the flow and ebb of daily life in schools
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so that they can provide students, teachers, and others with a sense of
importance, a vision of what is possible, and the substance of purposes
that cause them to rise above the seemingly ordinary and mundane.
Symbolic leaders are able to see the significance of what a group is doing
and, indeed, could be doing. They have a feel for the dramatic possibilities
inherent in most situations and are able to get people to go beyond their
routines, to break out of the mold into something more lively and vibrant.
They use language systems that are easily understood but that also com-
municate a sense of excitement, originality, and freshness. Above all, the
behaviors of symbolic leaders, and the sense and meaning that are com-
municated from these behaviors, provide a moral framework for the
school which enhances purpose and significance.

Ann Lieberman and Lynne Miller, for example, found that heads
often practice symbolic leadership as opportunists. In their words:

When complimenting a teacher for a well-constructed and well-
taught lesson, an administrator is making a statement that
excellence is recognized and rewarded. When meeting with a
teacher whose classroom is in revolt, the principal is expressing
concern about what happens behind the closed doors of a class-
room and signals a change from previous administrators who have
given high marks to a teacher needing improvement. When attend-
ing department meetings that focus on curricular issues, the
principal is supporting dialogue and informed action. All of these
events and actions may be defined as educational leadership – not
rational, linear, and planned; but ad hoc, responsive, and realistic.
Educational leadership happens, when it happens at all, within the
cracks and around the edges of the job as defined and presently
constituted.

(1984: 76)

By their actions, statements, and deeds heads communicate moral mes-
sages that become a source of authority for what people do. Lieberman
and Miller explain:

Principals [heads] can maintain neutrality and let things progress as
they always have; even that is a moral statement. Or they may take
an active stance, threatening the assumptions of staff members
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and moving a school in more progressive or more regressive direc-
tions. Principals condone or condemn certain behaviors and
attitudes; they model moral precepts as they go about the job.

(ibid.: 76)

Saphier and King point out that:

Cultures are built through the everyday business of school life. It is
the way business is handled that both forms and reflects the cul-
ture . . . . Culture building occurs . . . through the way school
people use their educational, human, and technical skills in hand-
ling daily events or establishing regular practices.

(1985: 72)

Their point is that it is through routines that heads focus attention,
demonstrate commitments, and otherwise “embark on a slow but steady
campaign to create a consensus of values and beliefs in a setting”
(Dwyer 1989: 22).

Despite the importance and powerfulness of symbolic leadership,
most leaders are ambivalent about its use. As James March (1984) points
out, they recognize that they spend considerable time trying to sustain
beliefs in their schools that communicate to others a certain coherence,
importance, and uniqueness which hold their schools in good stead. At
the same time, however, they seem to view this sort of activity as being
illegitimate or as an imposition on more important things such as
making decisions, directing, or coordinating. Yet as March points out:

Life is not just choice. It is also poetry. We live by the interpreta-
tions we make, becoming better or worse through the meanings
we impute to events and institutions. Our lives change when our
beliefs change. Administrators manage the way the sentiments,
expectations, commitments, and faiths of individuals concerned
with the organization fit into a structure of social beliefs about
organizational life. Administrative theory probably underesti-
mates the significance of this belief structure for effective
organizations. As a result, it probably underestimates the extent to
which the management of symbols is a part of effective adminis-
tration. If we want to identify one single way in which
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administrators can affect organizations, it is through their effect
on the world views that surround organizational life; those effects
are managed through attention to the ritual and symbolic char-
acteristics of organizations and their administration. Whether we
wish to sustain the system or change it, management is a way of
making a symbolic statement.

(ibid.: 32)

Idea-based leadership

Symbolic leadership can be perverse when its symbols are empty. Empty
symbols lack the substance to communicate the purposes, values, and
ideas that build capacity and commitment among teachers, parents,
and students and help schools to improve. When leadership symbols are
full, by contrast, there is a set of ideas communicated or reinforced that
serves as a source of authority for deciding what should be done in the
school and how it should be done.

Few issues are more important to effective leading than deciding what
will be the reasons why others are being asked to follow. The right deci-
sion unleashes a powerful leadership force, a tidal wave, that is able to
bring people together and to point them in a common direction even in
our unpredictable and loosely connected world. The wrong decision
results in a leadership that does not count much (or if it does, not for
very long) and may even be pernicious.

Let’s examine our options by asking some questions (see, for exam-
ple, Sergiovanni 1992: 30–9). Whom should one follow? What should
one follow? Why should one follow? In many schools whom means the
leader or one designated by the leader. What is the leader’s vision or, in
its absence, the school’s policies and rules. The why question is a bit
fuzzier to handle. Most leaders prefer that no one ask the why ques-
tion. If an explanation were forced, it might be something like this:
“Follow me because of my position in the school and the system of
roles, expectations, and rules that I represent.” This is the simplest and
the most direct way to get things done in schools: rely on bureau-
cratic authority.

An alternative response might be, “Follow me because I will make it
worthwhile if you do.” This is perhaps the most popular way to get
things done in a school: rely on personal authority. Personal authority is
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expressed in the form of the head’s charisma, motivational abilities,
and human relations skills.

Bureaucratic authority exists in the form of mandates, rules, regula-
tions, policies, job descriptions, and expectations that leaders and others
communicate. When leaders base their practice on bureaucratic author-
ity, teachers are expected to respond appropriately or face the
consequences. When leaders base their practice on personal authority,
teachers are supposed to respond to their personality and to the pleas-
ant environment that they provide by behaving appropriately. Teachers
then collect the rewards that are made available for this compliance. In
both cases teachers respond for calculated reasons. They are motivated
to either avoid something unpleasant or to get some reward.

Few readers would advocate a leadership based primarily on bureau-
cratic authority, but the primacy of leadership based on personal
authority remains popular. Leaders like to think of themselves as being
good motivators who know how to handle people and know how to get
people to do the things that they should by being persuasive in person-
ality or in style. But following a leader because of her or his personality
or her or his interpersonal skills is really a poor reason. Teachers, for
example, ought to follow their heads not because they are clever
manipulators who know which motivational buttons to press, or are
pleasant persons who are fun to be with, but because heads stand for
something, are persons of substance, and base their practice on ideas.

When purposes are in place and shared values are cultivated, an idea
framework evolves in the school that encourages teachers to respond by
feeling a sense of obligation to embody these ideas in their behavior.
There is, in a sense, a moral authority that emerges which compels
them to participate in shared commitments and to be connected to
others with whom these commitments are shared.

When personal authority and the authority of shared ideas are com-
pared, which is likely to work best? Perhaps we can find out by playing
a thought game. Imagine listening to a speaker whom you admire, enjoy
being with, and whose personal style you seek to emulate (this example
is inspired by Garry Wills 1994). The topic of her speech, however, is of
little interest to you. You simply do not care about the issues she raises
and discusses, although you enjoy her manner of presentation. You
then listen to a second speaker. You have never met this speaker before
and do not care for her style of speaking or for her personality. But you
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do feel strongly about the issues raised and respond positively to the
speaker’s ideas.

Given the circumstances above, which of the two persons are you
more likely to follow? Which of the two persons is more likely to moti-
vate you to action? If it is the second person, then it appears that
admiration, style, and affection may be less important to followership
than agreement on ideas, values, and goals. It is useful to think of lead-
ership as having four components: leadership, followership, shared ideas,
and action. When leadership is practiced, an interaction takes place
between leader and follower, within which ideas and sentiments are
exchanged, that leads to something happening. Action, the actual doing
of something, is more likely to result from leadership if there is agree-
ment on ideas.

Getting leaders to rely on idea-based leadership is often a hard sell.
Heads, for example, like to think of themselves as good motivators
who know how to handle people. But following a head because of her
or his personality or interpersonal skills is really a poor reason.
Teachers ought to follow heads not because they know which motiva-
tional buttons to press, but because heads stand for something
important – are people of substance and you can see this quality in
their leadership practice.

If school leaders commit to ideas as their primary source of author-
ity and make ideas central to their practice, then they are free from
worrying so much about all of the behavioral nuances that must be
considered under other approaches to leadership. Further, idea-based
leadership communicates to teachers that they are respected,
autonomous, committed, capable, and morally responsive adults –
adult professionals who are able to join with the leader in a common
commitment to making things in the school work better for the
children.

Three theories for the school

Rules-based and personality-based leadership are embedded in three
theories that shape the way we think about school leadership, organiza-
tion, and management: the Pyramid Theory, the Railroad Theory, and
the High Performance Theory.1
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Pyramid Theory

The Pyramid Theory assumes that the way to control the work of others
is to have one person assume responsibility by providing directions,
supervision, and inspection. But as the number of people to be super-
vised increases, and as separate work sites develop, management
burdens must be delegated to others and a hierarchical system emerges.
Rules and regulations are developed to ensure that all of the managers
think and act the same way, and these provide the protocols and guide-
lines used for planning, organizing, and directing (see, for example,
Mintzberg 1979).

While the Pyramid Theory works well for organizations that pro-
duce standardized products in uniform ways, it becomes a bureaucratic
nightmare when applied in the wrong situation. When applied to
schools, for example, Pyramid Theory simplifies and standardizes the
work of heads and teachers – and the outcomes reflect this.
Standardized practices lead to standardized results for a nonstandard-
ized student body and a nonstandardized world.

Railroad Theory

The Railroad Theory assumes that the way to control the work of
people who have different jobs and who work in different locations is by
standardizing the work processes. Instead of relying on direct supervi-
sion and hierarchical authority, a great deal of time is spent anticipating
all the questions and problems that are likely to come up. Then answers
and solutions are developed that represent tracks people must follow to
get from one goal or outcome to another. Once the tracks are laid, all
that needs to be done is to train people how to follow them, and to set
up monitoring systems to be sure that they are followed (Mintzberg
1979).

The Railroad Theory works well in jobs that lend themselves to pre-
dictability, and where a determination of the “one best way” to do
things makes sense. But when the theory is applied to schools, it creates
an instructional delivery system in which specific objectives are identified
and tightly aligned to an explicit curriculum and a specific method of
teaching. Teachers are supervised and evaluated, and students tested, to
ensure that the approved curriculum and teaching scripts are being fol-
lowed. Heads and teachers use fewer skills, and both teacher and student
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work becomes increasingly standardized. In this theory too, standard-
ized practices lead to standardized results for a nonstandardized student
body and a nonstandardized world. Many advocates of standards-based
teaching and learning often wind up using the Railroad Theory because
they mistakenly believe that standardization and standards are the same
thing – a failing of High Performance Theory too.

High Performance Theory

The High Performance Theory differs from the others by de-
emphasizing both top-down hierarchies and detailed scripts that tell
people what to do. Decentralization is key, with workers empowered to
make their own decisions about how to do things. One gets control by
connecting people to outcomes rather than rules or work scripts.
Borrowing from the practices of efficient business organizations, the
High Performance Theory assumes that the key to effective leadership
is to connect workers tightly to ends, but only loosely to means (see, for
example, Peters and Waterman 1982).

When the High Performance Theory is applied to schools, the ends
are measurable learning outcomes usually stated as standards. Though
outcomes themselves are standardized, schools are free to decide how
they are going to achieve them. Heads and teachers can organize
schools and teach in ways that they think will best enable them to meet
the standards. High Performance Theory emphasizes collecting data to
determine how well workers are doing, and to improve the likelihood
that standardized outcomes specified by distant authorities are met.
Again, standardized practices lead to standardized results for a nonstand-
ardized student body and a nonstandardized world. The issue isn’t
standards. Standards can be a good thing. The issue is that standards are
standardized. And to get this kind of uniformity they have to be set by
distant authorities rather than by students, teachers, schools, and local
communities – a topic discussed further in Chapter 5.

While the Pyramid, Railroad, and High Performance Theories pro-
vide understandings that can help us make better decisions about school
leadership, they also share features that make their systematic applica-
tion to schools inappropriate. In all three theories, schools are perceived
as formal organizations, like corporations or transportation systems.
But the formal organization metaphor does not fit very well the nature
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of a school’s purposes, the work that it does, the relationships needed for
serving parents and students, the context of teachers’ work, or the
nature of effective teaching and learning environments.

Both the Pyramid and Railroad Theories, for example, separate the
planning of how work will be done from its actual performance.
“Managers” (state and other distant authorities) are responsible for plan-
ning what will be done and how it will be done. “Workers” (heads,
teachers, and students) are responsible for doing. This separation of what
and how from doing may work in running a chain of fast-food restau-
rants, but not for schools where professional discretion is essential to
success.

In High Performance Theory, workers are provided with outcomes
and other standards, and then get to decide how to do the work. But
because planning what to do is separated from planning how to do it,
problems of isolation, fragmentation, and loss of meaning remain.
When means and ends are separated, not only is professional discretion
compromised, but so are democratic principles. Few parents, heads,
teachers, or students are likely to feel empowered by being involved in
decision-making processes that are limited to issues of how, but not
what – of means but not ends. Further, the ends wind up driving the
means anyway. A one-best list of standards for everyone assessed by the
usual high stakes tests inevitably drives the curriculum, how time is
spent, and even how teachers teach.

The school as a moral community

Many school leaders don’t ignore the three theories but don’t put much
stock in them either. Instead, they view schools as moral communities
and struggle to make this view a reality. Moral community has two
important advantages over the other theories: it provides for moral con-
nections among teachers, heads, parents, and students, and it advocates
helping all of them to become self-managing.

All theories of leadership emphasize connecting people to each other
and to their work. These connections satisfy the needs for coordination
and commitment that any enterprise must meet to be successful. The
work of teachers, for example, must fit together in some sensible way for
school purposes to be realized, and teachers must be motivated to do
whatever is necessary in order to make this connection. But not all
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theories emphasize the same kinds of connections. The Pyramid,
Railroad, and High Performance Theories emphasize contractual con-
nections and assume that people are primarily motivated by self-interest.
To get things done, extrinsic or intrinsic rewards are traded for compli-
ance, and penalties for noncompliance. Leadership inevitably takes the
form of bartering between the leader and the led.

Moral connections are stronger than the connections that come from
extrinsic or intrinsic rewards. Moral connections are grounded in cul-
tural norms rather than in psychological needs. “A norm . . . is an idea
in the minds of the members of a group, an idea that can be put in the

form of a statement specifying
what the members . . . should
do, ought to do, are expected to
do, under given circumstances”
(Homans 1950: 123). A norm is
a norm only when not following

it leads to some kind of sanction or penalty. Usually this penalty takes
the form of feeling uneasy when we are not meeting commitments or
when important others are disappointed with what we are doing.

With leadership firmly grounded in shared ideals, and with moral con-
nections in place, heads, teachers, parents, and students can come together
in a shared followership. The leader serves as head follower by leading the
discussion about what is worth following and by modeling, teaching, and
helping others to become better followers. When this happens, the empha-
sis changes from direct leadership based on rules and personality, to a
different kind of leadership based on stewardship and service.

The secret

The secret both to successfully practicing idea-based leadership and to
helping schools become moral communities is to replace communication
with conversation. Conversation may not be able to move mountains, but
it can get teachers, citizens, state officials, and other stakeholders to think
differently, to join together in a union of mutual responsibility, and to
make good decisions together for children.

Unlike communication, which is the unilateral transmission of infor-
mation from one person to another and which reflects our bureaucratic–
hierarchical culture of schooling, conversation invites the reciprocal
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exchange of ideas (Interfaith Education Fund 1998). Since conversation
is relational and reciprocal, it requires a commitment to mutuality.
Mutuality implies the sharing of power with, by, and among people
regardless of their level or role in a way that recognizes the dignity of
each, and to sustain this sharing (Nothwehr 1998). In the educational
world, for example, states count, but not more than do parents, teachers,
students, and others. Heads count too. And the more that heads practice
mutuality by engaging in conversation with others, the more they count.
Conversation is the way to bring people together, to build needed capac-
ity, and to win the commitment needed from everyone to make the
school work well.

Reflecting on your practice

Howard Gardner (1995) believes that the ultimate impact of the leader
depends on the stories that he or she communicates to others.
Sometimes the story line emerges as a result of conversations with
teachers and then is adopted by the leader, who acts as the spokesper-
son and standard bearer for the ideas. Some leaders have story lines
themed to caring, every student can learn given the right conditions,
teacher learning is key to a school’s success, parents are essential part-
ners in teaching and learning, a focus on authentic learning is
fundamental, or the basics come first. Other leaders have story lines
with different themes. If the leader is effective, then her or his stories
become the school’s stories, providing the sense of identity and coher-
ence that holds things together as the school struggles to make its stories
a reality. To Gardner leadership is much more cognitively oriented
than most presume. In his words:

Confronted with the phenomenon of leadership, a cognitively ori-
ented . . . [approach] is likely to ask such questions as, What are the
ideas (or stories) of the leader? How have they developed? How are
they communicated, understood, and misunderstood? How do they
interact with other stories, especially competing counterstories that
have already drenched the consciousness of audience members?
How do key ideas (or stories) affect the thoughts, feelings, and
behaviors of other individuals?

(ibid.: 16)
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It is now time for us to examine our own leadership and the stories we
communicate to others by its use. If those with whom you work and for
whom you have responsibility were asked to comment on your leader-
ship by responding to the following questions: What are your ideas for
the school? How have they developed over the last few years? How are
they communicated to faculty, students, and parents and how are they
understood or misunderstood? How do your stories interact with other
stories? How do your stories affect the thoughts, feelings, and behavior
of faculty, students, and parents? What would they say in response?
Start by answering the first few questions now, but make it a point to
respond to all of the questions in the next day or two. Write your
responses out and share them with a trusted colleague who knows your
work pretty well. After getting feedback from this colleague, try answer-
ing this question: If you were to examine what is actually going on in
your school, how you spend time, what you actually communicate by
word and deed, would there be a correspondence between what you
have written and the stories one could infer from your actual behavior?
Don’t be discouraged if the answer is no, not always. The stories we
believe in and espouse are not always the stories that we live. But the first
step to increasing the correspondence between one and the other is
knowing what the stories in your heart are and how close you are to real-
izing them in the messages you communicate to others.

Skeptics might ask: But where is the real leadership? Real leadership,
they would argue, comes from stating specific objectives, developing
strategies, and getting measurable results. Beliefs are too subjective and
too soft to have real currency in accounting for leadership. John Gardner
would reply:

Humans are believing animals. They have religious beliefs. They
hold to one or another political doctrine. They have beliefs that
supply meaning in their lives, beliefs that tell them how to conduct
themselves, beliefs that console. The leader who understands those
beliefs and acts in terms of that understanding has tapped a source
of power. If the system of ideas is deeply embedded in the culture
it can play a significant role in legitimizing leaders and in validating
their acts.

(1986b: 9)
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QUESTIONS FOR FURTHER EXPLORATION

1 Lieberman and Miller are quoted as saying that “It is within
the cracks and around the edges” that leadership may be
found.
What relevance would this have for you in your school?

2 If you were asked to describe, “the belief system” in your
school, how would you reply?

3 Leadership conveys an implicit followership message. How,
for your school, would you complete the sentence, “Follow
me because . . .”?

4 Pyramids and railroads have been used as metaphors.
What kind of metaphor would you choose to describe the
system you would like to work in?

5 How do notions of “stewardship” and “service” translate
into the day-to-day reality of school life at the sharp end?

6 What is the “leadership story” in your school?
Who tells it? Are there different stories?
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3 New leadership, roles,
and competencies

What kind of leadership will be needed for schools to effectively serve
society as we look further into the future? Whatever the answer, it will
not be the superhero leadership of the past. The new century will not be
kind to leaders who seek to change things by the sheer force of their per-
sonality. Nor will it be kind to leaders who seek to change things by the
sheer force of their bureaucratic authority. Instead, we will need lead-
ership for schools themed to learning, to the development of civic virtue,
and to the cultivation of self-management.

In this new leadership, leaders will spend much more of their time on
purposing, developing idea structures for their schools, building a shared
followership, and helping their schools become communities of respon-
sibility. This change in the way we do things will influence corporations
and other kinds of organizations as well. Warren Bennis, the noted
business theorist, puts it this way: “Most urgent projects require the
coordinated contributions of many talented people working together.
Whether the task is building a global business or discovering the mys-
teries of the human brain, it does not happen at the top” (Bennis cited
in Byrne 1999: 90).

But a change in our practice requires a change in our thinking. Our
leadership practice cannot be separated from its underlying theories.
Leadership is distinctly normative, reflecting our values, beliefs, and
assumptions.

Being normative doesn’t make leadership less rigorous, scientific, or
legitimate as long as we make sure that our view of leadership and the
values that drive it are made known to parents, students, and teachers.
This public disclosure is critical to ensure that our practice remains



ethical and wins the respect of people whether they agree with us or not.
Still, not all views are equal and not all views will be viable as we move
into the twenty-first century. That is why debating views of leadership is
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Unquestionably, there is value in charting and understanding
what we can call the hand of leadership; some behaviors do seem to
make more sense, in certain circumstances, than others do. But
the hand alone is not powerful enough to account for what lead-
ership is; indeed, it may not represent leadership at all. If we
want to understand . . . any . . . leader’s behavior, we have to
examine the heart and the head of leadership, too.

The heart of leadership has to do with what a person believes,
values, dreams about, and is committed to – the person’s personal

vision, to use the popular term. But it is more than vision. It is the
person’s interior world, which becomes the foundation of her or
his reality.

The head of leadership has to do with the mindscapes, or the-
ories of practice, that leaders develop over time, and with their
ability, in light of these theories, to reflect on the situations they face.
Reflection, combined with personal vision and an internal system of
values, becomes the basis of leadership strategies and actions. If the
heart and the head are separated from the hand, then the leader’s
actions, decisions, and behaviors cannot be understood.

The head of leadership is shaped by the heart and drives the
hand; in turn, reflections on decisions and actions affirm or reshape
the heart and the head. This interaction can be depicted as follows:

The heart

(what I value

and believe)

The head

(my mindscape of

how the world works)

The hand

(my decisions,

actions, and behaviors)

(Sergiovanni 1992: 7–8)



a worthy exercise. Different views mean different practices. And since
leadership continues to be important in determining whether a school
will work well for teaching and learning or not, different practices of
leadership mean different levels of school effectiveness. Having said
that, it is no easy task to identify a single view of leadership that beats all
other views all of the time. Probably each of the following meanings for
leadership have roles to play:

MEANINGS FOR LEADERSHIP

• Leadership means influencing parents, teachers, and students
to follow the leader’s vision (see, for example, Bennis and
Nanus 1985 on visionary leadership).

• Leadership means influencing parents, teachers, and students
to identify, understand, and find solutions to the problems
that they face (see, for example, Heifetz 1994 on learning
and problem-solving leadership).

• Leadership means not only pursuing useful goals that meet
the needs of parents, teachers, and students, but goals that
elevate them to a higher moral level (see, for example, Burns
1978 on transformational leadership).

• Leadership means enhancing purpose, meaning, and signifi-
cance that parents, teachers, and students experience by
serving shared ideas and ideals (see, for example, Sergiovanni
1992 on moral leadership).

• Leadership means being practical by selecting means to
achieve purposes that take into account the loosely con-
nected, messy, and generally nonlinear characteristics of
schools (see, for example, Cohen and March 1974 on educa-
tional organizations as organized anarchies).

Though all five meanings of leadership are important and can con-
tribute to the enhancement of teaching and learning, the first meaning –
to follow the leader’s vision – raises some concerns. “Follow me” lead-
ership seems more appropriate to the twentieth than the twenty-first
century. Nonetheless there are legitimate occasions when that is what
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should be done. Heads, for example, have some responsibilities and
obligations that require a definition of leadership heavily weighted in
their favor. Further, there are occasions when the head’s wisdom and
experience are so superior and the consequences of error are so great
that the head’s view of leadership should legitimately dominate.
Moreover, there are occasions when heads use follow me leadership
and lay out the vision in such a way that symbolic meanings are com-
municated that enhance meaning and significance. Remember, for
example, that chef described in Chapter 2 who ran the kitchen with an
iron hand. But for schools to work effectively over the long haul, the
other meanings of leadership need to dominate.

Visions cannot be routinely mandated by bureaucratic authority or
routinely inspired by personal style. Instead they need to be discovered
or forged as a consequence of everyone learning, problem solving, striving
to reach a higher moral level of operation, and finding sense and mean-
ing in the bargain. Linda Lambert and her colleagues (1995), for
example, define leadership as involving a reciprocal process that enables
members of a school community to construct meanings that lead to
common purposes. This constructing of meaning is less a role to be
assumed by some, but more a role to be assumed by all. This process,
Lambert suggests, promotes learning and encourages a collective
responsibility for the school (Lambert 1998).

Leadership and change

We often think about change when talking about leadership. For many
the two are simply different sides of the same coin.1 Change is thought
to be good and resistance to change is thought to be bad. Leaders are
considered successful if change succeeds and unsuccessful if change
does not succeed. It seems not to make much difference what the sub-
stance of this change is. All of us know, for example, of heads who are
considered highly effective, not because they have improved their
schools, but because they have changed their schools.

It is hard to figure out just where the problem starts – with our under-
standing of leadership or with our understanding of change. One thing
seems clear – regardless of where the problem starts, it ends in the same
place. Much of our thinking about leadership and about change is vacu-
ous. We are so concerned with process that we neglect substance. We
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spend so much time and effort trying to figure out the right strategies for
leadership and change that we give only scant attention to why we are
leading and changing, to what is the content of our strategies, to
whether and how they influence teaching and learning.

It is not just school leaders who are enamored with process but
researchers and educational policy makers too. Policy scientists, for
example, find themselves absorbed in struggling to figure out the best
methods to get teachers and schools to change. Is whole school change
better than changing only part of the school? Is it better for teachers
to be convinced that a change is good before they try it? Or will their
attitudes change once they are required to use the proposed changes in
their practice? How do change agents provide the ways and means
needed for teachers to be successful once they do try a proposed
change? Will incentives motivate teachers to change? Should incen-
tives be individually based or school based? If a school adopts
restructuring model A, will they be better in getting student test scores
up than if they had adopted model B? What about the role of leader-
ship? What approach, style, or strategy of leadership is most effective
in getting teachers and schools to change in the way it is thought they
should? How do you “reculture” a school? Do you start with a vision
or discover your vision a little later? Does school size make it easier to
succeed at change? What about teacher learning? Is it better to con-
centrate on teacher learning than to concentrate on changing
organizational structures? How do the findings that lower class size
seems to be related to higher test scores fit into the picture? What
schools have been able to put several features of “successful change”
into practice at the same time? What do these schools look like? Can
we transplant these findings to other schools? How can these findings
about change become policies? What are the best ways to implement
these policies so that schools and leaders within them will do what they
are supposed to?

It is taken for granted by everyone (or so it seems) that schools and
school programs are effective when changed, without struggling with the
adequacy of the definition of effectiveness used. What works is the
focus. Few seem interested in what would happen if the definition of
effectiveness were to change from A to B. Let’s face it, some ideas are not
worth advancing. We would be better off if certain change attempts
failed rather than succeeded. We would be better off if some heads
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knew less about the change process than they do. When ideas are not
worth advancing, less effective leadership may be a virtue and teachers
who resist change may be heroes.

Consider some further examples. Is a school that commits itself to
teacher learning as the focus of its change strategy successful if it
changes from a “let’s help our students learn to use their minds well”
kind of place to a “let’s go for the high test scores by narrowing the cur-
riculum, learning how to implement alignment strategies, and
emphasizing test-taking skills” kind of place? Is a school successful in
change if it restructures by requiring all teachers to adopt a particular
school design, even though 20 percent of the teachers oppose the
change and parents and students have had no say in the decision? Is a
school that motivates teachers with cash incentives, or coerces them by
posting the scores of the children they teach in the local newspaper, suc-
cessful if teachers are now involved in their work for calculated reasons
rather than professional or moral reasons? Is a school that changes from
a thinking curriculum to a basic skills curriculum in math and science
successful because students achieve higher scores on aligned assessments
even if they understand less? If one listens carefully to the conversations
of policy makers as they propose changes, it would be hard not to con-
clude that the answer to these questions is “yes.” Further, the change
strategies used to reach a particular goal (i.e. a thinking curriculum)
may be the same ones used to reach a rival goal (a basic skills curricu-
lum), providing further evidence of the vacuousness of a process
approach to leadership and change. In both cases if the change is suc-
cessfully implemented, victory is declared by the change agents involved
even if teachers, students, and their families are the losers.

The glory and the praise

Why is it so common for process to be placed over substance in the
leadership and change literature, particularly that literature which
emanates from North America? I think there are two reasons. One
reason is that the North American leadership literature itself is biased
toward change. There is glory to be had by leaders who are successful
in bringing about change, even if that change turns out not to be a
good idea. Thomas Sowell captures this idea cogently in the following
comment:
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A quarter of a century before the Gettysburg Address, Abraham
Lincoln gave another important but lesser known speech, pointing
out that the basic free institutions of American society were already
in place – and therefore would provide no glory to leaders who
merely preserve them. Glory would be won only by changing these
institutions, whether for the better or the worse.

(1999: 5B)

While this zest for change in North America cannot be matched by
most other places, this sentiment will, I wager, bring sympathetic nods
from people elsewhere.

James Lipham (1964) was one of the early writers in educational
administration to make the distinction between management and lead-
ership by claiming that leadership was about changing things while
management was about running things as they are. In his words, lead-
ership is “the initiation of a new structure or procedure for

accomplishing an organization’s
goals and objectives or for
changing an organization’s goals
and objectives” (p. 122). Upping
the stakes a bit, the noted lead-
ership expert, Warren Bennis,
noted that while managers do
things right, leaders do right

things (Bennis and Nanus 1985: 21). The former implies stability and
the latter change. Given these definitions, which would you rather be? A
“manager” who focuses on maintaining organizational systems or a
“leader” who focuses on changing organizational systems?

Equating leadership with change is an idea that finds its way deep
into the educational literature. In today’s world it is the leader as change
agent who gets the glory and the praise. But leadership should be
regarded as a force that not only changes, but protects and intensifies a
school’s present idea structure in a way that enhances meaning and sig-
nificance for students, parents, teachers, and other locals in the school
community (Sergiovanni 1984). This enhancement provides a sense of
purpose, builds a culture, and provides the community connections nec-
essary for one to know who she or he is, to relate to others, and to
belong. Think of leadership force as the strength or energy brought to
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bear on a situation to start or stop motion or change. Leadership forces
are the means available not only to bring about changes needed to
improve schools, but to protect and preserve things that are valued.
Good heads, for example, are just as willing to stand firm and to resist
change as they are to move forward and to embrace change. It all
depends on whether the change being considered is good. Good change,
I propose, advances teaching and learning in a manner that is consistent
with the values and culture of those being served by the school without
compromising larger intents in the form of standards for decency, civil-
ity, fairness, and other civic virtues.

The dominance of technocracy over
democracy

The second reason why substance is typically subordinate to process in
both leadership and change is because, too often, democracy is subor-
dinate to technocracy. In much of the world, for example, the school is
at the same time a democratic institution driven by the needs and
desires of students, teachers, and parents at the local level and a tech-
nocratic institution in the form of a governmental–corporate complex
driven by technocratic elites at the state and federal levels. As a demo-
cratic institution, deep and meaningful participation at the local level is
valued. As a technocratic institution, reliance is placed on technical
experts who engage in “policy-science” that decides for everyone what
our standards are, what the outcomes of schools should be, how schools
should pursue these outcomes, how these outcomes should be assessed,
who the winners and losers are, and what the consequences of this win-
ning and losing will be. In a sense this dual world of schooling pits local
participation and democratic politics against technical expertise; par-
ents, teachers, and students against distant government and corporate
elites.

Though both democratic and technocratic can play important roles
if properly brought together, too often the democratic side of school life
is dominated by the technocratic. In a society based on technical expert-
ness and governmental corporatism, the roles of public opinion, local
teacher expertness, student voice, and citizen participation are viewed as
romantic oddities. Democratic values are thought not to be sufficiently
responsive to the new “world class” standards and to the higher levels of
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achievement defined by these standards. Standards, it is presumed, are
needed to catapult a community, state, or nation into the midst of eco-
nomic competition as a successful player. The answer to this perplexing
problem is not to pit one of these impulses against the other but to
bring the two together in a way that technocratic virtues serve demo-
cratic ends.

Choosing a strategy

Virtually everyone agrees that improving the academic, developmental,
and civic lives of teachers and children in schools is an important pur-
pose. Where we disagree is how to achieve this goal. Whatever else
leadership is, it involves choosing strategies to achieve purposes and
since strategies are contested, leadership remains complex and contro-
versial.

Let’s dig a little deeper. What options do we have when choosing a
strategy? One popular option is to use mandates that specify in detail what
the minimum standards, expectations, and rules are and that provide the
management systems necessary to ensure that schools comply with these
mandates (see, for example, L. M. McDonnell and R. F. Elmore 1987).
Mandates usually are accompanied by close monitoring and include
penalties for noncompliance. A related option is to rely on incentives that
trade rewards for compliance. But, like so many other common prac-
tices, these twentieth-century approaches to leadership have only limited
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roles to play in the future. Mandates and incentives come up short
because they create uniformity, reduce variation, stifle creativity, focus
our attention on minimums, lead to calculated involvement, and encour-
age the maximization of self-interest at the expense of the common
good. Mandates and incentives are capital poor – lacking the ability to
produce future value on behalf of students, their parents, the local com-
munity, and the state.

Two alternative policy strategies can help provide the leadership we
need: capacity building and grassroots democratic participation. Both,
as we shall discuss below, are capital rich by being able to produce future
value on a continuous basis. Both expand value as demand expands,
change value as expectations change, and create new value as new
school requirements for learning emerge.

Capacity building as a capital idea

It seems strange to be talking about capital and expanding value – terms
borrowed from economics. But economic concepts and terms are used
regularly by policy elites as they address school reform issues and it
makes sense for us to figure them out and see what we can learn and use.
Capital, for example, takes human and organizational forms as well as
economic. At root, capital refers to the value of something that when
properly invested produces more of that thing, which then increases
overall value. Leaders in learning communities, for example, generate
capital that increases the value of teaching and learning and increases
the quality of student behavior and academic performance – themes we
will examine in Chapter 4, “Leading Communities of Responsibility.”

But developing capital is not that simple. Leaders in schools that
function more like formal organizations than communities (see, for
example, Sergiovanni 1994a) generate capital too, and this capital can
also be helpful to teachers and students. The difference is in the kind of
capital that is generated. Organization-like schools are efficient genera-
tors of management, physical, fiscal, and other forms of material capital.
Communities, by contrast, are efficient developers of social, academic,
intellectual, professional, and other forms of human capital.

Both material and human capital can add value to teaching and
learning. Material capital provides the structures and resources that can
make the work of teaching and learning easier. But the literature is full
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of examples of schools where levels of material capital are low yet levels
of student performance, development, and civility are high. By contrast,

I can think of no instance where
levels of social, academic, intel-
lectual, and professional capital
are low and student perfor-
mance is high (with the obvious
exception being when students
bring all the capital they need
for success with them to school).

Capacity building creates intellectual capital by emphasizing the
development of knowledge, competence, and skill of parents, teachers,
and other locals in the school community. As parents and other citizens
are able to provide the support that students need to belong and to be
successful at school, they get smarter, and smarter parents mean smarter
students. Teacher development can help build the intellectual capital
that teachers need to keep up by increasing their knowledge of the dis-
ciplines and the pedagogical-content knowledge teachers need to teach
these disciplines effectively.

But intellectual capital is more than what we know and more than
what one group knows collectively. Intellectual material not only has to
be developed and captured, but formalized and put to work if higher
value assets are to be produced.

Intelligence becomes an asset when some useful order is created out
of free-floating brain power – that is, when it is given coherent
form . . .; when it is captured in a way that allows it to be described,
shared, and exploited; and when it can be deployed to do some-
thing that could not be done if it remained scattered around like so
many coins in a gutter. Intellectual capital is packaged useful
information.

(Stewart 1997: 67)

Leadership for learning, therefore, is not just about developing and
gathering what people know, but packaging it into frameworks that are
useful in enhancing school practice.

We still have to go further because knowing what to do and how to do
it is not enough. Local capacity needs to be put to work to actually
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improve schools. This is where democratic participation comes in.
Encouraging and developing grassroots democratic participation har-
nesses the capacity of locals, enhances sense and meaning, and builds
community connections. These are examples of the social capital
needed to support high levels of authentic leadership and learning in
schools.

Local capacity does not just happen, but must be developed as a
matter of policy. The only way to beat the complexity, uncertainty, and
continuous change that schools face and still maintain order is by creat-
ing local communities of responsibility that are able to cultivate higher
levels of disciplined self-management among students, teachers, heads,
parents, and other members of the local school community. This disci-
plined self-management is expressed as locals take more responsibility
for their own learning by monitoring and managing their own perform-
ance. But, as Hackman (1986) suggests, self-managing teams are not
likely to flourish unless communities of responsibility also function as
self-designing teams. Self-designing teams have the responsibility and the
discretion to decide their own organizational structures and learning
environments. And finally, self-designing teams are not likely to flourish
unless communities of responsibility also function as self-governing
teams. Self-governing teams have considerable autonomy in setting a
fair share of their own purposes and directions, in defining their own
responsibilities, and in deciding how these goals will be pursued.

Local capacity remains undeveloped, however, as long as the policy
process itself – the ends of schooling, not just the means – is determined
by the excessive use of mandates and incentives as the primary strategy
for change and as the primary focus of leadership – a lesson not yet
learned by leaders who seek to enhance local autonomy while at the
same time mandating uniform standards and assessments.

Policy strategies and leadership roles

Figure 3.1 shows how local leadership roles change as the emphasis
shifts away from mandates and incentives and toward capacity building
and democratic participation:

• When mandates are the prime means to bring about change the
leader as manager dominates. The leader emphasizes aligning school
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goals with management systems, controls, and assessments that
ensure achievement.

• When incentives are the prime means to bring about change the
leader as motivator dominates. The leader emphasizes trading
rewards for compliance as social contracts with parents, teachers,
and other locals are struck and enforced.

• When capacity building is the prime means for bringing about
change the leader as developer dominates. The leader emphasizes
learning that builds the capacity of parents, teachers, and other
locals to function more effectively.

• When grassroots democratic participation is the prime means to
bring about change the leader as community builder dominates. The
leader emphasizes identifying shared values and ideals, standards,
and purposes that provide a moral source of authority for how
people treat each other, for the decisions that are made, and for how
they behave as these concerns are embodied in the daily life of the
school.

As capacity building and democratic participation are emphasized, lead-
ers focus less on managerial and motivational roles and more on
developer and community builder roles. The reverse relationship is also
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true. Emphasizing mandates and incentives forces leadership away from
developing capacity and building strong communities of learning
toward twentieth-century manager and motivator roles.

Competencies for leadership

How do changes in roles affect heads? They will have to master seven
basic competencies in order to lead effectively: the management of
attention, the management of meaning, the management of trust, and
the management of self (Bennis 1989), as well as the management of
paradox, the management of effectiveness, and the management of
commitment.

The management of attention is the ability to focus others on values, ideas,
goals, and purposes that bring people together and that provide a ration-
ale, a source of authority for what goes on in the school. Leaders
manage attention by what they say, what they reward, how they spend
time, the behaviors they emphasize, and the reasons they give for deci-
sions they make. They practice purposing, defined as that continuous
stream of action that induces clarity, consensus, and commitment
regarding the schools’ purposes (Vaill 1984).

The management of meaning is the ability to connect teachers, parents, and
students to the school in such a way that they find their lives useful,
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sensible, and valued. Even the seemingly mundane routines of schools
are valued and are connected to the larger purposes and meanings
that define who people are, why they are in the school, why the school
needs them, and why their participation with the school is worth-
while. Together the management of attention and the management
of meaning answer the questions: What are our priorities? What are
our commitments to each other? Why are they important? How do
they link to the ordinary things that we do? These messages help
people become connected to each other and to the school, building
hope and commitment, and raising levels of civility and academic
engagement.

The management of trust is the ability to be viewed as credible, legitimate,
and honest. Bennis (1989) uses the term “constancy” (p. 21) to commu-
nicate that whether parents, teachers, or students like what a head does
or not, they always know where that head is coming from, what she or
he stands for, and why she or he is doing things. It is not enough to make
decisions; leaders have to explain them and show how they are linked to
the heart and soul of the school as well.

The management of self is the ability of heads to know who they are, what
they believe, and why they do the things they do. When a head’s behav-
ior can be defended in such a way that others at least understand and at
least respect that behavior, then self-knowledge has been achieved. The
management of self is a sleeper of sorts. Few experts in leadership rec-
ognize its importance. Perhaps this is because lots of heads seem to
have the needed self-knowledge. Yet they remain unremarkable as lead-
ers. The trick is for leaders to combine knowledge of their values with
the ability to defend them without offending others.

The management of self is an art worth developing – but one not
easily achieved without a measure of practical intelligence. Practical
intelligence is the ability to know how things work and to make things
work. The cultivation of keen insight into human nature and the putting
together of this knowledge in some useful way are examples. Robert
Sternberg illustrates practical intelligence by telling the story of Jack, the
“smartest” student in the class, and Jim who was often the butt of Jack’s
jokes. Jack routinely offered Jim the choice of a nickel or a dime. To
Jack’s delight, Jim always selected the nickel. When asked why, Jim said
that if he chose the dime Jack would no longer ask him to choose. “I’ve
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collected over a dollar so far [;] all I have to do is keep choosing the
nickel” (Sternberg 1996).

The management of paradox is the ability to bring together ideas that seem
to be at odds with each other. Bringing together an emphasis on rigor-
ous standards without imposing standardization or compromising local
discretion; expecting a great deal from teachers while empowering
them to take control of their professional lives; responding to adoles-
cent needs for independence while providing the disciplined safe havens
they need; involving parents without compromising professional
autonomy; and bringing everyone together in a common quest united
by shared values while honoring diversity and promoting innovative
ideas are examples. When implemented, these seemingly contradict-
ory ideas can actually bring us together, make us brighter and stronger,
and help us to achieve larger purposes. The management of paradox
is easier when leaders look to ideas, values, and visions of the common
good as a moral source of authority for what they do and when they
know the difference between power over and power to. They distribute
power widely with the understanding that its purpose is to achieve
goals rather than to control others. They consider themselves success-
ful when good things happen, regardless of who is responsible. Thus,
they have no vested interest in control-oriented management – pre-
ferring goal oriented.

The management of effectiveness is the ability to focus on the development of
capacity in a school that allows it to improve performance over time.
Key to the management of effectiveness is how school success is under-
stood and measured. When effectiveness is managed well, school success
involves getting results and more. School success also involves learning

and cultivating relationships. Learning builds the capacity of teachers to
know more about their work, to figure out how to create better pathways
to success, and to improve their practice as a result. Relationships pro-
vide the support that teachers need to come together as a community of
practice.

In the language of economics, if we want to increase human capital
(results) we have to pay attention to developing intellectual capital (learn-
ing) and social capital (relationships) in the school as well. Thus
determining success of any initiative requires answers to three sets of
questions:
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3 QUESTIONS

1 What are we accomplishing? Are our results of high quality?
Does what we are doing make sense to parents and other
constituencies?

2 What are we learning about our work? Are we likely to be
more effective the next time around as a result? How are we
sharing what we are learning?

3 How are we working together as a community of practice? Are
we supporting each other and helping each other? Are we
proud of what we are doing and do we enjoy working together?

The management of commitment provides the overall framework for leader-
ship practice as the other six competencies are implemented. The
management of commitment involves moving leadership away from
bureaucratic and personal factors toward cognitive factors – toward
ideas (see Chapter 2). As this happens moral authority begins to replace
bureaucratic and personal authority. Moral authority comes from each
school’s sense of the common good and the promises and obligations
that good requires from everyone. Idea-based leadership calls on every-
one – teachers, parents, and students – to join the leader in accepting
responsibility for what happens in the school. As ideas and common
commitments are shared, so is leadership.

The transformation of leadership to ideas and the sharing of control
broadly throughout the school are ways to be responsive while being
orderly; to be predictable in an unpredictable world; to continuously
build capacity and to ensure future academic success. As this transfor-
mation takes place, leadership becomes more local, more important,
more powerful, more creative, more responsive, and more successful in
bringing people from different levels of the educational system together
to improve schools.

Some rules that might help

This chapter began with an invitation to readers to join together and
dream a bit about the possibilities of leadership. It is now time to focus
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this discussion more clearly in light of the nonrational world of school-
ing. It remains that superhero images of leadership will not work. And
it remains that mandates and incentives are not powerful enough to
function as engines that will drive our efforts to improve schools. Both
are handicapped by a tendency to create uniformity, reduce variation,
stifle creativity, focus on minimums, encourage self-interest, and lead to
calculated involvement in an age when the virtues needed to survive and
flourish are exactly opposite. In tomorrow’s world success will depend
upon the ability of leaders to harness the capacity of locals, to enhance
sense and meaning, and, as we shall discuss in Chapter 4, to build com-
munities of responsibility.

What needs refocusing is an honest look at how leaders will be able to
work toward their ideals in a world of schooling where paradox is rou-
tine. The last of the five meanings of leadership proposed at the
beginning of this chapter was as follows:

Leadership means being practical by selecting means to achieve
purposes that take into account the loosely connected, messy and
generally nonlinear characteristics of schools.

In the 1970s Cohen, March, and Olsen (1972) characterized educa-
tional organizations as “organized anarchies.” They justified this label
by pointing out that the goals of such organizations are difficult to spec-
ify with precision, constantly changing, varying from one part of the
school to another, and in other ways problematic. They pointed out fur-
ther that the technology of schooling was unclear. Although we know
how to start up a school and how to staff it, we don’t understand very
well how it works. And moreover, participation in schools is so fluid (at
least for the students who are served and often for the faculty as well)
that it remains perpetually unstable. The flow of students coming and
going requires constant reculturing of the school with variable results.
As a way to survive this unpredictable environment, people are inclined
to look out for themselves rather than each other or the school. Behavior
based on self-interests becomes the norm and these interests are pursued
by playing politics (see, for example, ibid.).

Given these conditions of organized anarchy, how do leaders suc-
cessfully implement the leadership competencies discussed above?
Carefully, I suppose. But we can go further than that. Cohen and March
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(1974) provide a number of tactical rules that leaders can use as they
seek to influence the course of decisions in their schools (see, for
example, 195–229). Several of these rules are summarized below:

TACTICAL RULES

Rule 1 is to spend time. Decisions that influence what happens in a
school take lots of energy and energy is a scarce resource.
Whoever is willing and able to invest energy by devoting the time
needed in making decisions and in forwarding proposals has a
considerable claim on the decisions that get made and the pro-
posals that get accepted. Combine this with the reality that most
people in schools have vast zones of indifference – are just plain
not interested in most of the things that are happening in their
schools – and the claim is enlarged. Most teachers, for example,
care deeply about matters that affect their classrooms and their
own teaching lives. The further away are issues from the class-
room, the less likely are these teachers to be interested. Whoever
is disinterested forfeits her or his claim on what is going on. I may
not, for example, like a particular decision that has been made in
the school. But, having not invested the time needed to research
the issue and to discuss it in any meaningful way, I really can’t
complain much about that decision.
Rule 2 is to persist. It is a mistake to presume that if what you pro-
pose is not accepted today, it will not be accepted tomorrow.
Given the flow of participation in most schools the people who
are interested or able to be involved today may not be the same
ones that are interested or involved tomorrow. You simply deal
with different individuals even though the issue remains the same.
As Cohen and March (1974) put it: “The specific combination of
sentiments and people that is associated with a specific choice
opportunity is partly fortuitous. . . The loser who spends his time
weeping rather than reintroducing his claim will persistently have
something to weep about” (p. 224).
Rule 3 is to exchange status for substance. Instead of worrying about
how credits are allocated for good ideas and about whether one’s
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own position in the school is being enhanced or not, heads should
focus their attention on proposed changes and other issues of sub-
stance remembering to gladly distribute the credit for ideas and
their success to others.
Rule 4 is to facilitate opponents’ participation. The sure-fire way to win
over opposition is to give them a piece of the action by involving
(indeed needing) their participation and absorbing their ideas in
one form or another in the proposal, being considered. As ideas
are absorbed into a proposal, so are the people.
Rule 5 is to provide garbage cans. Think of the arena for decision-
making as a garbage can. Various school problems and solutions
are deposited in this can, though typically solutions are only
loosely connected to problems. Now the odds of making deci-
sions joined to a solution are doubled because not only are
solutions matched to problems but problems are matched to solu-
tions as well.

While matching solutions to problems may be okay in today’s schools,
one has to be surreptitious about matching problems to solutions. We
can learn much from the behavior of our students. Recall the time
when a group of students came to your office to complain about the
noise and disorder in the cafeteria. Remember the committee of stu-
dents and faculty you appointed to study the issue? They recommended
that a jukebox be installed in the cafeteria as a way to provide a focus
and absorb the attention of the students. But what was the problem
anyway? The students, you see, wanted that jukebox all along but didn’t
want to request it for fear you would say no. So, they invented a problem
that you would find attractive and that would lead to the acceptance of
their solution. Though the problem followed the solution, it appeared to
everyone that the solution followed the problem and that made it
legitimate.

If you can think of some other rules, please pass them on. Leadership
in schools is tough enough to practice without everyone pitching in and
helping each other. In the next chapter we turn our attention to build-
ing and leading communities of responsibility.
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QUESTIONS FOR FURTHER EXPLORATION

1 Change is not intrinsically a good thing. It depends on the
substance of change. In the changes you are currently expe-
riencing what are the substantive issues you agree with? What
aspects of change are you uncomfortable with? Are these
issues discussed in your school?

2 In your experience what leadership strategies are most effect-
ive in getting people to change?

3 Five rules of tactical leadership are suggested in this chapter.
You are invited to provide a sixth. What would it be?

4 Consider ways in which you might use the five tactical rules
as a workshop activity in your school.

5 This chapter poses a question “Why is it so common for
process to be placed over substance in the leadership and
change literature?” What is the answer?



4 Leading communities
of responsibility

The image of school as community is important and can be used by
heads to help make our schools more caring and productive places for
both teachers and students. In this chapter I argue that not only should
we commit ourselves to this image but we should strive to make schools
communities of responsibility. This strategy is not only good in itself, but is
the best pathway to school effectiveness. The idea of community can be
validated in research and argued thoughtfully. But rarely are these
enough. Most of us have pretty strong ideas about what is the nature of
human nature and about what organizational characteristics are import-
ant to schools. These ideas color our thinking about community. Even in
the light of research and other “hard” evidence, our feelings spring
from the personal theories we hold about what is important and good
for individuals and what is important and good about their relationships
with each other and society.

For example, below are three statements that can be used to assess
some of your own personal theories. For each statement award up to 10
points to indicate the extent to which you believe the statement is true. If
you believe the statement is absolutely true, award it 10 points. If you
believe the statement is absolutely false, award it no points. If you believe
the statement is somewhere in between, choose a number between 1 and
9 that best reflects your feelings. Start with the first two statements,
ignoring the third statement for the moment:



1 You believe in an image of a society of individuals who are
armed with rights but who, by comparison, are free from
externally imposed responsibilities. You view any social for-
mulation of the common good with suspicion. Instead, you
believe that the common good is defined as each individual
person pursues her or his self-interest. Freedom and the rights
that go along with it are bounded only by not interfering
with the rights and freedoms of others. Privacy is an absolute
value. You believe that attempts to scrutinize behavior, to
check up on what is going on, or to otherwise impose cen-
tralized accountability systems thwart individual rights and
compromise freedom.

2 You believe in an image of a society of highly disciplined
individuals who are subject to a standard code or rule of law
which embodies an official definition of the common good.
This code is determined through representative government
that operates centrally. You believe in freedom that is
bounded by this code. Once the common good is defined,
you believe that central authorities are responsible for holding
people accountable. Individual privacy is secondary to soci-
etal scrutiny as this code is enforced and as this good is
pursued.

My guess is that you felt a little uncomfortable with awarding too many
points to either of the two views. You probably stayed within a 3–6
range in awarding points. If I am right, then you may be a candidate for
a third view of individuals and society – one with a communitarian bent
(see, for example, Etzioni 1993, 1999). This view is reflected in the third
statement. How many points would you award to this statement?:

3 You believe in a balanced view of society that provides an
alternative to both the view that each person should be free to
form and pursue her or his own vision of the common good
and to the view that centralized representative government
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should define and enforce a vision of the common good.
This alternative encourages the development of communities of

responsibility within which the social formulation of the
common good is, in a large measure, decided locally by indi-
vidual communities. Once this good is defined by the local
community, central authorities are responsible for ensuring
accountability. This accountability should be in the form of
scrutiny by fellow members of the community and by neigh-
bors from other communities. Scrutiny by fellow members
and by neighbors, coupled with public disclosure, provides
the accountability that makes direct control by central
authorities less necessary.

This chapter explores schools as communities of responsibility and
examines how such schools are led. Community is viewed as a moral
phenomenon rather than simply a geographic or territorial entity.
Communities share many common characteristics. They spring from
common understandings that provide members with a sense of identity,
belonging, and involvement that results in the creation of a tightly held
web of meaningful relationships with moral overtones. Communities of
responsibility not only fit this description, but go beyond by building into
their cultures a capacity for self-regulation that ensures both internal and
external accountability. Not only do members of the community share
a common focus, they also feel morally obliged to embody this focus in
their behavior.

Communities of responsibility are not easy to cultivate in schools. But
once established they become powerful substitutes for the bureaucratic
and personally based leadership that seems now to dominate the school
scene. Leadership is defined, in part, by its source of authority – a con-
cept introduced in Chapter 2. We noted that the source of authority for
bureaucratic leadership is the position power of the leader. And the
source of authority for personal leadership is the personality and moti-
vational skill of the leader. When personal leadership is used, it is
presumed that we are primarily motivated by self-interest. Thus, we can
be easily seduced into following the leader if the leader uses the right per-
sonality, style, and interpersonal skill to provide the psychological and
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material rewards we want in exchange for our compliance. In both
bureaucratically and personally based leadership the rule is “follow me,”
either because my leadership position allows me to make your life mis-
erable if you don’t or my leadership ability allows me to make your life
pleasant if you do.

In communities of responsibility, by contrast, leadership is based on
a different kind of authority – one, embedded in ideas, that encourages
us to respond from within; to become self-managing. Instead of follow
me, the emphasis is on following commitments, promises, obligations,
validated research, sound principles, agreed upon standards, and other
ideas. Chapter 2 referred to this source of authority as leading with
ideas.

In communities of responsibility it is norms, values, beliefs, purposes,
goals, standards, hopes, and dreams that provide the ideas for a morally
based leadership. These ideas are not mandated scripts that require
carbon-copy conformity. They are, instead, more like frameworks that
function as compasses which provide people with a heightened sense of
understanding, meaning, and significance. As a result, plenty of room
exists for diversity to be expressed and celebrated in the life of the
school – a topic that will be explored further later in this chapter. When
leadership is morally based, its effect on spirit, commitment, and results
is not only strong but obligatory, allowing the school to function as a
community of responsibility

Why is community so important in schools? Five reasons stand out:

5 REASONS FOR COMMUNITY

1 community helps satisfy the need that teachers, parents, and
students have to be connected to each other and to the
school;

2 community helps everyone in the school to focus on the
common good;

3 community provides students with a safe harbor in a stormy
sea – a place where they are accepted unconditionally;

4 community supports learning; and
5 community builds relationships and responsibilities.
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When accompanied by a strong commitment to learning and when
accompanied by steps that demonstrate this commitment to students
(both are indicators of academic press as described by Sebring and
Bryk 1996; and Shouse 1996)1, then being responsive to community
leads to improved student performance. Further, providing for the con-
nections needs of teachers, parents, and students, and focusing on the
common good lead to improved student behavior, stronger bonds of col-
legiality among the faculty, and more productive relationships with
parents.

Cultural connections

Connections are particularly important to building community.
Community is something most of us want in order to experience the
sense and meaning that we need in our lives. We cannot go it alone. We
have to be connected somehow, somewhere. Being connected to others
and being connected to institutions we value is a way to become con-
nected to ourselves; to know that we belong; to know that we count for
something; to know that we are valued. Community is a particularly
important source of connection for children and young adults. If the
connections needs of our students are not met by the school, they look
elsewhere for community and even create it for themselves. Too often
the results are not very pleasant. Students forming cliques that insulate
them from other students and students joining gangs and other anti-
social groups are examples.

But not all of the connections we might make available to students
count the same way. Not all connections are community oriented. Some
connections are rational and other connections are cultural. Rational con-
nections are based primarily on the pursuit of self-interest and involve
trades. When we choose rational connections, it is assumed that moti-
vation results from logically weighing options and selecting the one that
gives us the most benefits at the least cost. In the corporate world, for
example, employers agree to provide their employees with certain eco-
nomic benefits and other amenities. In return employees agree to follow
job rules and to meet job expectations. Similar bargains are struck in the
sports world and in other sectors of our formal society.

Though each of the parties to this kind of social contract offers the
other connections, the offers are conditional. If I don’t like the deal (say
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the video which the teacher promises I can watch if I behave) or if I
don’t believe the deal offers a fair exchange for what I am contributing
to the bargain (“You mean all I get is to watch a video if I behave?”), I
weaken my connections by not playing along. If the teacher is unhappy
with my contributions to the deal, she or he responds similarly by weak-
ening connections from the other side. This emphasis on rational trades,
and the calculated involvement it typically causes, is the nature of con-
tracts. It is the way bargains work.

Cultural connections, by contrast, are more covenantal than con-
tractual. They are bargains all right, but bargains of the heart and soul.
They are based primarily on loyalties, purposes, and sentiments that
emerge from stated and unstated understandings and commitments that
obligate people to each other and that obligate people to the institutions
they value. Covenants are more than agreements. They are promises.
Promises play an important role in our lives. Promises among people
and between people and valued institutions, for example, imply certain
mutually held actions and commitments that are considered obligatory.
Unlike legal documents that spell out all the technical details, however,
covenants are planted within the hearts of people, bind people together
morally, and obligate them morally, to the conditions of the covenant
(Jeremiah 31: 33). Cultural connections and covenantal relationships
are the foundational pillars of communities of responsibility.

Social contracts, Sacks (1997) argues, are maintained by the likelihood
of gain or the threat of loss. Social covenants are maintained by loyalty,
fidelity, kinship, sense of identity, obligation, duty, responsibility, and
reciprocity. Social contracts are common in the worlds of commerce and
politics where organizations are more formal, impersonal, and objective.
Social covenants are common in “families, communities, traditions, and
voluntary associations” (ibid.: 16). These familial groupings of people
and purposes make up the world of communities.

How simple it would be if this were an either–or situation. But most
of us belong to formal organizations and to community-like enterprises
at the same time. Both the rational and cultural connections and both
the social contracts and social covenants are important parts of our
reality. We seek to be autonomous and to belong. We crave independ-
ence and we crave connections. There are times when we vigorously
pursue our own self-interests and there are times when we give
unselfishly of ourselves to the common good.
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What about schools? Like most individuals, schools should have fea-
tures of both formal organizations and communities programmed into
their DNA. Both social contracts and social covenants have a place.
But one should not cancel out the other. Let’s experiment a little:

AN EXPERIMENT

Make a list of 30 enterprises found in London, Singapore,
Melbourne, New York, Vancouver, or some other large city.
Now arrange the enterprises in your list along a continuum
from the most community-like (the family would be an exam-
ple) to the most formal organization-like (perhaps Xerox or
some other large corporation). Assuming that roughly half of
the enterprises you listed were community-like and the other
half were organization-like, where would you place the school
on this continuum? 

My guess is that you would place the school on the community side of
your continuum, but not so deeply into that side that the school would
wind up next to the family. Give or take two or three places, my guess is
that you placed the school in the middle of the community side of your
continuum. This is probably a reasonable and realistic position for the
school – solidly on the community side of the continuum, but not so
deeply that objective, rational and instrumental benefits of formal organ-
izations are not able to be tapped and used by the school.

In today’s world the problem is not getting the school too close to the
family. It is getting the school on the community side of the continuum
in the first place. Though our children need community-like schools, too
often they find themselves in schools that are too organization-like.
When this happens, we run the risk of students becoming disconnected
from schools with negative consequences for learning. Families, too,
need community-like schools if they are to participate in the powerful
ways needed for them to help their children learn (Henderson and Berla
1994). And, I believe, our teachers need community-like schools too if
they are to practice their craft fully.
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Community and diversity

Bonding and bridging (Putnam 2000) are ways in which schools can
provide the community connections that students and their teachers
need. Bonding connections looked inward and tilted toward exclusion,
while bridging connections looked outward and tilted toward inclusion.
It is possible for schools that are becoming bonding communities to be
so concerned with developing common frameworks that commonness
becomes synonymous with sameness. Should this happen, then the
strong norms of community may well coerce everyone to think alike and
be alike as the price of admission. Community as the antidote to con-
nections problems in society, then, becomes the poison (Sergiovanni
1992: 141). This possibility is not likely to occur, however, when com-
munity is authentic. Community has many meanings. But at root it is
the Latin communis and the Latin communitas that provide the themes for
defining authentic community. Communis means common and communi-

tas means fellowship. Thus, say Carey and Frohnen:

a true community, one that lives up to its name, is one in which
members share something in common – something important
enough to give rise to fellowship or friendship and to sustain it.
There may be many kinds of communities with varying ends or
goals. But each must form around characteristics, experiences, prac-
tices, and beliefs that are important enough to bind the members to
one another, such that they are willing to sacrifice for one another
as “fellows” or sharers of a common fate.

(1998: 1–2)

Communis and communitas make the membership of a community as a
whole more than the sum of its individual members.

When individuals (students, teachers, parents) are bound to shared
ideas, values, beliefs, and frameworks, bonds of fellowship emerge that
provide a moral climate which empowers the membership as a whole. In
schools this fellowship has two dimensions: a sense of collegiality among
faculty that resembles a community of practice and an Aristotelian view
of leadership that involves a moral commitment to care for and nurture
one’s colleagues. For students, the image is a learning community char-
acterized by high levels of caring and civility and of cooperative
learning.
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Aristotle (1962) argues that the motives for fellowship can be pleas-
antness, usefulness, or goodness. Community members enjoy each other,
find association with each other to be mutually beneficial, and feel
morally obliged to accept and look after each other. Though all three
motives may be present in communitas, fellowship cannot exist in an
authentic sense without the moral motive. Durkheim cites Rousseau to
make this point. A community is:

a moral entity having specific qualities distinct from those of the
individual beings which compose it, somewhat as chemical com-
pounds have properties that they owe to none of their elements. If
the aggregation resulting from these vague relationships really formed
a social body, there would be a kind of common sensorium that
would outlive the correspondence of all the parts. Public good and
evil would not be merely the sum of individual good and evil, as in a
simple aggregation, but would lie in the relationship that unites them.
It would be greater than that sum, and public well-being would not
be the result of the happiness of individuals, but rather its source.

(Durkheim 1960: 82)

The last phrase of Rousseau’s quote, that public well-being is the source of
happiness and not the result, makes another point. Communities embody
civic virtue – the willingness of
individuals to sacrifice their self-
interests on behalf of the
common good. And this virtue is
the reason why communities are
so powerful in uniting parents,
teachers, and students in common
purpose. This common purpose provides the focus that contributes to
school effectiveness (see, for example, Bryk and Driscoll 1988; Hill, Foster
and Gendler 1990; Hill and Celio 1998; Sergiovanni 1994a, 2000).

Protecting individualism while maintaining
community

Protecting individualism while maintaining community may, at first
blush, seem like a paradox. But the importance of civic virtue and of the
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communitas nature of communities are the individual’s insurance policy
against coercive communities that seek to impose narrow idea structures
on the unwilling. They are the guarantors of diversity. For individuals to
band together in fellowship and friendship, the ideas that first bind
them must be freely accepted. Let’s take respect as a common value, for
example. While respect may not be negotiable once established as a
value, there are many ways to show it. This latitude increases the likeli-
hood that the value of respect will be freely accepted and will contribute
to fellowship. Rigor is another example. While rigorous standards may
exist, they need not be the same for everyone. Students may demon-
strate rigor in different ways – again increasing the likelihood that the
value will be freely accepted. In these examples respect and rigor are
values held in communis but shared in communitas. Communitas is the anti-
dote to “group think” in other ways as well. Together communis and
communitas combine unity and diversity in such a way that not only does
each persist, but each is enhanced by the other. The philosopher Mary
Rousseau explains the challenge of this paradox of community as
follows:

To put the challenge in terms of human relationships, a philosophy
of community must validate the dream of every human heart.
That dream is that we might love and be loved, that we might asso-
ciate with each other, in such a way that closeness and autonomy
both survive, and even enhance each other. In our dream, some-
one – everyone – accepts us, affirms us, praises us, enjoys us just for
being who we are. We are recognized as unique and uniquely valu-
able individuals, encouraged to be ourselves to the utmost, loved in
our totality and for our own sakes. And yet, the love that encourages
our uniqueness and autonomy brings the warmth and security of
total belonging . . . In our dream, closeness does not threaten inde-
pendence but enhances it – and vice versa. Those with whom we are
most intimate leave us free to be ourselves. We have our cake and
eat it too. We belong but are not possessed. We are free but not
alone.

(1991: 4)

Key in solving the paradox of community is the concept of altruistic
love and how it is different than egocentric love. Both are ties that bind
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people together in community ways but only one achieves authentic
community. Egocentric love views relationships between and among
people in terms of self-interest and self-gratification. For example,
Robert may be devoted to members of his weight-loss group and
together they establish a high level of community based on mutual goals
and shared fellowship. But they are together because they need each
other to lose weight. The motive for communitas, in this case, is usefulness
not goodness. Once Robert loses weight, his interests in the group are
satisfied and he is likely to leave the group. Despite the close relation-
ships enjoyed while Robert was getting something out of his ties with the
group, three months later he has difficulty even remembering the names
of most of the members.

Altruistic love, by contrast, results in ties that bind through hell and
high water. Robbie joined with others in the spirit of communis and com-

munitas to form a neighborhood hospitality group. She believed in the
group’s purpose and was benevolently concerned about the members of
the hospitality group and the newcomers to the neighborhood. She was
involved because she thought this was the right thing to do. Her love for
her work and for the people she worked with and served was not moti-
vated by selfishness, but by her desire to do something she thought was
important. She stuck with it even when she did not particularly like
some of the newcomers. To her, loving someone in this altruistic sense
was more important than just liking them. To love meant to help, to
serve, to be in communion with others. Altruistic love provides the fel-
lowship that allows – even encourages – people to be different and still
be accepted.

There is a message here for heads. The virtues of serving, caring,
respecting, empowering, and helping without asking for anything in
return are far more powerful “motivational devices” than is the artful
manipulation of motivational science that seeks to trade need fulfillment
for compliance. The altruistic love modeled in those virtues builds the
kind of communis and communitas that not only binds teachers together as
colleagues and fellows, but binds them to obligations and commitments
as well. This binding compels them to rise to the occasion and do their
best. Egocentric love, by contrast, involves little more than a trading ses-
sion that leads to loose ties at best and calculated ties at worst. In Mary
Rousseau’s words:
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Since community, moral goodness, and our existential fulfillment all
coincide, we can now see the important second sense in which love
is the tie that binds. . . . We are bound, in the sense of being
obliged, to love, to do what is morally right, to enact community. In
other words, community is not an option for us. It is an obligation,
a categorical moral obligation, one that we cannot escape.
Community is our basic moral absolute, not a matter of preference
or a value that is relative to time, place or circumstances. . . . It is
something that we ought to do no matter what, something that we
simply must, in all conditions, strive for. The basis for this binding
power is the fact of our existence in the community of being.

(1991: 115)

The box entitled “How common should communis be?” links this discus-
sion to the concepts of bonding and bridging connections. Communis and
communitas are the means to finding the right balance between bonding
and bridging. Sharing a common framework of values themed to trust-
ing relationships and the development of a culture of respect in schools
allows for bringing together a commitment to both the common good
and individual expression. Borrowing from Etzioni (1996/97) I use the
metaphor “mosaic” to show how bonding and bridging connections
can be brought together.
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HOW COMMON SHOULD COMMUNIS BE?

Communities need not and should not be built upon all encom-
passing, narrowly defined, carbon-copy norms but on norms of
caring and collaboration. Collaborative cultures share common
beliefs in the value of both the individual and the group (Nias,
Southworth, and Yeomans 1989).

The distinguished sociologist Amitai Etzioni (1995) offers
“principled decentralization” as an antidote to possible divisions
that might exist among different communities within the same
school. Localized communities can be developed in such a way
that they embody a responsibility to encourage a variety of dif-
ferent voices and interests, not as isolated entities, but within a
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larger sphere of a pragmatic coalition built around common goals
and ideas where an overlapping consensus has been established
and bounded by a framework of mutual respect.

Etzioni (1996/97) offers the metaphor mosaic as a way to
imagine how this bounded autonomy might work. A mosaic is
comprised of a variety of elements of different shapes and colors
that are held together by a common frame and glue. It symbolizes
a society in which various communities maintain their cultural
particulars while, at the same time, recognizing that they are inte-
gral parts of a more encompassing whole. Within this image,
communities have firm commitments to both their uniqueness
and their shared framework. And, community members have lay-
ered loyalties in the form of allegiance to two different dimensions
of the whole (Etzioni 1996/97).

Eight conditions seem necessary for community theory to
evolve in schools in this direction:

1 Schools need to be redefined as collections of people and
ideas rather than remain defined by brick and mortar. Thus
within any school building many independent and semi-
independent schools might exist side by side.

2 Shared values that lead to the development of tightly knit
communities of mind and heart need to be encouraged
within schools while, at the same time, respect for the defining
differences that make a school unique need to be encouraged
between schools. The goal should be to create communities
nested within communities, neighborhoods within cities,
schools within schools across the educational landscape.

3 Whether they are functioning as schools within schools or as
free standing schools connected to a larger complex of
schools, all schools need to be tied together by common foun-
dational values, by frame and glue to hold everything
together.

4 Layered loyalties to one’s own school community and to the
larger community of schools need to be cultivated.

5 Nothing in the concepts of nested communities, neighbor-
hoods within a city or schools within a school should



The learning community

Leadership in the learning community has a special meaning that comes
from the word pedagogy. Most of us view pedagogy as simply the
process of teaching. But derived from the Greek, pedagogy means
teaching and leading. Leading involves caring, helping, guiding, and
serving in ways that can only be accomplished when the pedagogue is
willing to function in loco parentis. The pedagogue leads by accompany-
ing the child and living with the child in a way that provides direction
and care. As van Manen explains: “Here, take my hand!” “Come, I shall
show you the world. The way into a world, my world, and yours. I
know something about being a child, because I have been there, where
you are now. I was young once” (1991: 38). The part of caring that is
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compromise the individual rights that students, parents,
teachers, and other community members enjoy as part of a
commitment to democratic values.

6 This emphasis on individual rights needs to be tempered by
deliberately linking rights to responsibilities within a frame-
work of commitment to civic virtue, defined as the
willingness of each member of the community, individually
and collectively, to sacrifice their self-interest on behalf of
the common good.

7 Within practical limits, students and their families, as well as
teachers, should be able to choose the particular school,
school family or school within a school they wish to join.
This “school” of choice should be part of a larger legal
framework of school or schools and resourced at an equi-
table level.

8 Commitment to both individual rights and shared responsi-
bilities that are connected to the common good should
provide the basis for moral leadership.

T. J. Sergiovanni, “The Elementary School as Community 
in a Diverse Society,” The William Charles McMillan III

Lecture, Grosse Point Academy, 10 March 1999



unique in the learning community is the formal emphasis the commu-
nity gives to providing students with authentic learning experiences that
train and expand the mind as well as the body and soul.

Unfortunately, considering students as clients and considering stu-
dents as customers does not help. Whether we intend it or not, “client”
has a technical ring to it that suggests teaching and learning are about
delivery – the delivery of expert services to customers who are depend-
ent on our expertise. Since delivery is so different from leading, it
distances teachers from their roles as pedagogues and reduces them to
roles as technicians. Having been distanced themselves, students assume
little or no responsibility in this image for the success of teaching and
learning. Success rests entirely on the teacher’s shoulders. This technical
ring is so loud that we tend not to focus on the primary definition of
client as one who is dependent on another and as a result, fail to empha-
size the moral obligations that bind teacher and student together in the
process of learning. The “customer” metaphor raises even greater prob-
lems. Customers are interested in the services they receive. When you
and I are in this role, we try to maximize our self-interest and show little
or no loyalty to the “vendors” who are providing us with services.

As we think about the roles of students in communities, the image of
citizen may make more sense. Like customers, citizens have rights and
make demands too. But citizens also have responsibilities. Citizenship
implies a measure of personal sacrifice, a measure of fidelity, and a meas-
ure of obligation to help make the school work. For these reasons we
need to call on students to be citizens of the school and to call on them to
participate in its work and play as citizens. Let’s face it, as Banner and
Cannon point out: “that pair sitting on the seesaw are equally responsible
to each other. If the student gets up and leaves, the teacher falls to the
ground” (1999: 60). They believe that students need to be fully engaged in
the struggle to learn and that this involves “reaching inside themselves, by
learning to summon what is naturally theirs – whether it’s their enthusi-
asm for a subject, their curiosity, imagination, or aspiration” (ibid.: 60).

Playing the ability game

Taking responsibility for one’s own learning is tough enough under
ideal conditions, but virtually impossible when we ask students to play
the ability game of learning rather than the task game of learning.
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When we ask students to play the ability game of learning, we ask them
to outperform others. When we ask children to play the task game of
learning, we ask them to master tasks that are challenging and interest-
ing (Ames 1984, 1992; Maehr and Midgley 1996).

Midgley and Wood (1993) point out that when playing the ability
game, students come to believe that demonstrating ability is the school’s
main goal and that how they stand relative to others is the measure of
their success. This perception comes to permeate the school’s culture
affecting what is believed, valued, and done. When playing the task
game, by contrast, students “come to understand that what is valued is
mastery, hard work, taking on challenging tasks, and making academic
progress. Competition and comparison with peers are discouraged”
(p. 249). In this culture the emphasis is on the development of ability
rather than the demonstration of ability. How one is doing relative to
her or his goals rather than relative to others is the measure of success.

Midgley and Wood use the example of teaching your child to ride a
bike to illustrate the difference:

If we’re trying to teach a child to ride a bike, we don’t say, “Your
sister learned to ride more quickly,” or “You’re doing an average job
of learning how to ride this bike.” Instead, we say, “Hang on; pedal
faster.” In other words, we focus the child on figuring out how to do
the task and not on how he or she compares with other kids.

(ibid.: 250)

Reclaiming trust

Establishing schools as communities of responsibility is a way in which
schools can reclaim the trust of central governments and the general
public – something I believe everyone wants and needs. Many of the
standards-driven and high-stakes accountability systems for schools now in
place across the globe are there because state governments do not trust
local teachers and administrators, local citizens and local governments. In
the USA, for example, governors and state level policy makers do not
believe local schools can be trusted to make the best decisions for the chil-
dren they serve. Locals, they feel, are either unwilling or unable (and
sometimes both) to set high and rigorous standards so the state had better
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do it for them. Further, locals cannot be trusted to hold themselves
accountable for getting results so the state had better do that for them too.

But, as Etzioni points out, “higher levels of communal scrutiny facil-
itate compliance better than higher levels of public [governmental]
control and often allow that control to be kept at a lower level” (1999:
214). He advocates scrutiny not by governments but by members of
the community itself and by members of disinterested neighboring
communities. In his words, “the best way to curtail the need for gov-
ernmental control and intrusion is to have somewhat less privacy” (ibid.:
213). With scrutiny and public disclosure at the local levels comes trust
and with trust comes more local control. In the next chapter, I propose
that scrutiny by the larger community in the form of periodic, widely
publicized school quality reviews (SQR) conducted by members of the
local community and by disinterested parents, teachers, and citizens
from neighboring communities is a viable way to hold schools account-
able without compromising the benefits of local control.

QUESTIONS FOR FURTHER EXPLORATION

1 Professional autonomy is highly valued by teachers. But work-
ing for the common good is seen as one of the hallmarks of the
moral community. How can effective leadership reconcile
these tensions?

2 What do you see as the role of the student in your school? –
Customer? Client? Consumer? Collaborator? Co-producer?
Creator?

3 Do teachers in your school feel a genuine sense of account-
ability? To whom? For what? Expressed in what way? With
what consequences?

4 Have schools lost the trust of:
The public at large?
Parents?
Policy makers?
Students?
If so, for any of these groups, how might trust be re-
established?
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5 School character,
school effectiveness,
and layered standards

As the formation of character is central to the role of education, so is the
cultivation of organizational character central to the role of school
leadership. Thinking about school character is not much different from
thinking about individual character. When we think of individuals with
character, our thoughts point to their integrity, reliability, fortitude, sense
of purpose, steadiness, and unique qualities of style and substance that
distinguish these persons from others. Substance, distinctive qualities,
and moral underpinnings are particularly important. Leaders with char-
acter anchor their practice in ideas, values, and commitments, bring to
their practice distinctive qualities of style and substance, and are morally
diligent in advancing the integrity of the schools they lead (see, for
example, Sergiovanni 2000).

Similarly, schools with character are unique in important ways.
These schools know who they are, have developed a common under-
standing of their purposes, and have faith in their ability to celebrate
this uniqueness as a powerful way to achieve their goals. Key to the
success of schools with character is for their parents, students, and
teachers to have control over their own destinies and to have devel-
oped norms and approaches for realizing their goals. Both control
and distinctiveness distinguish schools with character from schools
where character is less developed. Both control and distinctiveness
enhance sense of purpose, identity, and meaning for organizational
participants. A school has character when there is consistency between
that school’s purposes, values, and needs, and its decisions and actions.
A school without purposes of its own, without a sense of how to
achieve those purposes, and without homegrown commitments to



those purposes places its character at risk. This risk increases when
excessive mandated standards and assessments from afar replace a
school’s unique goals and purposes. Finding the right balance between
legitimate mandates and school
autonomy is an important
condition for organizational
character to flourish. This
theme will be taken up in the
next section as we consider the
role lifeworlds play in school
effectiveness.

School character builds when certain virtues are incorporated into its
culture. Fullinwider divides the virtues into four groups: “(1) the moral
virtues – honesty, truthfulness, decency, courage, justice; (2) the intellec-
tual virtues – thoughtfulness, strength of mind, curiosity; (3) the
communal virtues – neighborliness, charity, self-support, helpfulness,
cooperativeness, respect for others; (4) the political virtues – commit-
ment to the common good, respect for law, responsible participation”
(1986: 6). The virtues provide a framework for looking ahead and pro-
viding leadership and for looking back to take stock and evaluate
progress. And the virtues provide a sense of direction and confidence
that can help schools navigate a safe passage through stormy seas.

The lifeworld of schools

Why is a unique sense of what a school stands for and a unique com-
mitment to this sense so important? Because these qualities help to
protect and grow a school’s lifeworld. Borrowing from the philosopher
and sociologist Jürgen Habermas (1987), we might think of the life-
world as a school’s local values, traditions, meanings, and purposes. In
the best of circumstances the lifeworld determines what local strategies
and initiatives will be used by schools to achieve their own destiny
(Sergiovanni 2000). The lifeworld includes the traditions, rituals, and
norms that define a school’s culture. Lifeworlds differ as we move from
school to school and these differences lay the groundwork for develop-
ing a school’s unique character. As character builds, the capacity of a
school to serve the intellectual, social, cultural, and civic needs of its stu-
dents and of its community increases.
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School character is also important because it is linked to effective-
ness. School effectiveness can be broadly defined as achieving higher
levels of pedagogical thoughtfulness, developing relationships charac-
terized by caring and civility, and achieving increases in the quality of
student performance as measured by traditional tests and alternative
assessments. The relationship between school character and this defin-
ition of school effectiveness has been well documented (see, for
example, Bryk and Driscoll 1988; and Hill, Foster and Gendler 1990).
The bottom line is that character adds value to a school by contribut-
ing to the development of various forms of human capital. Two
particularly important forms of human capital are social capital and
academic capital.

Social capital consists of norms, obligations, and trusts that are gen-
erated by caring relationships among people in a school, community,
neighborhood, or society (Coleman 1988, 1990). When students have
access to the social capital they need in school and at home, they find the
support they need for learning. But when social capital from these
sources is not readily available, students generate it for themselves by
turning more and more to the student subculture for support. One
reason that young people willingly join gangs and willingly join less
formal cliques is that gangs and cliques provide a form of social capital
that substitutes for the forms of social capital schools and communities
should be providing. But membership in neither is free. The price of
belonging is to adopt the group’s norms. The all too frequent result is
the development of norms-based codes of behavior that work against
what schools are trying to do.

Schools develop academic capital by becoming focused communities
that cultivate a deep culture of teaching and learning. The rituals,
norms, commitments, and traditions of this culture become the frame-
work that motivates and supports student learning and development. In
focused communities teaching and learning provide the basis for making
important school decisions. Leaders in focused communities are com-
mitted to the principle that “form should follow function,” with function
being defined by school goals and purposes. In a focused community
there is a strong and clear commitment to student achievement as evi-
denced by rigorous academic work, teachers’ personal concern for
student success, and the expectations that students will work hard (see,
for example, Sebring and Bryk 1996).
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Having an academic focus and providing a caring community for
students are both important. But neither the caring needed nor the
learning needed can be easily packaged, scripted, and imported. Both
must emerge from the school’s own sense of what is important, the
school’s own inventory of values and purposes, the school’s own com-
mitment to do well, and from other cultural concerns that provide a
school with character.

What are the characteristics that help schools become focused and
caring communities that contribute to student learning? In reviewing the
research on capital development and school effectiveness, Hill and Celio
identify the following: “small school size, personalization, high expecta-
tions for all students regardless of family background, teacher
collaboration, aggressive leadership, simplicity of the curriculum, con-
sistent standards for student behavior and effort, and family and peer
group support” (1998: 30). These characteristics are related to building
community in one form or another, a topic we explored in Chapter 4.

In sum, schools which function as focused communities where unique
values are important; schools where caring for each other is the norm;
schools where academic matters count; and schools where social
covenants are established that bring parents, teachers, students, and
others together in a shared commitment to the common good are able
to use the values of the lifeworld in their work and, as a result, do
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surprisingly well in enhancing student achievement. This link between
the lifeworld of a school and that school’s effectiveness establishes local
authority as a necessary ingredient in any school effectiveness equation.

It is much easier to identify the lifeworld qualities that are common to
effective schools than to develop a one-best list of characteristics.
Effective schools often differ in the standards they pursue, the way they
organize for teaching and learning, the curriculum they teach, and in
the pedagogies they favor. Sara Lawrence Lightfoot documents these dif-
ferences in her seminal book The Good High School (1983). She provides
portraits of six very different, but still very good high schools. What
emerged from her study was that a single list of indicators for a good
school is not so easily identified. Good schools are unique and good
schools are diverse. They serve different neighborhoods, contain differ-
ent mixes of goals and purposes, use different ways to achieve these

goals and purposes, and have
heads who provide their own
unique blend of leadership
strategies and styles. Goodness
builds and grows from what a

particular school and its community value. The lifeworld of a school,
not excessive externally imposed organizational structures or outside
mandates, is what counts the most.

Standards and standardization

It is difficult to create schools with character when states1 seek to impose
the same expectations and the same outcomes for learning across the
curriculum on all schools. For this reason the present standards move-
ment catching fire in many parts of the world may have some
unanticipated negative consequences and may need rebalancing if we
are to get the benefits of standards and protect the lifeworlds of schools
at the same time.

Increasingly the standards movement seeks to identify a single set of
standards and uses a standardized assessment system for all of the chil-
dren in a given jurisdiction. Standardizing everything that will be
learned and standardizing how these learnings will be assessed may not
be a problem if the jurisdiction is a single school or a small school dis-
trict. But when this jurisdiction is significantly larger, then we may have
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problems. Take the state of Texas in the USA, for example. Texas is geo-
graphically, economically, and culturally diverse. Its governor often
speaks of the state as being the seventh largest economy in the world.
The number of students enrolled in its 7,000 K-12 schools in 1999 was
3.9 million. The state has over 1,000 independent school districts.
Having one set of standards and one state testing program to assess
these standards assumes that virtually all of these students, schools, and
communities have the same learning needs and interests and, there-
fore, all of the students in the state should be expected to learn the
same thing. Further, no allowance is made for differences in the eco-
nomic needs of different geographical regions of the state or in the
wishes of local students and their local school boards regarding matters
of standards, curriculum, and assessment. One set of standards is pre-
sumed to fit all.

This commitment to standardization places community building at
risk and compromises the discretion that parents, teachers, students,
and local communities need to decide for themselves what their goals
and purposes should be, what values they should pursue, and what it is
they want their schools to accomplish. One way to avoid this problem is
by switching to layered standards that give both the state and local
schools a share in the responsibility to set and assess standards. Another
way to avoid this problem is by broadening the base of assessments.

Before we examine these themes in more detail, let’s consider why
present policies favor standardization. By taking the position that if you
are going to have rigorous standards for learning they need to be the
same for everyone, many states in the USA and throughout the world
are confusing rigorous standards with standardization. The two are
often thought to be the same. But it is possible, even desirable, to have
rigorous standards that differ for different schools. For example, a high
school that wants to specialize in the performing arts would be irre-
sponsible if it did not prepare its students to demonstrate high levels of
literacy in reading, writing, and other forms of communication, in basic
math, and in civics. It would be equally irresponsible if this school did
not place special emphasis on performing arts learning objectives and
the academic disciplines that directly support these objectives. If this
school were standards based, it might have some standards that would
be the same as a neighboring school and lots of standards that would be
different. Further, many of the standards that differ in this school would
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lend themselves better to performance-based assessments and to other
kinds of data collection than to just standardized paper and pencil tests.
Both forms of assessment should count in deciding whether this school
meets its responsibilities to its publics.

Sometimes adopting uniform standards is viewed as a way to ensure
equity. In the state of Florida, for example, each school is given a letter
grade A, B, C, D, or F, depending upon how that school performs on the
state’s standards-based tests, on dropout rates, and on other indicators.
About 80 percent of the schools given As and Bs reported that the per-
centage of students receiving free or reduced-priced lunch (a common
measure of poverty in the USA) at school was below the state average of
43 percent. By contrast, 96 percent of the schools given Ds and Fs by
the state were above average in the number of students receiving free or
reduced lunch (Sandham 2000).

In the name of equity Florida’s commissioner of education defends
the state accountability system by arguing for the need to maintain a
common standard. “We recognize that schools in low-income areas face
challenges. But we’re not going to have two standards – one for schools
that face a lot of challenges, and one for schools that don’t” (quoted
in ibid.: 19). The executive director of the Florida School Boards
Association thinks differently about the standards and equity issue. “Yes,
all students can learn. But they start from different starting points and
[state officials] have failed to take that into consideration” (quoted in
ibid.: 19). Those who make the rules for competitive golf and horse
racing, incidentally, feel the same way. Golfers are given handicaps based
on their average scores over time and these handicaps are used to adjust
their actual scores in a competitive match. Jockeys are weighed and
weights are added to the saddles of lighter jockeys to compensate for any
advantage they may have over heavier jockeys.

The other side of the standards and equity coin is how standards are
assessed. Should the emphasis be on rating schools and states based on
absolute standardized test scores? Or should the emphasis be on the
value schools and states add to student levels of achievement? Consider
the US states Arkansas and Maine as examples (see Barton 1999). The
average scores for fourth graders on the 1992 National Assessment of
Educational Progress (NAEP) math tests were 210 for Arkansas and
232 for Maine. The average scores for eighth graders on the 1996
NAEP math tests were 262 and 284. On an absolute level Maine
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students scored 22 points higher in 1996 than did Arkansas students. But
in terms of student achievement gains from 1992 to 1996, Arkansas and
Maine are in a statistical dead heat – each having gained 52 points.
When comparing Arkansas and Maine on an absolute level, Maine
wins. But when comparing the two in terms of value-added student
learning over the four-year period, declaring a winner is not so easy.
Most readers would probably give the edge to Arkansas, given their
1992 scores.

This difference in views among states and other stakeholders points to
a major consideration when standards policy is made – standards are
judgements, judgements are expressions of values, and values count.
Judgements, however, differ. Different judgements lead to different stand-
ards. And that is why differentiated standards should be considered.

Advocating differentiated standards is not the same as advocating
doing away with standards. Setting standards for what students need to
know, for the levels of civility that should characterize student behavior,
for how parents, teachers, and school-board members should define
their roles, for teacher learning, and in other areas is a good thing for
students, a good thing for schools, and a good thing for the state. The
right standards and the right assessments can help members of a school
and its community define the common good and to come together in a
common quest to pursue that good. When this happens both standards
and assessments play an important role in helping to build the kind of
focused and caring communities that research tells us are most effective
for our students.

But, as pointed out earlier, when only uniform standards are man-
dated for everyone in a state, they can erode local discretion, place the
school’s organizational character at risk, compromise its ability to be
responsive to local needs and aspirations, and ultimately hamper its
efforts to provide effective teaching and learning.

A further problem is one of representation. States are often criticized
for being too top down in developing standards and in requiring the
implementation of standards by local schools – a stance they often deny.
They point out that parents, teachers, testing experts, politicians, and
corporate leaders are typically represented on state-appointed commit-
tees that are charged with writing standards or with jurying standards.2

But the vast majority of ordinary people do not have a direct role or a
direct say in this process. Though democratic government in the form of
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representative participation by those elected or appointed may be the
best way to handle most decisions that affect our lives, when issues have
to do with our children, their social and mental health, their civic and
intellectual development, and their spiritual and moral growth then
democratic government in the form of direct participation of those
affected by the issues at hand may be more appropriate than represen-
tative participation.

The state has an important role to play in this process and so do par-
ents, teachers, students, and other citizens in local schools and in local
communities. Sure, there are some things that everyone should learn,
but there are also some things that might be learned by some students
but not others; in one school but not another school; in one state but not
another state. In setting standards for our schools the principle of sub-
sidiarity should reign. This lifeworld friendly principle states that every
member of a society should be free from unnecessary intervention, cir-
cumscription, and regulation by the state. When states have faith in the
ability and moral capacity of those closest to the action to make good
decisions, they show it by adopting the principle of subsidiarity.
Subsidiarity is not just about democratic values, one’s philosophy of life
or view of human nature. It is about the bottom line, too. When cor-

porations practice the principle
of subsidiarity they make more
money. When research enter-
prises practice the principle of
subsidiarity they register more
patents and solve more prob-
lems. And when educational

systems practice the principle of subsidiarity, students learn more. In
every case the reason is the same. Subsidiarity develops the capacity and
will of people and makes enterprises more adaptive. The principle of
subsidiarity, in other words, encourages and enables learning, commit-
ment, and change.

Are standards objective?

Standards can be intimidating. My dictionary defines a standard as
something set up by an authority as a rule to measure the quality and
quantity of something. Many ordinary citizens come to think of a
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learning standard or a school standard as something similar to the gold
standard – a scientific and objective measure of something valuable
that ordinary people had better not challenge. Thus, parents and other
citizens rarely ask what a standards-based, state-assigned school rating
such as A, B, C, D, F means. They just assume that whatever is being
measured should be measured and whatever the ratings are they must
be scientific ones. But, standards are neither objective nor scientific.
They are subjective. Some standards are good and some are bad. Some
standards are measured properly and some are not. In some cases the
rating schemes designed to measure standards are set too high. And in
other cases the rating schemes are set too low. There is no educational
atomic clock that provides a sure meta standard against which other
standards of measurement can be compared.

Keeping the standards record straight on the objectivity issue is an
important responsibility of school leadership. Setting standards is a
process best served by broad-based, reasoned consideration and delib-
erate action – neither of which are possible when parents and other
citizens are “moon-struck” by images of standards as infallible and
unchallengeable. If there are three things we need to converse with
government officials, parents, and other citizens about, it is that stand-
ards are statements of values, values, and values. Our message should
be: standards are set by people who make human decisions about what
they believe or think is appropriate or is not appropriate. Not surpris-
ingly these people often differ. One group, for example, might prefer
some standards, accept others, and reject still others, while another
group in the same room dealing with the same standards might prefer,
accept, or reject different ones. We have little to gain by viewing the set-
ting of standards across the curriculum as a zero-sum game where some
people win and others lose. By not considering standards and standard-
ization as the same thing, our eyes are opened to other alternatives.

Many readers assume that standard setting may be values based in
some areas, but is certainly objective in the hard sciences such as math-
ematics or science or the basic skill areas such as reading. After all,
2 + 2 = 4; H2O is water; and cat is spelled C-A-T. But the evidence indi-
cates otherwise. In California the setting of science standards by a
state-appointed committee turned out to be a difficult task. The com-
mittee splintered into two groups: one group favored an inquiry
approach and the other group favored a content-acquisition approach.
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The first group pushed for standards that would help students think like
scientists, experience science first hand, learn general scientific princi-
ples, and be able to solve scientific problems. The second group pushed
for standards that were more graded and content oriented. In the end
the committee members reached a compromise. The California State
Board of Education refused to accept the compromise package, decid-
ing instead to approve the second group’s version of science standards
(Olson 1998; and Hoff 1998).

What about in the skill areas such as reading? Is setting standards in
this area controversial too? In 1993 the US Department of Education
commissioned the National Council of Teachers of English, the
International Reading Association, and the Center for the Study of
Reading at the University of Illinois, Urbana, to develop and recom-
mend a set of national standards in reading. When the standards were
submitted, the Department, not liking them, rejected the work and ter-
minated funding of the project (Clinchy 1995). Later they appointed
another committee and subsequently accepted their work.

Here is another example. By law, the state of Texas requires that
most of the words in first grade reading textbooks be phonics based or
decodable. In the past the Texas Educational Agency (charged with
implementing state policies) has interpreted “most” to mean 51 percent
of the words. Recently, the Texas State Board of Education, which
oversees the agency, ordered the agency to raise the percentage of
decodable words to 80 percent. Different percentages of decodable
words mean different reading standards will be set. Though one could
argue that there is evidence justifying increasing the percentage of words
to 80 percent, there is ample evidence pointing in the other direction as
well. The issue of phonics is about more than what research says – it’s
about values.

Imagine passing laws and other regulations that require physicians to
prescribe aspirin (i.e. Bayer) over acetaminophen (Tylenol) at least 80
percent of the time. It just wouldn’t happen and it shouldn’t happen in

education either. Yet, even in the
basic skills areas such as reading,
different ideologies lead to dif-
ferent conclusions. Standards
setting in the real world resem-
bles a game of winning and
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losing rather than a process of scientific inquiry into a discipline in
search of some sort of truth. Simply put, standards are subjective reflec-
tions of those who set them. Different people set different standards.
Thus, the process is as much political as it is anything else. If you want
standards that you like, make sure the people who set the standards are
people you agree with.

Preserving the lifeworld

Subjectivity shouldn’t scare us. In a democracy politics should play an
important role in setting standards and in other matters. But the school-
ing of one’s children and other lifeworld concerns are so important that
hardball win/lose approaches to deciding which standards to choose
should be avoided. It should not be a matter of all or none. When 60
percent of the people prefer one set of standards and 40 percent the
other, instead of forcing everyone to accept the standards of the major-
ity we should consider legitimizing two different sets of standards. One
way that more people can win is by having differentiated standards.
With different standards, some would be common for all but most would
be diverse. Some would be decided centrally, but most would be decided
locally.

With the right policies in place standards have both the potential to
provide schools and communities with the needed focus and the poten-
tial to rally the human resources of a school and school district in a
common direction. And with the right policies in place, testing can be a
powerful tool to help assess how well standards are being achieved. Both
can help schools get better. If standards and testing per se are not the
issue, what is? The issue is the erosion of the lifeworld of schools and
local communities. Under present policies, instead of standards and
accountability being derived from the needs, purposes, and interests of
parents, teachers, and students in each school and each community, the
standards and accountability systems are determining what are these
needs and purposes and interests. This is why I believe we need a system
of accountability that is more responsive to local passions, needs, and
values. We need a system of accountability where standards remain
rigorous and trustworthy, but are not presumed to be standardized. We
need a system of accountability where tests and other assessments pos-
sess the proper psychometric properties and have substance of integrity,
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while still allowing the specifics of what is tested to reflect local values
and preferences.

A layered approach to standards

We can create a lifeworld-responsive system of rigorous and trustworthy
accountability that includes testing and other assessments and that
includes public disclosure of results if we are willing to adopt a layered
approach to standards and a shared approach to accountability with a
strong local component. Moving in this direction will mean rethinking
the one-best way we do things in schools. Moving in this direction will
mean forging a new partnership that brings together the state, local
school districts, and individual schools in search of the common good.
Moving in this direction will require that schools be viewed as commu-
nities of responsibility as discussed in Chapter 4. Communities of
responsibility make known what their purposes are, make promises to the
public as to what they hope to accomplish, engage in rigorous inquiry to
ensure that promises are kept, and invite public scrutiny of their intents, actions,

and results. Before moving on to what a system of layered standards and
assessments might look like, let’s summarize with some assertions:

SETTING STANDARDS

• States should participate in setting standards for schools.
• School boards, parents, and teachers at the local school and

even students should also participate in setting standards.
• When standards and assessments are set by the state alone,

standardization is likely to emerge with schools becoming
more and more similar as a result.

• When school boards, parents, teachers, and students at the
local level participate in the setting of standards and in deter-
mining assessments, schools become standardized in some
few areas but diverse in most others.

• Letting parents choose the schools their children will attend
only has meaning when students, parents, and teachers are
provided with real options to choose from.
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• The state should assume responsibility for developing stand-
ards and assessments for all schools in the areas of reading,
writing, math, and civics.

• Citizens, parents, teachers, and students at the local level
should share in the responsibility for developing standards
and assessments in all other areas of the curriculum.

• Since school districts and schools within them differ, it should
be expected that many standards will differ as one moves
from district to district and from school to school within the
same district.

• The state has a responsibility to provide both technical assist-
ance and professional development for helping schools set
standards and develop assessments.

• The state has a responsibility to provide a centralized stand-
ards bank from which local authorities might draw as
needed.

• Students should participate by setting standards for them-
selves and by assessing their own performance.

• Student assessments should count along with state, school
district, and local school assessments in evaluating a school.

• The state should provide constructive oversight by ensuring
that the standards set locally and the assessments developed
locally are defensible and trustworthy. Developing standards
for standards and standards for assessments would help.

• No single set of standards and no single assessment system
should dominate the other (adapted from Sergiovanni 2000:
89–91).

The language of accountability

We don’t think about it much, but the language we use shapes the way
we see things, what we believe, and how we behave. That is why I think
leaders need to pay attention to the language of accountability and
should strive to create a new language more open and responsive to
local needs and aspirations. Part of the language of accountability is the
concept of rigor. We need, we are told, rigorous standards for what stu-
dents must know and we need rigorous tests to ensure that students
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reach these standards. As a word, rigor has its appeal. Those who
advocate rigor, for example, make it clear in no uncertain terms that
they are tough cookies. This ring of rhetoric typically wins points for
those who speak it. But I worry that too much emphasis on rigor may
lead to educational rigor mortis. According to Webster’s Seventh Collegiate

Dictionary rigor means harsh, inflexibility in opinion, temper, or judgement;

SEVERITY; the quality of being unyielding or inflexible; STRICTNESS; AUS-

TERITY; a condition that makes life difficult, challenging, or uncomfortable; strict

precision; EXACTNESS. When these ideas are unyieldingly applied to
children in our K-12 schools, the result, too often, is rigor mortis –
defined as temporary rigidity of muscles after death.

Sure, standards ought to be high and, sure, students should to be chal-
lenged in ways consistent with their developmental levels. But being
responsive to these levels requires a certain flexibility that exclusive
attention to rigor cannot allow. Too often the rhetoric of rigor leads to
policies that are not sensible stretches for children, but arbitrary obsta-
cles that can have lifelong negative consequences. Insisting that a student
with an above average academic record (except in math) and who has
twice failed the state graduation examination in math with scores of 69
and 67 (70 needed to pass) be denied a diploma, and thus be denied
access to the Marine Corps or access to a job at the local lumber yard (at
the state’s urging, the company’s policy is to hire only high school gradu-
ates) is an example.

We can do better than rigorous. What about authentic? Authentic
means AUTHORITATIVE; worthy of acceptance or belief; trustworthy; not

imaginary, false or imitation; genuine. Authentic doesn’t quite communicate
toughness the way rigor does, but it does communicate a certain solid-
ness. Authentic standards are solid standards that you can trust will help
students and teachers do better and are worthy of your acceptance.
Solid standards are tough in a developmentally honest way or they

wouldn’t be trustworthy. But
tough standards are not always
solid. The language of rigor will
probably not go away. But
maybe we can communicate its

virtues while taking off its sharp edges of rigidity by using the terms rig-
orous and authentic together as in “rigorous and authentic standards
and assessments.”
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Standards for intellectual work

How do we determine if student learning is rigorous and authentic?
How do we find out if schools are making intellectual demands of
students that respect high quality? How do we determine if students are
rising to these demands? So far, in the USA, the UK, and many other
countries we pretty much rely on the results of standardized basic skills
tests. Such tests help but are not enough. Newmann, Lopez and Bryk
point out that test scores give a partial picture of what students know
and can do. “The standardized test score gives a numerical indicator of
how a student performed relative to other students, but does not show
the specific knowledge or skills the student demonstrated (or failed to
demonstrate)” (1998: 7). Further, while conventional work may be
important and thus assessed, rigorous and authentic student work goes
beyond, representing more complex accomplishments. As Newmann,
Lopez and Bryk point out: “‘Authentic’ is used here not to suggest that
conventional work by students is unimportant to them and their teach-
ers, or that basic skills and proficiencies are to be devalued, but only to
identify some kinds of intellectual work as more complex and socially or
personally meaningful than others” (ibid.: 12). To them authentic intel-
lectual work “involves original application of knowledge and skills
(rather than just routine use of facts and procedures). It also entails dis-
ciplined inquiry into the details of a particular problem, and results in
a product or presentation that has meaning or value beyond success in
school” (p. 12). They refer to these criteria as construction of knowledge;
through disciplined inquiry; to produce learning that has value beyond
school.

In the real world of work, competent adults routinely construct
knowledge because the problems they face cannot be solved by simply
using information and skills previously learned. Unquestionably the
basics are important, but they are not enough. Competence, in our
complex world, requires using what we know to construct new knowledge

that is relevant to the problem being faced.
But, as Newmann and his colleagues point out, constructing solutions

to problems doesn’t mean that anything goes. This construction must be
accompanied by disciplined inquiry, meaning knowing how to use a prior-
knowledge base that includes frameworks, theories, algorithms, and
other conventions. The basics are, of course, an important part of this
prior-knowledge base. Further, the use of disciplined inquiry should
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reflect in-depth understanding of the problem. And finally, the use of
disciplined inquiry involves the ability to use complex verbal, symbolic,
and visual modes of communication. “If students are to achieve authen-
tic intellectual accomplishments, they must learn to communicate in
more elaborate forms” (ibid.: 14). For knowledge to be authentic, claim
Newmann and his colleagues, it must have value in some utilitarian, aes-
thetic, or personal way, beyond simply confirming that a school objective
has been met. Quizzes, exams, spelling bees may have their place but
the proof of authentic learning is in its relationship to real-world prob-
lems and issues; in the ability of students to understand them, to engage
them, and to offer defensible solutions.

Rigorous and authentic learning is best assessed by collecting direct
evidence of the intellectual work students do. Observing and rating stu-
dent performances, as done in the arts through exhibitions and recitals,
or as done in physical education through field days, would be ideal. But
there are many other ways to assess the intellectual quality of teaching
and learning that are more efficient. Newmann and Wehlage (1995) and
Newmann, Secada and Wehlage (1995) propose, for example, collecting
samples of the assignments that teachers give and collecting samples of
the actual work that students do. Focusing on writing and math, the
Newmann researchers have developed standards for assignments given
and standards for student work done along with protocols for assessing
these standards. The assignments indicate the intellectual demands
teachers make and the students’ work indicates levels of mastery they
address in the areas of constructing knowledge, disciplined inquiry, and
value beyond school. The protocols were used recently to assess the
quality of intellectual work in Chicago’s schools (see Newmann, Lopez
and Bryk 1998).

The standards for intellectual work discussed above have a number of
virtues. Instead of mandating all of the standards that a school must
teach and instead of relying on uniform testing programs to assess the
extent to which teachers are meeting these standards, the standards for
intellectual work approach lets teachers and students set standards for
themselves. Further, this approach provides a rigorous and authentic
way of assessing the suitability of these standards. The standards pro-
vided are, in essence, standards for standards. Though many standards
exist, only some meet this criterion. In a layered system, where many
standards will differ as one moves from school to school, the question of
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whether a given school’s standards have integrity or not is an important
one. And finally, the extent to which teachers are actually teaching to
rigorous and authentic standards and the extent to which student learn-
ing reflects these rigorous and authentic standards are also assessed.

The standards for intellectual work process are both summative and
formative. They can tell a school and the state what students are learn-
ing and at what level students are learning. They can also tell what
teachers are teaching and what levels of quality this teaching is address-
ing. If rigor and authenticity are rare as student work is assessed, clues
as to why this might be could be found in the assignments that teachers
provide students. Patterns across many samples of student work can
reveal if a learning problem is systemic (caused perhaps by poor design
of the curriculum, the need for more teacher development, or other rea-
sons) or targeted (Johnny has difficulty in grasping a particular kind of
concept or in using certain basic skills).

Some tentative proposals

In developing a system of layered standards I propose that there be
standards in five areas:

• Uniform standards for all schools in basic reading, writing,
and math (maybe civics).

• Varied standards in key curriculum areas such as history,
advanced math, English, art, music, social science.

• Varied standards in social and emotional learning areas includ-
ing character development.

• School standards in non-curriculum areas such as teacher
development, use of resources, and sense of community.

• Teacher standards in such areas as professionalism, collegiality,
and professional growth.

The state might assume responsibility for setting the uniform standards
in the basic skills areas. These areas would be assessed by standardized
tests. For the varied standards in the key curriculum areas, the states
might assume some of the responsibility but the local school and local
community would assume most of the responsibility. For the varied stand-
ards in social and emotional learning, the state and local authorities
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might share equally in setting standards. For school standards in non-
curriculum areas, the state and local authorities might develop standards
together. With respect to teachers’ standards, the state might assume
major responsibility with active participation by the local school and
community. If the state sets up an independent professional teaching
board to oversee teaching standards, then the distribution would be dif-
ferent with the board playing the major role.

Though standardized tests would dominate in assessing uniform stand-
ards in basic reading, math, and writing (and perhaps civics), they would
play a much less important role for the varied standards in key curricu-
lum areas, a negligible role in assessing the varied standards in social and
emotional areas, and no role in assessing school standards and teacher
standards. In these areas the dominant assessment vehicle would be a
whole school quality review process (see, for example, Ancess 1996;
Bryk et al. 1998; and Sergiovanni 2000). This process would involve
both an internal self-study conducted by the school and its community
and an external study conducted by an external visitation team (the
whole school quality review team) that would engage in an intensive
examination of each individual school.

External reviews should begin in the classroom with the actual
quality of student work, and then move from there to consider the
schools’ overall development efforts. To guide such analysis, the
external reviews must be grounded both in standards for student
learning [see, for example, Newmann’s work discussed earlier] and
a larger framework of effective school organization and develop-
ment.

(Bryk et al. 1998: 300)

Visits might take place every four years.
In the social and emotional areas performance exhibitions, portfolios,

and perhaps a service requirement would make sense. For school stand-
ards in non-curriculum areas it might make sense for the state to develop
some sort of indicator system that the whole school quality review team
would have to consider along with local self-study data. A similar
approach might work for teachers’ standards if no independent teach-
ers’ standards board exists in the state. Making decisions about who
would be responsible for what requires a great deal of deliberation by
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everyone. But to get the conversation started I would suggest the state be
responsible for assessing standards in basic reading, math, and writing.
Its findings would have to be considered by the whole school quality
review team as it brings together information from a variety of sources
to reach conclusions about the school. The whole school quality review
team would be the major player in all other assessments. This team
would develop one report that provides an in-depth study of the school
and a summary rating that takes into account all layers of standards and
their assessments. No one source of data would be used alone in reach-
ing a summative evaluation. In order of importance the audience for the
report would be the local school, the local school community, the school
district, the state, and the general public.

Combining localism with public disclosure

Though local in origin the school quality review process would have to
be opened widely to the public. Beginning with a self-study that inven-
tories the promises a given school is making to its local community, its
students, its teachers, and to itself, the school would then detail how it
expects to keep those promises and the evidence it is providing for
having kept those promises. An external review team, comprised of
teachers, administrators, board members, business people, and other cit-
izens from a disinterested neighboring community (as well as state
officials) would then visit the school for a period of several days.
External reviews would be grounded in the school’s promises and school
improvement plans, in some minimum requirements set by the state, as
well as widely accepted standards for teaching and learning, teacher
development, and school effectiveness.

One virtue of a school quality review process is that over time (say a
school is thoroughly reviewed every four years) baseline data can be
established and used to judge progress. This value-added feature is a
virtue not found in the more hurried, one-shot testing programs that
now characterize accountability systems across the globe. The review
team would have to take into account student results on state-required
tests in the basic skills of math, reading, writing, and perhaps civics in its
write-up. The write-up should be distributed widely at the local level, to
the state, perhaps even summarized and published in the local news-
paper, and made available in its entirety on the internet. This sort of
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public disclosure has its disadvantages as well as advantages. But I
believe a good accountability system is based on trust. A system that is
locally oriented must be viewed as trustworthy by local citizens, the
state, and other legitimate interests. One way to earn trust is through
public disclosure. Thus, my vote, at the moment, would be for full and
wide disclosure of the report.

School visitations are not a new idea. Most, however, bring with them
detailed frameworks in the form of lists of standards that the schools
being visited must provide evidence they are meeting. If the school
quality review process evolves in this direction, then it probably will not
work. What is needed is a system that is local in origin, that is anchored
in some overarching conceptualization, but that allows the majority of
standards to be generated by the local community. Further, though it is
likely to be a challenge, emphasis needs to be placed on the real thing
rather than on the accumulation of paperwork. Thus, visiting teams
would spend a good deal of their time interviewing students, teachers,
parents, and others, shadowing students, examining student work, visit-
ing classrooms, and paying particular attention to the sorts of standards
for quality intellectual work suggested by Newmann and his colleagues
earlier in this chapter.

Leadership and the lifeworld

Perhaps the most basic of leadership principles is that a school becomes
and stays effective by building on its lifeworld. In school leadership it is
the theory, not the specifics, that count. This idea was central to Sara
Lightfoot’s findings about commonalties among “good” schools dis-
cussed earlier. And it is central to Teske and Schneider’s (1999) recent
research on characteristics of successful schools in New York City. While
the researchers were able to conclude that these schools were blessed
with strong and consistent head leadership, how this leadership was
provided and the school cultures that this leadership created were very
different. In their words:

Each principal [head] we studied was integral to defining the cul-
ture of the school, whether they had created it or adapted to it. At
the elementary school level, Kurz’s exceptional professionalism and
organizational skills coupled with a quiet but stern demeanor
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structure the atmosphere of the school: Students walked in orderly
lines, teachers dressed in professional business attire, and attention
was paid to the cleanliness of the school. Kase’s approach
employed similar characteristics, but in a more relaxed environ-
ment. At the other extreme, Foster’s open approach to child
development and problem solving is mirrored by her collective
office space; students, parents, teachers, and even a rabbit frequent
Foster’s space, a spatial exemplar of the constant interaction
between students, staff, and administration. In between, Carmichael
simultaneously fashioned a sense of leadership, respect, and author-
ity for herself, while stressing the importance of teachers’
contributions and collaboration.

(ibid.: 21)

Despite these differences, Teske and Schneider found that each of these
exceptional heads worked to develop a clear and focused school culture,
and a community that supported that culture. They had a strong set of
values and worked to develop a coherent mission and vision for their
schools. Clearly, not anything goes. Some educational decisions are
better than others. Further, absolute relativism in the long run leads to
a vacuous leadership practice which will likely take its toll on a school’s
effectiveness. But the point remains, it is the theory that is more import-
ant than the specifics.

Larry Cuban (1998) argues that successful schools come in many dif-
ferent shapes and styles. Some are traditional. Others are progressive.
And others are somewhere in the middle. But regardless of their form,
successful schools share three characteristics: parents, teachers, and stu-
dents are satisfied with them; they are successful in achieving their own
goals and objectives; and their graduates exhibit democratic values, atti-
tudes, and behaviors. This unique focus and the support that parents,
teachers, and students give it are key. To use the language of this chap-
ter, successful schools have character. In the descriptions above, local
passions, local beliefs, local participation, and local support are key to
school effectiveness. We are not likely to get very far in cultivating these
virtues of localism unless we rethink our present course in developing
standards and assessments. This rethinking, I believe, will be key to the
future of school leadership.
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QUESTIONS FOR FURTHER EXPLORATION

1 What do you understand by “rigor”? What do you think is
understood by that term:
by politicians?
by headteachers?
by parents?
by school governors?

2 Fourteen principles for setting standards are given in this
chapter. Look through them considering your endorsement
for each of these from strong to weak. You may also go
through them considering how each of these is reflected in
practice in your own school.

3 A useful professional development activity would be to draw
up a writing scale on the following pattern:

proactive in own school important

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

agree disagree low high
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6 Leadership and
learning
Searching for a practical
theory

Look, I know I am supposed to respond to student needs and interests and stay-

ing with this unit on Macbeth one more week would have lots of learning

benefits. But I have a curriculum to cover if the kids are going to be ready for the

state’s proficiency exam. Ready or not, we have to move on.

Sure, I know that delegating responsibility and involving staff usually lead to

better decisions. But on this one, the decision has to be A or I am in trouble. I

can’t take the risk that involving staff might lead to their choosing B instead.

Then what would I do?

Barbara divided her school into three houses in order to get the scale down and

it worked for her. My school is the same size. When I tried to downscale, I did

everything she did. And I did it in the same way. But in my case it turned out

to be a disaster. Is there nothing that works for sure?

I used the same checklist of competencies to evaluate all the heads in the district.

Even though they get similar scores by displaying the same leadership behaviors

in the same way, some are more effective than others. Roland Barth (1990) sug-

gests the same behaviors displayed in different contexts get different results. If he

is right, how can anyone know what to do?

These anecdotes may lead you to wonder both whether leadership and
whether teaching can ever evolve into disciplined fields of inquiry and
practice. I think they can – but, as this book argues, not unless we under-
stand the differences between being rational and being rationalistic.
When a head is behaving rationally, her or his behavior relies on reason
that takes into account specific contexts and that recognizes different



contexts lead to different perceptions and realities. What makes sense is
a mixture of knowledge that is absolute and knowledge that is con-
structed by contexts. When a head is behaving in a rationalistic way her
or his behavior relies on reason that is independent of context and
which is superior to sense perception. Contexts are not very important.
Sense perception does not count very much. What makes sense is sin-
gular and absolute – applying to all situations in the same way.

Let’s examine these differences within leadership. A rational discipline
of leadership gives more emphasis to developing strategies that reflect a
higher concern for values than for discreet goals, for patterns of learn-
ing and patterns of behavior than for discreet outcomes, for learning
how to ride the wave rather than for plowing straight ahead (Sergiovanni
1987). Leaders work with multiple goals and with ill-defined, ever-
changing contexts. Their style of inquiry and practice resembles surfing
more than linear thinking. In a rational discipline of learning good
decisions are important. A good decision reflects what we believe is
right for schools and what we believe is in concert with our values as a
school community. Sometimes good decisions are not very effective in
the sense that they cost more, are inconvenient to implement, or are dif-
ficult to evaluate. Ideally, good decisions are effective ones too. For this
reason, in a rational discipline of leadership accuracy is the first priority.
Leaders struggle to understand contexts, make decisions, and pursue
solutions regardless of the difficulty they experience in trying to nail
this accuracy down. Precision, though valued and pursued rigorously, is
secondary.

How carefully we measure our purposes and standards, for example,
is a precision problem. How meaningful are our purposes and standards
is an accuracy problem. Accuracy should not be sacrificed to conve-
nience, nor should important questions be sacrificed to trivial ones
simply because the trivial ones are easier to answer. The cardinal rule, in
a rational discipline of leadership, is that something not worth doing is
not worth doing well. Emphasizing precision over accuracy is like the
person who lost her keys in the middle of the block, but looked for
them at the street corner because the light was better. We do this, for
example, when we adopt simple tests because they are easier to score
and when we forgo more complex evaluation strategies such as portfo-
lios, performance exhibitions, and internships because they are difficult
to score.
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Andy Hargreaves and Michael Fullan argue the case this way:

Even when you know what research and published advice tells you,
no one can prescribe exactly how to apply what you have learned to
your particular school and all the unique problems, opportunities
and peculiarities it contains. Your own organization has its own
special combination of personalities and prehistories. There is no
one answer to the question of how one brings about change in
specific situations. You can get ideas, directions, insights, and lines
of thought, but you can never know exactly how to proceed. You
have to beat the path by walking it.

Today’s leaders must learn to think through solutions themselves
(with assistance from their colleagues and communities). This is
the essence of the learning organization. Management ideas and
techniques are helpful, but only in the service of a critical mindset
where educators draw deeply on their own local knowledge and
insights.

(1998: 27)

One way to navigate through such complex questions is by viewing
schools as being more like “complex adaptive systems” (Waldrop cited in
Freedman 1992) than clockwork bureaucracies that run like well-oiled
machines or organic bureaucracies that run like professionally organ-
ized decision-making hierarchies with bounded autonomy to ensure
that the “right” decisions get made. (Setting the ends to be met but del-
egating the means to achieve them is an example of bounded
autonomy.)

Complex adaptive systems include the ecology of lakes, colonies of
bees, and the human brain. These systems, according to Freedman
(1992) and according to the world-famous complexity researchers at
the Santa Fe Institute who study them, share several characteristics.
They are self-managing in the sense that the systems consist of webs or
networks of “agents” or “components” that act independently of each
other without guidance from any form of central authority or control.
Yet these same independent agents or components are able to engage in
cooperative behavior or in reciprocal interactions which resemble living
communities that function at a higher level than any agent or compon-
ent could alone. In schools this work in unison is more than a collection
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of “I”s. It is, instead, the coming together into a We. How can that be?
How can, for example, people in schools function as and be part of a
community when they may not physically work together and when coor-
dination among them is implicit rather than explicit?

Using analogies from the natural world can help answer these com-
plex questions. Take, for example, how honeybees solve the problem of
finding the best food sources available and of getting the most out of
these sources (this account by Morse 1992 is drawn from Sergiovanni
1996: 41–3). Their success depends upon the behavior of individual
bees who make their own independent decisions rather than on a hier-
archical structure within the colony, the specification of bee production
quotas, or on bees working collaboratively to make shared decisions
about where to hunt. Bees seem to practice a form of self-management.
They function as a group of independent operators. Each bee makes
her own decisions about which flower patches to work. Then each
assesses the richness of the nectar source and engages in a dance that
communicates to others whether this level of richness is low or high.
Freedman notes that:

A particular kind of feedback makes self-management possible. In
a sense, self-organizing systems are learning systems but of a spe-
cific sort. Capable of “learning” through feedback from the
external environment, they also “embed” that learning in their
actual structure . . . In this way, self-organizing systems constantly
rearrange themselves as the effects of previous actions or changes in
external conditions ripple through the system. Information is
embedded in the structure. As external conditions change, the
structure of the system automatically changes.

(1992: 32)

Bees are not picky about who is doing the dancing, but only about what
the message is. Thus experienced bees are treated the same as bees with
little or no experience. As Morse (1992) explains:

What is now understood is that this is sufficient to direct the actions
of the whole colony. A bee being recruited follows one dancer, and
takes the advice of this bee, and forages accordingly. She then
makes her own decision as to the profitability of the food source,
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and may dance herself, or not, and continue to forage at the site, or
not, depending upon what she thinks. The bees that dance longer
are more likely to be encountered, and to recruit more bees. In this
way the greatest number of bees get the best advice and forage at
the best site.

(as cited in Sergiovanni 1996: 41–2)

The message that appeals to those who seek to apply complex adaptive
systems thinking to schools is that the hive achieves order from the
action of many independent bees. Bees are self-managing, and together
comprise a network of individual actors that act independently and yet
in unison, without guidance from any central source. They are not a
mere collection of individuals who happen to be working in what
appears to be interdependent ways. Instead, they are tied together into
a colony of individual actors engaged in common purposes. Of course,
there are limits in carrying these analogies too far. Bees, after all, are
influenced by instinct and unusual forms of communication that may
be genetically determined. These biological factors may, in fact,
account for much of bee behavior. Still, it is clear that bees and other
complex adaptive systems do not follow predetermined plans. They
engage in a self-organizing process under conditions where manage-
ment controls are impossible. And it is clear that this image provides a
useful way to think about developing structures and leadership strate-
gies for schools.

The leadership challenge for us is one of connections. How do we get
students, teachers, parents, heads, and others connected to each other in
authentic and meaningful ways under conditions that resemble complex
adaptive systems? How can people become tied together and become
tied to their work not just interpersonally, but morally and spiritually as
well? The answer suggested in this book is to share a common moral
quest, to be bonded to a set of shared conceptions, purposes, ideas,
and values. What makes human systems unique is that they are not
driven by just biological and psychological forces, but cultural forces as
well. Cultural forces can help us find the balance needed to manage suc-
cessfully in a complex world. Cultural forces rely on common purposes,
values, commitments, and norms that result in relationships among
people that have moral overtones; relationships that ensure caring and
inclusiveness.
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Controlling events or controlling probabilities?

Learning to lead differently in today’s messy world of schooling is a little
like asking teachers and heads to lead in uncharted waters. We just do
not have a very good picture of what works in schools that resemble
complex adaptive systems. Until we get a better picture we will have to
struggle with some important questions:

TWO KEY QUESTIONS

• What lessons can be learned by using the complex adaptive
systems metaphor as a model for organizing and leading
schools?

• What changes will be needed in the ways that policy makers
and school administrators seek to coordinate and direct the
work of teachers and others toward desired ends?

The most important lesson may be to shift leadership from focusing on
controlling events to focusing on controlling probabilities.

Theories of leadership are in the end theories of control. How do we
increase the likelihood that good things will happen in a school – that
our ends will be achieved? How do we ensure that all of the parts of the
school will work together – that each member of the school will do the
things that need to be done for us to be successful? How will we ensure
that everyone will keep on learning so that their performance continu-
ously improves? How do we ensure that motivation and commitment
will be maintained – even increased? Control is intended to reduce
ambiguity and indeterminacy, thus increasing reliability and pre-
dictability. But getting control is not as easy as it seems.

In seeking to control events rather than probabilities, policy makers
throughout much of the world view the complex adaptive systems char-
acteristic of schools as an evil that must be overcome in favor of order,
reliability, and predictability. Thus, instead of accommodating to varia-
tion, the policies they develop seek to force schools into a mold of
conformity. In an age of rapid change, of uncommon diversity, and of
unprecedented complexity this strategy seems shortsighted.
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Controlling events has many costs – some of which were discussed in
the last chapter. Standards and outcomes thought to be important at
time 1, for example, may be found less important at time 2. Standards
not set and not assessed by state authorities are likely to be de-
emphasized or excluded. By pursuing standards list A we do not
pursue standards list B, even though the latter list may be more import-
ant for a large number of students, their parents, and communities.

Controlling probabilities

Controlling probabilities rather than events may make more sense.
Probabilities are guided by strong values linked to purposes that provide
direction. Specific standards and outcomes are still considered to be
helpful but they emerge as schooling unfolds, as teaching takes place,
and as a host of accompanying decisions by teachers and students are
made. Like the bees discussed earlier, this emergence of strategies and
outcomes in use allows schools to be responsive to the varied learning
needs and interests they encounter.

With probabilities as the focus, schools are held accountable for ensur-
ing that whatever specific outcomes are set at a given time and for a
given group of standards – the probabilities are strong that they will
reflect the school’s values and contribute to the achievement of its pur-
poses. Controlling events emphasizes seeking power over people and
what they do. Controlling probabilities emphasizes using power to
ensure that the likelihood of achieving values and purposes is increased.
Often, increasing probabilities of success means giving up control over
people and events – an idea found difficult to accept by many policy
makers and school leaders.

Control strategies

What are our options when seeking control? Which of these options
emphasize controlling events and which emphasize controlling prob-
abilities? Following the work of Mintzberg (1979) it is useful to think of
teachers, heads, and other leaders as having access to six strategies for
ensuring control: direct supervision; standardizing the work that people
do; standardizing the outcomes that must be achieved; standardizing the
dispositions, knowledge, and skill that people must use to practice;
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emphasizing common purposes and commitments; and emphasizing
mutual adjustment as people work in teams or communities of practice.

No one control strategy is, in an absolute sense, better than another.
The choice of strategy depends upon the extent to which it matches the
nature of the work to be done, who is doing the work, the complexity of
the work setting, and the standards of quality expected when work is
completed. Where work complexity is simple, direct supervision involv-
ing telling people what to do, watching them do it, and making
corrections as needed might be an appropriate choice. But as complex-
ity increases, strategies closer to mutual adjustment make more sense.

Direct supervision, standardizing work processes, and even standard-
izing outcomes are usually appropriate and effective for simple work, but
not for more complex work. These control strategies may well be the
choices for the factory and the fast-food restaurant, but not for medical
teams, high-tech companies, schools, and other enterprises where vari-
ation is important. In the former group controlling, scripting, and
directing what it is that people do fit. There is no doubt about the out-
comes to be achieved, the standards that should be used to judge
outcomes, and the means by which one measures those standards. A Big
Mac, for example, is designed to be exactly like every other Big Mac in
every restaurant throughout the world. The standard of quality is the
same as well. Each is cooked to exactly the same temperature and so on.

For schools and other enterprises that resemble complex adaptive
systems obligating, professionalizing, and networking seem to be more
appropriate as management options. These enterprises need to rely on
purposing and shared values, standardizing knowledge and skills, and
mutual adjustment as control strategies if they want to be successful.
The reasons for their use are practical ones. The loose connectedness of
complex adaptive systems does not make it easy to directly supervise
what people are doing. Further, standardizing the work and standardiz-
ing outcomes too often result in work simplification, loss of meaning
and significance, less satisfaction, and ultimately in poorer quality out-
comes.

Mutual adjustment

Increasingly, standardizing knowledge and skills aimed at increasing the
capacity of teachers to function more effectively is being used as a
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school improvement strategy. Further, relying on purposes and shared
values has been recommended for providing the glue that brings people
together in a loosely connected world. Less attention, however, has been
given to mutual adjustment as a
control strategy. To Mintzberg
mutual adjustment involves the
simple process of informal
communications. For mutual
adjustment to work, control of
the work has to rest in the hands of the doers. Mintzberg argues that
mutual adjustment is found naturally in the very simplest of organiza-
tions (he uses the example of two people in a canoe) and in the most
complicated organizations. In his words:

Paradoxically, it is also used in the most complicated, because, as we
shall see later, it is the only one that works under extremely difficult
circumstances. Consider the organization charged with putting a
man on the moon for the first time. Such an activity requires an
incredibly elaborate division of labor, with thousands of specialists
doing all kinds of specific jobs. But at the outset, no one can be sure
exactly what needs to be done. That knowledge develops as the work
unfolds. So in the final analysis, despite the use of other coordinating
mechanisms, the success of the undertaking depends primarily on the
ability of the specialists to adapt to each other along their uncharted
route, not altogether unlike the two people in the canoe.

(1979: 3)

The bees discussed earlier would no doubt feel comfortable with
Mintzberg’s description. He notes further:

When the tasks are simple and routine, the organization is tempted
to rely on the standardization of the work processes themselves. But
more complex work may preclude this, forcing the organization to
turn to the standardization of the outputs – specifying the results of
the work but leaving the choice of process to the worker. In com-
plex work, however, the outputs often cannot be standardized either,
and so the organization must settle for standardizing the skills of the
worker, if possible.
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But should the divided tasks of the organization prove impossible
to standardize, it may be forced to return full cycle, to favor the
simplest, yet most adaptable coordinating mechanism – mutual
adjustment . . . Sophisticated problem solvers facing extremely
complicated situations must communicate informally if they are to
accomplish their work.

(ibid.: 8)

The challenge, of course, is to figure out how to organize mutual adjust-
ment in a way that makes sense in schools. Most schools have been
working on the problem of teacher isolation and see the value of
encouraging more teamwork among teachers. They started with an
emphasis on congeniality. How do we improve the interpersonal climate
in the schools so that teachers trust each other more, are more satisfied
with their interpersonal relationships, and work together in greater har-
mony? Then they raised the stakes by moving beyond congeniality to
collegiality. Collegiality is less concerned with interpersonal themes and
more concerned with norms and values that define the faculty as a
community of like-minded people connected together in a common
commitment. Colleagues share common work traditions and help each
other. Roland Barth points out that there are risks involved when teach-
ers are engaged in observation, communication, sharing knowledge,
and talking openly about their work. In his words:

Collegiality requires that everyone be willing to give up something
without knowing in advance just what that may be. But the risks
and costs of interdependence are nothing next to the risks and
costs of sustaining a climate of emotional toxicity, of working in iso-
lation, in opposite corners of the sandbox.

(1990: 32)

Mutual adjustment as a control strategy raises the stakes again as we
move from an emphasis on collegiality alone to an emphasis on devel-
oping communities of practice. In communities of practice groups of
teachers come to see themselves as being involved in a shared practice of
teaching that transcends their own individual practices. Thus, they have
an important stake not only in their own learning, but the learning
of their colleagues. They are, as Stewart notes, “the shop floor of the
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human capital, the place where the stuff gets made” (1997: 96).
Teachers function as communities of practice when they share a
common body of knowledge, when they work together to expand that
knowledge and to use it more effectively. Learning is key.

The importance of opportunity and capacity

At the center of leadership in today’s schools, whether expressed by
heads, teachers, or someone else, is organizational learning. This asser-
tion is based on the simple but profound idea that if we expect schools
to get continuously better at providing learning for students, teachers
must become members of communities of practice and schools must
become learning communities for adults as well as students. In Seymour
Sarason’s words: “It is virtually impossible to create and sustain over
time conditions for productive learning for students when they do not
exist for teachers” (1990: 145).

Opportunity and capacity can help to make teacher learning a nat-
ural part of a school’s life. Rosabeth Moss Kanter (1977) has pointed out
that using direct supervision and promulgating policies that standardize
work processes or standardize outcomes do not so much control what
people do as they control what people cannot do. That is a pretty scary
proposition. It is one thing, for example, for a teacher to decide to use
mimeographed worksheets when they are not appropriate in your
grandchild’s classroom and another thing when teachers are not able to
give your grandchild the attention she or he may need because of exces-
sively prescriptive testing, curriculum, and scheduling requirements.
These and other “control over events” practices restrict the range of
options available to teachers, heads, and even students. Fewer options

increase the likelihood that schools will not be able to respond satisfactorily to either

the intellectual challenges and academic demands they face or the unique needs that

students and parents face. Both school and community, both teachers and
students, both heads and policy makers lose as a result. Though it may
be popular to mandate and prescribe, the reality is that the wholesale
limiting of options for teachers, heads, and parents at the local school
site is just bad educational policy.

As a result of her research, Kanter found that opportunity and cap-
acity were essential for effective performance in complex work. In
schools, opportunity refers to the perception that teachers and heads
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have for increasing knowledge, skills, and rewards. Do they have the
opportunity to learn, to figure out ways in which challenging standards
might be met, to respond to the needs of the children that they are
responsible for? Do they have the opportunity to respond to increases in
responsibility and increases in the challenges that they face? Capacity
refers to the ability to get things done, to gather the resources that one
needs in order to get things done, and to interact with others who can
help get things done. Kanter warns that when opportunity and capac-
ity are diminished, interest and excitement in one’s work decrease.

Relying on Kanter’s framework, Milbrey McLaughlin and Sylvia Mei-
Ling Yee (1988) found that enhanced levels of opportunity and capacity
resulted in teachers experiencing greater stimulation at work and higher
levels of work motivation. They found, also, that a teacher’s effectiveness
was directly related to the opportunities that teacher had to develop
basic competence, to experience challenge in teaching, to receive feed-
back about their importance, to get support for trying new things, and
to get support for their own growth. Kanter and McLaughlin and Mei-
Ling Yee suggest that there is much that leaders can do to directly
improve opportunities for learning. But as mutual adjustment becomes
even more important in schools and as the learning curves that will be
needed become more steep, leaders will have to focus less and less on
providing direct leadership and more and more on building substitutes
for leadership into the very structure and culture of schooling itself.

Direct leadership is what leaders do when they work directly to
enhance teacher learning. Substitutes for leadership are the structures,
pathways, and norms leaders build that allow, encourage, and enhance
teacher learning. Taking substitutes for leadership seriously means wor-
rying just a little bit less about developing the intelligence of individual
teachers and a little bit more about cultivating organizational
intelligence.

The development of organizational
intelligence

Think of it this way. If we can figure out how to make schools smarter
as organizations, then it may be easier for people to learn and keep
learning in the face of new knowledge and skill requirements. Smarter
schools are more intelligent in an organizational sense. Gerald Skibbins
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(1974) thinks of organizational intelligence as the sum of an organiza-
tion’s ability to perceive, to process information, to reason, to be
imaginative, and to be motivated. The five are indicators of organiza-
tional intelligence. Some schools, for example, are more perceptive than
others. In these schools the total
amount of perception stored in the
minds and hearts of heads,
teachers, and others is greater.
Some schools have figured out
how to increase their organizational memory as well. In these schools
more people seem to know what is going on. More people have access to
the information they need to be successful. More people are aware of
their school’s history and traditions. More people know about and have
learned from previous mistakes than is the case in other schools. Some
schools are able to reason better than others, show more imagination, and
harness more motivational energy than others.

Schools that are perceptive are networked both internally and exter-
nally to sources of information that make them more aware of what
they know, what the possibilities are, and what courses of action to take.
They know where to find support, where the lines are that cannot be
crossed, and where the degrees of freedom are greatest. Schools that
have enhanced memory have developed data banks and have provided
ways to make this information available to those who need it. Schools
that have enhanced reason use data to help them understand better
their circumstances and to make better decisions. This data is both hard
and soft. Test scores, for example, are important and so are values and
purposes, perceptions and beliefs. Schools that are imaginative have fig-
ured out ways to build into their structure and culture a considerable
amount of freedom and flexibility. Schools with enhanced motivation
are known as quality places to work and have committed teachers who
want to be there.

The five indicators of organizational intelligence (perception,
memory, reason, imagination, and motivation) correspond pretty well to
the indicators that are considered in assessing individual intelligence. As
the indicators strengthen, a school is able to increase its organizational
intelligence. As the indicators weaken, that school’s organizational intel-
ligence decreases. When heads are able to enhance these indicators,
they are providing substitutes for leadership in the sense that the
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indicators allow people in the school to behave more intelligently than
would otherwise be the case. The more intelligently they behave, the less
direct leadership they need from heads.

The question, of course, is how to enhance these indicators of intel-
ligence in an organizational way. And the answer, according to Skibbins,
is by manipulating certain organizational variables that affect the cap-
acity of people to learn. Skibbins believes that there are a number of
organizational variables that leaders can emphasize or de-emphasize
and, depending upon how they are manipulated, the various indicators
of organizational intelligence will be either enhanced or diminished.
How one practices supervision, envisions decision-making, distributes
authority, involves people, or communicates, for example, influences
the extent to which the school and its people perceive, have a sense of
memory, reason, are imaginative, and are motivated. These dimensions
are shown in Table 6.1 and discussed below:

Span of control, the first organizational variable Skibbins discusses, is
managerial jargon for the number of individuals who should “report” to
each leader. The greater the number, the less likely that leaders will be
directive and restrictive, thus allowing others to be more engaged in a
wider range of the school’s life. This engagement gives both leaders and
others a wide-angle view of what is going on that increases perception.
A wide span of control also enlarges everyone’s scope of concern and
involves them in a larger body of information about the school that
increases memory across the board.

Leadership density, the second organizational variable, refers to the extent
leadership responsibilities and practices are located deep among the
faculty. The more people that are involved in leadership roles and
responsibilities, the more dense is leadership in the schools. High lead-
ership density increases the number of people who are engaged in the
work of others, the number of people who are responsible for and
engaged in the work of others, and thereby augments perception. High
leadership density increases the number of people who are trusted with
information and thereby enlarges memory. High leadership density
increases the number of people concerned with decision-making and
this augments reason. High leadership density increases the number of
people who are exposed to new ideas and thus are more likely to gen-
erate even more new ideas, thereby enlarging imagination. And, finally,
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high leadership density increases the number of people who have an
important stake in the school and its success, which augments motivation.

The third organizational variable is time span for reaching goals and
determining success. When the time span is longer, people are able to
ponder problems and reflect more on what is going on in the school and
are able to accomplish things that are more important than would other-
wise have been the case, enhancing both imagination and motivation.
When the time span is too short, schools are encouraged to behave like
corporations who are often forced to do almost anything to “get the next
quarter’s numbers up.” Sometimes what they are forced to do in the
short term jeopardizes their long-term capacity and profitability.

The fourth organizational variable, the degree of centralization in decision-

making, impacts each of the indicators of organizational intelligence in
important ways. Decentralization involves more people, gets more
people into the information flow of the school thus increasing per-
ception, brings more people together to ponder decisions thus
increasing memory, causes more minds to be involved in problem solv-
ing thus increasing reason and imagination, and encourages more
people to accept responsibility for what is going on thus enhancing
motivation.

The fifth organizational variable is the amount of interaction that occurs
across departments, teams, grade levels, and even schools. As interaction
increases more people are involved more widely in what is going on in
the school, ponder together problems to be solved, draw on the
resources of each other to solve these problems, and build a higher
sense of ownership in what is going on in the school. These, in turn,
increase each of the five indicators of organizational intelligence.

The sixth organizational variable is emphasis on formal rules. How rules
are understood and used by a school’s leadership (or how rules are
mandates from external sources) also influences the school’s capacity to
perceive, to develop its memory, to reason, to be imaginative, and to be
motivated. Fewer rules increase the likelihood that people will be more
receptive to ideas, broaden the extent to which people can be involved
in contributing relevant data, expose rules to more critical evaluation,
allow for more critical thinking, encourage imagination, and permit
wider discretion.
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Similar effects are sketched out for such organizational characteristics as
specificity of goals, standards, and outcomes, the extent to which values are
emphasized over directions, and the extent to which knowledge-based

authority is used over position-based authority. With respect to goals,
standards, and outcomes, less specificity, Skibbins maintains, helps
increase organizational perception, memory, reason, and motivation
thus enhancing organizational intelligence. Emphasizing values over
directions and relying on knowledge-based authority are also broad
contributors to organizational intelligence.

Some principles for organizing

Skibbins’ conception of organizational intelligence may be more
metaphorical than real. Nonetheless the idea is sufficiently powerful to
be worth further consideration. Arguing that when organizations are
structured in ways that enhance their “smartness” human intelligence
increases just makes too much sense. Further, these ideas about substi-
tutes for leadership and organizational intelligence may be directly
transferable to the classroom. Are there classroom organizational fea-
tures that enhance student perception, memory, reason, imagination,
and motivation? I think so. With this thought in mind, here are some
basic principles for organizing, whether we are talking about classrooms
or schools (Sergiovanni 1995):

1 The principle of cooperation – When teachers cooperate with each
other by working together, trying out ideas together, examining stu-
dent work together, and helping each other, teaching and learning
are enhanced. Further, cooperation helps overcome the effects of
isolation that too often characterize teaching. In successful schools
organizational structures enhance cooperation among teachers.
Successful classrooms enhance cooperation among students.

2 The principle of empowerment – When teachers experience empow-
erment, this contributes to ownership, increased commitment, and
motivation to work. When teachers feel like pawns rather than orig-
inators of their own behavior, they are likely to respond with
reduced commitment, mechanical behavior, indifference, and even
dissatisfaction and alienation. In successful schools organizational
structures enhance empowerment among teachers. Similarly,
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organizational structures in classrooms enhance empowerment
among students.

3 The principle of responsibility – Most teachers want more responsi-
bility. Responsibility enhances the importance and significance of
their work and provides a tangible basis for recognizing their suc-
cess. In successful schools organizational structures encourage
teacher responsibility. Similarly, in successful classrooms organiza-
tional structures encourage student responsibility. Both forms of
responsibility are keys to helping the school become a self-managing
system.

4 The principle of accountability – Accountability is related to empow-
erment and responsibility. It is not likely that one is empowered or
has real responsibility unless one is also accountable. Accountability
provides a healthy measure of excitement, challenge, and import-
ance that raises the stakes just enough so that achievement means
something. In successful schools organizational structures allow
teachers to be accountable for their decisions and achievements.
Similarly, in successful classrooms there are organizational struc-
tures in place that encourage students to be accountable. When
combined with empowerment, accountability helps the school
become a community of responsibility (a theme discussed in
Chapter 4).

5 The principle of meaningfulness – When teachers find their practice
to be meaningful, teaching not only takes on special significance,
but also provides teachers with feelings of intrinsic satisfaction. In
successful schools organizational structures provide for meaningful
work. Similarly, in successful classrooms organizational structures
provide for students to experience meaningful work.

6 The principle of ability–authority – Thirty-five years ago the noted
organizational theorist Victor Thompson (1961) stated that the
major problem facing modern organizations is the growing gap
which exists between those who have authority to act but not the
necessary ability, and those who have ability to act but not the nec-
essary authority. With today’s knowledge explosion and increased
specialization, what was once a gap seems more like a chasm. This
ability–authority principle seeks to place those who have the ability
to act in the forefront of decision-making. In successful schools
organizational structures promote authority based on ability. In
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schools where it is necessary for authority to be formally linked to
one’s position in the organizational hierarchy, day-by-day practice
is characterized by formal and informal delegation of this author-
ity to those with ability. Similarly, students often know more about
certain topics than do adults (computers and dinosaurs, for exam-
ple). This “ability–authority” gap needs to be breached by sharing
authority with students.

As these organizational principles become common place in schools,
they increase the capacity of everyone to respond more effectively to
their problems. As a result, heads are able to lead more effectively, teach-
ing is enhanced, and learning for both adults and students increases.

Going deeper

Throughout much of this chapter the emphasis has been on linking
leadership with learning as a response to the complex adaptive systems
nature of schools. Learning earns the center-stage position because it is
a powerful way for schools to adapt, to stay ahead, and to invent new
solutions. At the heart of any successful change is a change in culture
which makes new goals, new initiatives, and new ways of behaving part
of a school’s norm structure. Forgetting the importance of culture and
the importance of creating new norms leads to changes that resemble
the proverbial “rearranging the chairs on the deck of the Titanic.” But
organizational factors count too and in important ways. Though we
have no inventory of scientific findings to present, it seems clear that we
can be much more deliberate in organizing schools in ways that enhance
teacher learning and the learning of other adults. Further, as teachers
learn more and as schools get smarter, students learn more too. But we
cannot end this story here. We are missing the most important part:
what can be done to help classrooms become more effective learning
communities for students – particularly students who are usually thought
of as not likely to do well?

Organizing classrooms for learning

Lauren Resnick of the Institute for Learning at the University of
Pittsburgh has some ideas that can help answer the above question. She
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believes that effort counts in helping students learn – that intelligence is
not immutable. Her research reveals that students who are treated as if
they are intelligent become intelligent. When taught demanding content
and when expected to explain and find connections as well as to mem-
orize, they learn more and they learn more quickly. Resnick and her
colleagues (1998, 1999) at the Institute for Learning have identified a
core set of principles that seems to contribute to this learning:

CORE PRINCIPLES

1 Organize for effort An effort-based school replaces the assump-
tion that aptitude determines what and how much students
learn with the assumption that sustained and directed effort
can yield high achievement for all students. Everything is
organized to evoke and support this effort.

2 Clear expectations If we expect all students to learn at high
levels, then we need to define what we expect students to
learn. These expectations need to be clear – to school pro-
fessionals, to parents, to the community, and, above all, to
students themselves.

3 Recognition of accomplishment Clear recognition of authentic
accomplishment is a hallmark of an effort-based school. This
recognition can take the form of celebrations of work that
meets standards or intermediate expectations.

4 Fair and credible evaluations Long-term effort by students calls
for assessment practices that students find fair. Most import-
antly, tests, exams, and classroom assessments must be aligned
to the standards and the curriculum being studied. Fair
assessment also means using tests and exams that are graded
against absolute standards rather than on a curve so students
can clearly see the results of their learning efforts.

5 Academic rigor in a thinking curriculum Thinking and problem
solving will be the “new basics” of the twenty-first century.
But the common idea that we can teach thinking without a
solid foundation of knowledge must be abandoned. So must
the idea that we can teach knowledge without engaging



students in thinking. Knowledge and thinking must be inti-
mately joined.

6 Accountability talk Talking with others about ideas and work is
fundamental to learning. But not all talk sustains learning or
creates intelligence. For classroom talk to promote learning, it
must have certain characteristics that make it accountable.
Accountability talk seriously responds to and further develops
what others in the group have said. It puts forth and demands
knowledge that is accurate and relevant to the issues under
discussion.

7 Socializing intelligence Intelligent habits of mind are learned
through the daily expectations placed on the learner. By call-
ing on students to use the skills of intelligent thinking and
accountability talk, and by holding them responsible for
doing so, educators can teach intelligence.

8 Learning as apprenticeship For many centuries, most people
learned by working alongside an expert who modeled skilled
practice and guided novices as they created authentic products
or performances. This kind of apprenticeship learning allowed
learners to acquire the complex interdisciplinary knowledge,
practical abilities, and appropriate forms of social behavior
that went with high levels of skilled performance . . . Much of
the power of apprenticeship learning can be brought into
schooling through appropriate use of extended projects and
presentations, and by organizing learning environments so that
complex thinking and production are modeled and analyzed.

(excerpted from Resnick 1999: 40)

The challenge of leadership

As part of a study of perceptions of good leadership by Danish, English,
and Scottish teachers, John MacBeath and his colleagues Leif Moos, Pat
Mahony, and Jenny Reeves (1998) have identified five “definitions” of
school leadership:

1 Leadership means having a clear personal vision of what you want
to achieve.
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2 Good leaders are in the thick of things, working alongside their col-
leagues.

3 Leadership means respecting teachers’ autonomy, protecting them
from extraneous demands.

4 Good leaders look ahead, anticipate change and prepare people for
it so that it doesn’t surprise or disempower them.

5 Good leaders are pragmatic. They are able to grasp the realities of
the political and economic context and they are able to negotiate
and compromise.

(Moos, Mahony, and Reeves in MacBeath 1998: 63)

The researchers found that English teachers listed the first definition of
a strong leader with a personal vision as their top choice, even though
one in four teachers rated this definition as the worst. Danish teachers
were inclined to favor the fourth definition – a forward-looking leader
who would empower teachers to prepare for the future. Scottish teach-
ers preferred definitions 2 and 1. Within every group, however, each of
the definitions was preferred by some of the teachers suggesting that
leadership, broadly conceived, is about many things. Though given dif-
ferent weights, the qualities of leadership suggested by the five
definitions find their way into the practice of most heads.

In a related study Christopher Day and his colleagues identify a sixth
definition as follows:

6 Good leaders are informed by, and communicate, clear sets of per-
sonal and educational values which represent their moral purposes
for the school.

(Day et al. 2000: 165)

The heads in this study were able to create a fabric of reciprocal rela-
tionships and mutual support that tied everyone together in a sensible
pattern of action on behalf of their schools. The heads cultivated pro-
fessional dialogue among teachers and placed a high premium upon
their own professional development as part of a broad and deep com-
mitment to learning for everyone. They developed professional and
intellectual capital by helping their schools become inquiring commu-
nities committed to rigorous and authentic learning. They practiced
what Day and his colleagues call “post-tranformational leadership” – a
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values-led leadership based on firm convictions, personal integrity, and
commitment to action. These European findings have a ring of famil-
iarity when one examines the leadership scene in Canada, the USA,
Singapore, Australia, and other developed countries. In the researchers’
words:

The heads in this study were effective because they held and com-
municated clear vision and values. They empowered staff by
developing a climate of collaboration, by applying high standards
to themselves and others and monitoring these, by seeking the sup-
port of various influential groups within the school community, by
keeping ‘ahead of the game’ through ensuring that they had a
national strategic view of forthcoming changes, and by managing
their own personal and professional selves. They managed tensions
between dependency and autonomy, between caution and courage,
between maintenance and development . . . their focus was always
upon the betterment of the young people and staff who worked in
their schools. They remained also, often against all the odds, enthu-
siastic and committed to learning. Their strength was demonstrated
in their hopefulness at all times . . .

(ibid.: 177–8)

These researchers are on to something important. Granted, leadership
is hard to pin down. It takes many forms. The same leadership behav-
iors have different meanings in different contexts. Idealism is important.
A pragmatic bent oriented to action makes this idealism real. The art of
leadership is found in the steady balance that leaders bring to their
practice. It all works because of deeply held convictions and commit-
ment to action. In short, effective leaders base their practice on ideas
and have the grit to act on these ideas.

Perhaps top on any list of leadership virtues is humility. It is danger-
ous for leaders to think of themselves as providers of solutions that save
the day. In reality heads and teachers are faced with many problems but
few solutions. Under these circumstances leadership is a quest, a search
for some light, a struggle to keep moving in a direction that makes sense
for children, their parents, and their community. Leadership is not a
given, is not an answer, is not a fixed destination. The more schools
resemble complex adaptive systems, the more likely that successful
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leadership will depend on the leader’s ability to ask for and receive the
help of everyone involved in the school. Tom Morris raises the humility
question by noting that leaders are little more than “dust and ashes.”
Thus they must ask themselves:

What can I alone accomplish?. . . If I can open myself to what is
out there in the world beyond the boundaries of my own small
self, if I can lower myself into a state of humble openness to receive
what others have to offer, then they are more likely to pour them-
selves out into me and help me accomplish the most difficult and the
most worthy of tasks.

(1997: 215)

If we heed his advice, then we will have discovered the secret of
leadership.
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QUESTIONS FOR FURTHER EXPLORATION

1 “External reviews should be granted in the school’s promises
and school improvements plans.”
How adequate a model is this for the role of external
inspection?

2 “One way to engender trust is through public disclosure.”
How valid a statement is this in your experience? What
assumptions underpin it?

3 What is meant in practice by probabilities rather than events?
How can this provide a basis for development, or improve-
ment, planning?

4 Consider the five definitions of leadership below. Mark with
a tick the definition closest to your own preferred definition.
Mark with a cross the one furthest away.

1 The headteacher should have a clear view of what makes
it a good school and be able to inspire people to make it
happen.

2 A good headteacher leads by example. He/she should
work in the classroom alongside the teachers and encourage
them to take responsibility for improving things.

3 Good schools let teachers get on with the job and protect
them from too many outside pressures.

4 A good headteacher should know what is going on and
be able to look ahead and make sure staff are ready for
what is coming so that they are able to deal with change
confidently and in a planned way.

5 Good leaders are pragmatic. They are able to grasp the
realities of the political and economic context. They know
how to negotiate and when to compromise and how to get
the best out of the system for the benefit of their own school.
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7 Leadership in the real
world
A postscript by Richard
Middleton

Americans have long espoused education as fundamental to the per-
petuation of a democratic society and a vibrant economy. Our schools
have been “instruments of the people, chartered to do the important
work of our country . . . [and] as much a foundation for American
democracy as the Constitution and the Bill of Rights” (Mathews 1996:
11). Yet while Americans believe that education is essential to the bet-
terment of this society, great differences of opinion still exist about what
constitutes an excellent education.

We continually debate issues that range from financial equity to social
policy, from local and state standards to national testing, and from edu-
cation as public obligation to education as private enterprise. This lack
of agreement has created an unfocused vision about the purpose and
future of education in this country. Glickman noted, “unfortunately,
part of the reason why schools are such easy targets for criticism is that
their goals are so diffuse and fragmented” (1993: 7).

As a consequence, public education’s diverse stakeholders have often
promoted differing and conflicting solutions which many times are
embedded in political agendas rather than in student success. The result
has been swings in law and policy at the local, state, and national level
as lawmakers rush to enact their education “solutions du jour” for qual-
ity schools. In the past, this menu approach to schooling has included
such issues as class size, phonics, traditional math, school uniforms, and
zero tolerance, each of which has value, but enacted in isolation pre-
cludes truly systemic reform. At times, it seems that Americans truly
believe their governments are able to enact laws and policies that will
ensure every schoolchild is strong, beautiful, and as in Garrison Keillor’s



Lake Wobegon, “above average.” Educators are simply left to cope with
the results.

As educators we now find ourselves in a time where educational
progress is increasingly measured in terms of test results based on highly
regulated standards of curriculum. Much of the current education
debate focuses on the validity of these high stakes accountability sys-
tems. A cursory review of the education literature provides opinions
from experts with competing points of view who are advocates for the
extremes of the present debate. Some articles strongly assert the need
for rigorous accountability systems with the intent of punishing low-
performing school systems, while others argue to abandon high stakes
testing in favor of more creative portfolio exhibits. Debates such as
these become divisive for a community, and ultimately are of limited
assistance to educators.

As a practicing superintendent, what I crave most for school leaders
is discussion at the center of important issues. For example, rather than
advocating or berating high stakes testing, leaders must focus on the pri-
mary mission of improving education for all students. For educators in
the field, the real issue is not whether to test young people, but how to
best use the test results to improve instruction. While test scores should
never be the method by which our society totally defines the social and
intellectual worth of an individual, a school, or a community, it must be
acknowledged that test taking is a necessary, lifelong skill. Today’s stu-
dents will face tests many times in the years after graduation, as
examinations are required in all areas of life including applications for
a driver’s license, entrance to graduate school, or a career promotion.

What must not be overlooked is that the national standards move-
ment is actually changing the focus of education reform. It is now
possible to measure the equity of schools by increases in the levels of stu-
dent achievement instead of indicators such as simple comparisons of
spending per student or ratios of counselors to students (Odden and
Picus 2000). As we set our expectations higher for all students, policy
makers must determine the most efficient and effective methods of suc-

cessfully addressing the diverse needs of students. We must now concern
ourselves with engaging groups of students with ever widening differ-
ences and demonstrating that all can achieve higher levels of learning.
Linda Darling-Hammond (1997) argues that learning to high standards
is the right of all children, and the future of public schools depends on
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this success. As has been demonstrated before, parents and other tax-
payers will not oblige schools strapped for money without credible
evidences of student growth in achievement.

Educators must become more sophisticated in their ability to develop
capacity for teaching and leading in our schools, and we must be
equipped for change. The reality is that schools are not constants; they
are inhabited by heads, teachers, and children who occupy the building
for only a brief period of time. To be effective today, school leaders
cannot depend solely on leadership by command and control and the
strength of their personality. Command and control leadership requires
that teachers only focus for brief periods, and it is ultimately draining to
a school community. When the leader leaves, the school’s energy and
spirit quickly dissipate. By contrast, effective school leadership is, as
Sergiovanni writes, “primarily an act of trust” (1992: 139), and not so
much a matter of problem solving as it is sustaining a climate of learn-
ing and a culture of opportunity for students and teachers. School heads
are charged to create a community of moral purpose with the capacity
to reinvent itself to meet challenges.

In their research on visionary, enduring companies, Collins and
Porras found that for these organizations, “the only truly reliable source
of stability [was] a strong inner core and the willingness to change and
adapt everything except that core” (1994: xx). As schools are charged
with caring for children, they may be considered moral institutions.
School leaders must direct efforts toward the core purpose of increasing
the ability of all children and preparing students for the future.

It must also be noted that professionals working alone cannot possibly
design programs and systems that can cope with such complexity.
Shulman states that there is a “distinctive wisdom about teaching among
practicing teachers,” (1997: 91) but that this wisdom is often isolated and
unvoiced. He asserts that when teachers work in lonely circumstances, it
makes it difficult for them to articulate what they know and share what
they have learned with peers. The role of the head, then, is to create a
school culture of reflective practice in which understandings achieved
during the course of practice are nurtured and not forgotten. As a
superintendent, I applaud heads who have the skill to build the capacity
of teachers to work together to absorb changes in mandates and convert
these to creative teaching experiences for children that improve student
success and achievement.
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It has long been my experience that the most successful schools are
those in which teachers feel a sense of ownership and responsibility.
Heads who are able to develop small teams of teachers who share a
common group of students and common goals are highly effective.
Whether it is grouping elementary students into families of learners,
teaming at the middle school level, or designing magnet school pro-
grams at the high school level, the common element for success is a
caring, focused group of teachers and students who trust one another
and work together as a community with a common purpose.

Community encompasses the relationships that occur day-to-day. It
involves teachers, students, families, neighborhoods and beyond. It
is built around shared experiences involving common struggles,
successes, and failures, [and] is sustained by structures that pro-
mote dialogue about students, learning, teaching, curriculum,
expectations, and results.

(Lieberman and Miller 1999: 10)

For the last several years, educators in Texas have begun their school
year in an environment of ever-increasing standards of accountability.
Schools and school districts are ranked by test scores and dropout rates
analyzed by four student subgroups, Anglo, Hispanic, African
American, Economically Disadvantaged. The goal of this system is to
ensure that educators have the same expectations for all students. All of
these elements create a complex matrix that classifies schools and school
districts under four categories based on annual test and dropout results.

The goal of the Texas system is laudable in that it sets higher stand-
ards for all children, but such a ranking system has the potential to
create anomalies and categorize a total school as low performing based
on the thinnest margins of dropout rate or test scores by one subpopu-
lation group of students. A system with such complexity and demands
calls for leaders with the skill to build leadership capacity within the
school by encouraging teacher interdependence and maximizing oppor-
tunities for teacher learning. In a study of schools in south Texas,
Thomas (1999) found that the head’s leadership was essential in pro-
viding the impetus and the organizational structure that resulted in
the transformation of the school staff into a professional learning
community.
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The role of leadership is to maintain the school community’s energy
and nurture the core purpose of increasing the ability of all children
and preparing students for the future. It is with that role in mind that I
offer the following eight principles for leadership, borrowed heavily
from a variety of experiences in both the education and business worlds.
Leaders must remember that their words and stance on issues impact
others in both large and small ways. These principles are meant to be a
practical guide to developing leaders who are able to create school com-
munities that thrive in complex times of change.

Leadership for excellence

1 Focus on instructional excellence

Schools are moral institutions, and school leaders have a moral obliga-
tion to see that children are well served, and that teachers are supported
in their efforts in behalf of children. A head’s first role is to engage
teachers in determining and articulating a vision of excellence for all
students. The head’s charge is to align the school’s resources with the
instructional priorities. Communication in the school should include
conversation about school issues and the needs of children with meet-
ings to analyze data and plan lessons. The head’s challenge is to provide
focus for the curriculum and structure opportunities and time for teach-
ers to: (1) plan their lessons; (2) measure what students learn; (3)
scrutinize the results in order to evaluate instructional efforts; and (4)
develop appropriate improvement initiatives.

2 Value connections

When teachers and heads consider themselves to be a community,
they engage in dialogue and discussion about teaching and learning.
While colleagueship and collaboration will not solve every school
problem, collective conversation about how teachers teach and how
students learn is a critical component of school improvement. As a
superintendent, my goal is to develop heads with the expertise and
capacity to encourage teachers to work together to acquire the know-
ledge, strategies, and techniques necessary to propel the school to high
performing status.
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Schools at risk weaken an entire district. It is incumbent on a district’s
central office staff to support the work of the head and teachers by
providing the expertise, guidance, and strategies required for the school
to attain its goals for student achievement. With a purposeful central
office staff, it is possible to make a significant contribution toward the
effectiveness of a school staff.

3 Understand the ground

To understand the ground means for a leader to develop awareness of
what is going on both inside and outside the school’s community. Heads
should have good data about the working relationships of teachers and
other staff members. Time must be preserved for celebrating successes
and for identifying and working through organizational issues. Time
well spent in this area will develop trust and provide the school staff
with encouragement and support through the more difficult days.

Superintendents and heads must also spend time with publics outside
the school. Leaders must understand how others view the school and
district in the larger context of the community of the city and state. The
more educators learn the merits of others’ viewpoints, the more oppor-
tunities will arise to involve schools in solving large community issues.
Educators must always remember that schools do not survive and thrive
in isolation. Public school leaders are public servants, and depend on tax
revenues to exist. Our challenge is to keep our communities involved
and supportive of the mission of public schools.

4 Envelop a problem

Leaders must internalize the “map” or vision for the school community,
and are charged with anticipating upcoming problems, interruptions,
and changes to the school’s instructional program.

As school staff members develop one-, five-, and ten-year plans to
meet student needs, heads must take care to understand current issues
and their constraints, and not to discount any potential challenges to
established strategies for success. During my career, I have found that
instructional and interpersonal problems are seldom solved with a single
solution or “silver bullet.” To ensure curricular continuity and commu-
nity success, leaders must envelop problematic issues by considering
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them from every angle and addressing them at multiple levels in a
myriad of ways.

5 Be resilient

Every successful organization has a person or persons who re-energizes
those around them with their enthusiasm for the mission before them.
These individuals are the “flag bearers” that provide a rallying point for
the group when times are confusing or difficult. Leaders in schools must
have the passion necessary to always be reliable for others and tirelessly
persistent to the goal. These leaders must also have the maturity and
wisdom to cultivate as many “flag bearers” as possible.

6 Encourage leadership

A vital role for leaders is to mentor peers as potential leaders. By shar-
ing with each other, leaders develop support groups and “think tanks” to
explore new ideas. These conversations and relationships provide a
method for leaders to overcome the loneliness and isolation leaders may
experience during difficult times.

A successful school system has a formalized procedure for identifying
and nurturing future leaders. A school district would greatly benefit
from an aggressive recruitment and preparation of individuals each
year who would be able to assume leadership positions as they became
available. Such a training system would provide continuity of leaders
who understand the organization and share its goals.

7 Enjoy the challenge

Sergiovanni has argued that educating youth today is a complex
endeavor that defies singular or even long-lasting solutions. After ten
years as a superintendent, I truly appreciate how profound his observa-
tion is. However, rather than frustrating I find this challenge both
enjoyable and energizing. Understanding and liking the ramifications of
one’s occupation are essential to being successful. Many times the
rewards of service are long term and rather evasive, but no one can dis-
count the importance of such efforts. To be an effective school leader,
one must truly have a passion for helping people learn and must be
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convinced that teaching can make a very real difference to all groups of
students.

8 Continue to learn

This principle for leadership must seem to be the most obvious.
However, continuing to learn means more than seeking new degrees or
certifications for job advancement or staff development. It means that
leaders must strive to be model learners. We must continue to read, and
engage in discussions about all matter of subjects as well as the most
recent theories of learning. As leaders we must question our current
practices and be willing to research new findings about our profession.
We must never feel that we have learned enough or have “progressed”
beyond the point of being a learner. Learning is truly a lifelong experi-
ence, and cannot be thought of as simply a destination.

Leaders and leadership make the difference in establishing and main-
taining successful schools. As Gardner wrote, “the light we sought is
shining still . . . the great ideas still beckon – freedom, equality, justice,
the release of human possibilities” (1990: xi). We must embrace the
complexity of the education world today, and not become disheartened
by change. Our focus and goal must remain for children to become
empowered for success in the future because of the challenging educa-
tion their schools made available for them.
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Notes

1 The real context for leadership

1 This discussion follows closely T.J. Sergiovanni “Value-Driven Schools: The
Amoeba Theory,” in Harry Walberg and John Lane (eds) (1989) Organizing
for Learning: Toward the 21st Century, Reston, VA: National Association of
Secondary School Principals. ©T.J. Sergiovanni (1988).

2 Leading with ideas

1 This discussion of theories closely follows T.J. Sergiovanni (1994) “The
Roots of School Leadership,” Principal, 74, 2: 7–9.

3 New leadership, roles, and competencies

1 This discussion of leadership and change is drawn from T.J. Sergiovanni
(2000) “Changing Change: Toward a Design Science and Art,” Journal of
Educational Change, 1, 1: 57–75. ©T.J. Sergiovanni (1999).

4 Leading communities of responsibility

1 Academic press, a term commonly used in school effectiveness research,
refers to the extent a school emphasizes academic achievement. Sebring and
Bryk (1996) point out that schools with high levels of academic press expect
students to work on intellectually challenging tasks, come to school prepared
to learn, and complete all assignments.

5 School character, school effectiveness, and layered standards

1 State refers to states in the USA and other countries, provinces and similar
jurisdictions, and federal governments.

2 This discussion of standards draws on Chapters 5 and 6 “Layered
Standards and Shared Accountability” and “Whole Child, Whole School,



Holistic Assessment” in T.J. Sergiovanni (2000) The Lifeworld of Leadership:
Creating Culture, Community, and Personal Meaning in Our Schools, San Francisco:
Jossey-Bass; and T.J. Sergiovanni (2000) “Standards and the Lifeworld of
Leadership,” The School Administrator, Vol. 57, No. 8.
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